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PREFACE

This report was prepared by Frederick E. Crory, Research Civil Engineer, of the Civil and
Geotechnical Engineering Research Branch, Experimental Engineering Division, U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. The report was prepared for the Bureau of Land
Management, U.S. Department of the Interior. The project officer was D.S. (Skip) Braden, who
conceived the idea for these guidelines and who contributed many helpful suggestions during their
initial preparation. His contributions are gratefully acknowledged by the author.

This report presents construction guidelines for activities associated with petroleum exploration in
northern Alaska. The guidelines attempt to orient the reader to the unique features of this area and to
the design and construction techniques in this relatively new field of arctic engineering. Where
appropriate, examples of both old and new ways of constructing and operating on snow, ice and frozen
ground are presented. Such comparisons serve to explain why different techniques perform as they do,
including their long-term impact on the environment. The text also reflects on how and when different
construction activities can be accomplished, rather than resorting to simple, but sterile, specifications
having little or no explanation.

The author wishes to acknowledge the contribution of the U.S. Geological Survey, in particular the
Office of the National Petroleum Reserve Alaska (ONPRA). The author's participation in the NPRA
exploration program, from 1977 to 1982, provided him with a unique opportunity to learn much about
the design, construction and operational problems of exploration programs in northern Alaska. He also
gives special thanks to Dr. George Gryc, Dr. Max Brewer and the late Dr. Reuben Kachadoorian, who
shared their many years of experiences in such northern operations.

Finally the author acknowledges his many colleagues at CRREL who shared their expertise and
provided many of the references cited.

The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising or promotional purposes. Citation of
brand names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial
products.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Explorations for oil and gas in the remote areas of northern Alaska are difficult and expensive, but
can be successfully accomplished by careful planning and scheduling with designs that do not disrupt
the existing environmental conditions, including the permanently frozen ground. All construction and
transport activities must respect and protect the environment, avoiding past practices that left enduring
scars on the tundra.

A shallow exploration, to less than 10,000 ft, can be drilled in 45 to 90 days. Accordingly, it can be
completed in a single winter, with sufficient time for the overland trips, construction of a snow/ice drill
pad and a short runway on the adjacent tundra or nearby frozen lake. Winter trails can be effectively
employed, with little tundra damage, by limiting such trail making and use to periods when the ground
is frozen and snow covered. This same criterion for winter trails is taken one step further when
constructing snow roads, drill pads or runways on the tundra. These require the addition of more snow,
chipped ice and water to produce a frozen pavement, 12 to 18 in. thick, capable of supporting heavy
loads. The ice pavements thaw and disappear in the springtime.

When the proposed target depth of the exploration is greater than 10,000 ft, the work cannot be
accomplished in a single winter and other options must be considered. The first option, normally for
wells between 10,000 and 15,000 ft, is to drill during two successive winters but suspend all activities
during the intervening summer. Another option is to have the rig on site before the start of winter and/
or leave the rig on site in the spring. Normally in these situations the drill pad is constructed with local
frozen soils, rather than snow, and all equipment is kept stacked on timbers or plywood to prevent it
from being frozen in place or to limit subsidence.

Explorations that exceed 15,000 ft are more difficult and require continuous drilling, which avoids
the problems and associated work required in suspending the drilling. Accordingly, deep explorations
require gravel drill pads, roads and runways that are operational in both summerand winter. Since these
facilities are not permanent, they are normally designed and built to provide good service, with
minimum maintenance, for only two years. However, the design of such facilities must consider the
long-term thermal and erosional effects from such gravel embankments, which normally include the
removal of all culverts and bridges, and at least some revegetation, to enhance restoration by native
species.

These guidelines address, in separate chapters, how to construct winter trails, drill pads, roads and
airfields, including information on how each is to be abandoned and the natural environment restored.
Since the basic premise is to work with nature, the northern environment is introduced first, so that
subsequent construction tasks can be related to specific periods and conditions in which the work can
be accomplished most effectively. Examples of old methods of conducting such explorations are also
discussed to explain why they are no longer permitted.
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CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES FOR
OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION IN NORTHERN ALASKA

FREDERICK E. CRORY

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION of early (1940s and 1950s) exploration construction activities, can beachieved-
efforts in the Navy Petroleum Reserve no. to the long-term mutual and economic

This report provides guidance for con- 4 (PET 4), now the National Petroleum benefit of all parties concerned.
struction activities commonly associated Reserve-Alaska (NPRA).
with oil and gas exploration in northern These guidelines are not meant to serve Area of study
Alaska. The guidelines are intended for as stipulations, although they might be The area of consideration for these
use by both industry and those federal used as the basis for such. The approach guidelines includes all of the lands north
agencies responsible for leasing, permit- taken in these guidelines, with respect to of 680 latitude in Alaska, irrespective of
ting and administering petroleum explo- environmental problems associated with ownership. Figure 1 is a map of the area,
rationson federal lands in Alaska north of suchnorthemoperations, is perhaps some- with all major locations and remote sites
680 latitude. Every effort has been made what different from that found in other mentioned in the text being identified.
topresent the information in simple terms, reports. In this report particular attention The area of immediate interest includes
readily understandable by both technical is given to the influence of the changed the NPRA, which has been partially
and nontechnical personnel, including environment, by provoked disturbances, opened to leasing for exploration by pri-
those with little or no prior arctic experi- on the stability of the facility. Accord- vate firms. Since subsequent leases could
ence. Accordingly, additional emphasis ingly, emphasis is placed on design, con- include tracts anywhere in the NPRA,
has been given to explain the unique struction andoperation activities that will within the Arctic National Wildlife Ref-
problems associated with planning, de- minimize or reduce the influence of such uge (ANWR), or other areas north of 68',
signing, constructing and operating such surface and subsurface disturbances. Al- the subsequent discussions are accord-
facilities as drill pads, roads and airstrips, though perhaps appearing to some read- ingly not limited to specific areas. To
To show why some conventional temper- ers as an unorthodox approach, the end provide the largest data base possible, we
ate-zone construction techniques are not result of protecting the land and the have (with permission) visited and in-
applicabletotheArctic, examplesaregiven environment, while still providing for spected construction activities, both old
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Figure 1. Map of northern Alaska, north of 68'.



and new, throughout the North Slope. airfields and drill pads. Because shallow Basis for information
These inspections included native vil- exploration wells can normally be drilled The data and information used in the
lages, state and federal lands, the ANWR, in only one winter, special attention is preparation of these guidelines were de-
the trans-Alaska pipeline corridor and given in Chapters 6 and 7 to the use of rived from many sources. Reports on the
the producing oil fields at, and near, expedient snow/ice drill pads and run- initial exploration programs in PET-4
Prudhoe Bay, and all exploration well ways, including the use of frozen lakes, were particularly helpful. First, they de-
sites within NPRA. While virtually all of These chapters also contain information scribe how different activities were
these guidelines are applicable to land for the design and construction associ- planned and carried out, based on the
owned or controlled by these agencies, ated with deep wells, including insulated state of knowledge at that time. Sec-
they are in no way intended to replace or and uninsulated gravel roads, runways ondly, the records and photographs of
otherwise supplant the guidelines or stipu- and drill pads. these early operations provide a valuable
lations used by other agencies. We felt it Essential to any construction endeavor basis for understanding what caused the
essential to include all areas north of 68' in the Far North is a full appreciation of distresses that are still visible today.
to capitalize on the experience gained in operations in the snow and cold weather. Similarly, the examination of old drill
specific areas. Chapter 8 describes ways to plan, prepare sites was greatly facilitated by knowing

These guidelines do not include off- and successfully carry out such work. the history of the initial exploration activ-
shore operations, with the exception of Good logistics, thorough winterization ity, which in many cases provided details
short discussions pertaining to nearshore and quality maintenance are emphasized on how the work was accomplished, such
ice for transportation routes and winter as necessary to successfully accomplish that one could understand the cause and
runways. These guidelines also avoid any both large and small tasks. Excavation of effect of these activities with time, in
discussion of construction and operations frozen ground and the use of explosives some cases 45 years. Every drill site and
on barrier or artificial islands and cause- are described, with respect to construct- hundreds of miles of trails in NPRA were
ways. ing reserve pits, borrow pits and quarries, inspected and photographed, expressly

The persistent task of snow removal is for these guidelines. Inspection trips to
Subjects covered specifically highlighted to remind the drill sites in the Umiat, Prudhoe Bay and

The subjects of chapters and sections reader of the requirements to plan and Kuparuk areas were particularly helpful
were selected because they pre:ented ei- provide for such in virtually every aspect in providing information on both old and
ther basic or essential information, or of winter work. Safety is addressed, not new construction techniques.
they dealt with specific construction ac- only as a separate section, but interjected While data are still limited on this vast
tivities commonly used in petroleum ex- throughout other chapters to stress the area, we have endeavored to use what-
ploration programs. For instance, Chap- importance of safety in such a remote and ever is applicable to the areas ofconstruc-
ter 2 discusses the basic terrain units, harsh environment. tion discussed here. Much of the informa-
soils and bedrock, the climate and the The last chapter, understandably, covers tion and many of the photographs con-
unique environment of the area. Perma- the abandonment and restoration of drill tained in this report reflect design, con-
frost, or perennially frozen ground, is sites, including the regrading and filling in struction and operational problems en-
defined and explained in terms of the of reserve pits and borrow areas. Short- countered L, the 1977 to 1982 USGS
wide range of thermal regimes that may and long-term obligations forrevegetation exploration program in NPRA. Most of
be encountered in northern Alaska. Photo- and restoration of drill sites, including the techniques developed in that program
graphs are presented that reflect the oc- roads and airfields, are discussed in terms were directly related to site-specific prob-
currence of ground ice as patterned of wind, water and thermal erosion. lems of accessibility, lack of suitable
ground, ice wedges or buried massive A summary is included at the end of construction material and difficult
ice. Examples of natural and man-made each chapter to reinforce important points subgrade conditions. Such constraints on
surface disturbances that result in ther- and to 3how how they are interrelated to exploration in such a vast area will prob-
mal erosion and thaw-settlement are also the various construction tasks described ably change little in the next decade,
shown in a number of photographs and in other chapters. These concluding sec- although the techniques and equipment
described in terms ofboth cause and effect. tions also include discussions on suc- to accomplish the work will inevitably

Winter trails and snow/ice roads are cesses and failures, exceptions to the gen- improve and change. People who work
discussed in Chapter 3. Winter trails are eral rules, and where specific construc- in the north country have traditionally
essential for the cross-country movement tion techniques might be difficult or inap- been open and quick to share their expe-
of drill rigs and construction equipment. propriate in some areas. Redundancy, riences-both good and bad. This cli-
Temporary snow/ice roads on the tundra however, has been faithfully avoided on mate of mutual respect should be encour-
are also used for hauling gravel and other the premise that the reader will resist the aged to continue the improvement of arc-
construction material. Chapters 4-7 dis- temptation to use any chapter or section tic engineering.
cuss the design and construction of roads, separately.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND The land mass within this study area north of the Brooks Range. there is a
INFORMATION comprises almost 100,000 square miles- rather abrupt change from mountains to

extensive by any scale, yet only about hills, including a series of long east-west
An appreciation of the extent of the 17% of the total area of the state. trending ridges. Farther northward, in

area addressed in these guidelines can be As shown in Figure 2. the 680 parallel this central region, the presence of the
obtained by first viewing the region from passes throughthe very heart of the Brooks gently rolling hills can be appreciated by
space, asshown inFigure2.Thismarked- Range. The mountains on the east, how- the limited or nonexistent drainage pat-
up satellite photograph mosaic showsthat ever, extend farther northward. Some of terns. This otherwise featureless aspect
the area is bounded on the east by the these mountains, about 60 miles south of on the satellite photo is in direct contrast
Canadian border, along the 141 0 merid- Kaktovik, reach elevations of 8000 and to the thousands of lakes that occupy the
ian, for a distance of about 100 statute 9000 ft. In the extreme southeast comer Arctic Coastal Plain.
miles. The southern limit of the area, of the area, one can also see that the Thebasicterraintypesorphysiographic
along 68' north latitude, extends some mountains give way to hills and broad regions of arctic Alaska have been previ-
600 miles from the Canadian border to valleys, which drain southward to the ously defined and mapped by Wahrhaftig
the Chukchi Sea, near Cape Thompson. Yukon River. In the central region, to the (1965), as shown in Figure 3. The basic

Figure 2. Landsat mosaic of northern Alaska, with 68 north latitude superimposed.

The68' parallel is about lO5miles 168* 160 152 144

north of the Arctic Circle, which I . ,, so 100 f
is 66'30'N. From Cape Thomp- 0 5 1 1o km

son the coastline runs briefly north- 70* 1

westerly to Point Hope, and then SIF4CA
northerly about 60 miles to Cape 8'
Libume. The coastline then runs
relatively straight, to the north-
east, from Cape Lisburne to Point o H1
Barrow, 4 distance of about 285
miles. From Point Barrow, the
coastline with numerous bays runs i'

essentially east-southeast, about
380miles, tothe Canadian border. Figure 3. Physiographic regions of the Arctic (from Selkregg et al. 1975).
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ries of northward flowing streams, with
- relatively few lakes, whereas the remain-

ing portions of the northern coastal plain

have a series of ponds and lakes, which
are unique in that they have their long
axis oriented in a north-northwest direc-

tion (Fig. 7). The largest lake in the Arctic
Coastal Plain is Teshekpuk Lake, nearly
25 miles long.

While technically outside the purview
of this study, conditions along and off the
coast, in the area called the littoral zone,
also deserve attention. The continental
shelf off northern Alaska is very shallow
and extends many miles offshore. The
larger bays, especially those associated
with large rivers, are also very shallow
and have heavy concentrations of fine
sediments. Along the coast there are of-
ten barrier islands that are continuously,

Figure 4. Looking south along eastern shore of Demarcation Bay. Derelict ship (LST) but slowly, shifting and changing.

at left, British Mountains in background. About 5 miles from Canadian border. Soils and bedrock

An understanding of the geology of an
area is always important. Unfortunately
this report cannot describe in detail the

soils and bedrock conditions over such a
large area. Some important geological

aspects of the area should be understood,
however, since they apply to the area in
general and have direct relevance to vir-
tually all construction efforts.

The mountains of the Brooks Range at

one time were covered by extensive gla-
ciers, which flowed northward and cov-
ered many areas in the Southern Foot-
hills. These glaciers not only shaped the

mountains but carried considerable vol-
umes of material northward. The valleys
and stream beds attest to the large amount
of sands and gravels carried northward
(Fig. 8), with the finer sediments being
carried even farther, to areas including
the Arctic Coastal Plain and Littoral Zone.

Figure 5. Gently rolling hills of Northern Foothills, with caribou antlers in foreground. Northern Alaska in ancient times was

also submerged, providing conditions

terrain types, as described above, are the there are two distinctly different types of conducive to the development of lime-
Arctic Mountains, Southern Foothills, foothills as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The stone, sandstone and other sedimentary
Northern Foothills and the Arctic Coastal Southern Foothills are distinct hills or rocks. In more recent times there were a
Plain. ridges with steep side slopes, whereas the series of ocean transgressions, and evi-

In ANWR, in the northeast, there are Northern Foothills can be best described dence of ancient beaches can be found at
no foothills; the mountains rise abruptly as gentle and rolling. several inland locations(Tunalik, Inigok).
from the Arctic Coastal Plain as shown in The Arctic Coastal Plain in the extreme The tops of many hills and ridges in the
Figure 4. In the central part of the region eastern portion is characterized by a se- Southern Foothills have exposures of
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bedrock. Normally such exposures re-
flect severe weathering, as caused by
frost action. The gentle hills of the North-
em Foothills normally have few bedrock hi. Ad
exposures, except along rivers. The hill-
top and side slopes, normally covered
with grasses and sedges, have a mantle of
silts and fine sands. While solifluction on
such slopes can and does occur, most of
these slopes appear quite stable despite
the severe frost action. Significant solif-
luction, as evidenced by slides and stripes,
can be found in certain areas, such as in
the hills just north of Umiat (Fig. 9). Here
there areclays, including potentially com-
mercial deposits of bentonite.

There are now a series of USGS open-
file reports that show both bedrock and
unconsolidated (soil) deposits of north-
ern Alaska. These reports have the nor-
mal quadrangle maps (1:250,000) sub- Figure 6. Southern Foothills with long exposed limestone ridges.
dued, with the different soil and bedrock
units superimposed. Scarps and erosional
features are also identified, as are other
features such as anticlines, synclines and
faults. Included on these maps, or on a
separate sheet, are engineering-geologi-
cal interpretations of each soil and rock
unit identified. These interpretations de-
scribe each type of material, its normal
distribution and thickness, including per-
mafrost, and the thickness of the active
layer, amount of associated ground ice
and susceptibility to frost action. Of par-
ticular interest is a brief evaluation of the
suitability of the material forconstruction
and any special problems, including poten-
tial settlement, slope stability, and erod-
ibility. Thus this new series of maps
should, in combination with conventional
topographic maps, be the basis for virtual-
ly all work undertaken in northern Alaska.
These special maps also provide an op-
portunity to study and plan field work, Figure 7. Coastal Plain of northern Alaska, showing oriented thaw lakes.
long before the short summer season.

has its own unique maritime climate. ment is primarily influenced by pack ice.
Climate and hydrology With the protecting wall of the Brooks The Beaufort Sea, from Barrow to the

Alaska is for all purposes a large pen- Range to the south, it is fully exposed to Canadian border, is normally covered
insula, surrounded on the north by the the maritime influence ofthe Arctic Ocean with pack ice. Only for several months in
Arctic Ocean, on the west by the Bering to the north. The maritime influence on the later summer does it recede north-
Seaandtothe southbytheGulfofAlaska. northern Alaska (from the Arctic Ocean) ward enough to allow coastal shipping,
Southern Alaska has a distinctly mari- is quite different from that of southern provided of course a storm does not drive
time climate, whereas lnteriorAlaskahas Alaska, which is influenced by the Japa- the pack ice southward to the coast. The
a continental climate. Northern Alaska nese current. The Arctic Ocean environ- pack ice off the west coast of this area, in
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able from NOAA. These summaries con-
tain important information on not only
temperatures but winds and precipita-
tion. The annual summaries also com-
pare the weather for each year against
long-term average conditions and previ-
ous extremes, and include pertinent in-
formation on unusual or severe events,
such as coastal storm surges.

Barrow has been used as a staging area
for many field operations and it is impor-
tant to appreciate the weather conditions
that have been recorded there over the

'' years. The mean annual air temperature is
' 9.6°F and the maximum daily tempera-

ture exceeds the freezing point for an
average of 109 days/year. Conversely.
minimum daily temperatures are below
the freezing point for an average of 324
days each year. Freezing temperatures

Figure 8. Gravel deposits on east bank of Clarence River, 3 miles from Canadian and snow have been observed in every
border. month of the year. February is normally

the coldest month, with an average tem-
perature of -I 9.6°F. the recorded lowest
daily temperature being -56°F. July is
the warmest month, with an average tem-
perature of 38.9°F, the highest recorded
daily temperature being 78°F.

Precipitation at Barrow is very low, the
rainfall and water equivalent for snow
combined averaging only 4.75 in. Such a
low value is indicative of a desert envi-
ronment, although one would hardly be-
lieve such could be true when one views
the many lakes of the Coastal Plain, which
includes the Barrow area.

Winds at Barrow are primarily from
the east or ENE and the average wind
speed is just under 12 mph, which re-
mains relatively constant throughout the
year. Stronger winds, especially those
associated with storms are from the west
and can occur in every month. Snow-

Figure 9. Solifluction lobes, storms, including blizzards, can there-
fore produce large drifts with these west-

the Chukchi Sea, does open up each sum- Weather records from nine stations in erly winds, whereas the more prevalent
mer. However, the winter pack ice and northern Alaska have been summarized easterly winds will obviously carry the
cold summer waters have a strong influ- in Figure 10, reflecting average daily surface snow in the reverse direction. The
ence on the climate of northern Alaska. maximum and minimum temperatures amount of snow falling from each storm
Air temperatures in northern Alaska ap- for each month and the extreme or record and the depth of snowfall on the ground at
proach, but do not exceed, the extremely highs and low temperatures for each any given time is difficult to accurately
low temperatures of interiorAlaska. how- month. Monthly and annual climatologi- measure because of these winds and as-
ever, the more persistent winds in the cal summaries for these and other sta- sociated drifting.
north can make it feel much colder. tions with long-term records are avail- The sky cover, ordegreeof cloudiness,
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Average maximums, minimums, and extremes have changes that occur during spring and fall months.
been combined on a single chart for the nine available Because only one to five years of record are available
observation locations. This allows comparisons be- for Oliktok, the information presented for this
tween stations and shows the rapid temperature station does not allow long-term averaging.
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Figure 10. Temperature averages d te efor selected stations (from Selkregg 1975).

precipitation and fog, is apparently di- Theoretically, at sea level along the by the daily rate of change in the fall, as
rectly related to the amount of available Arctic Circle (6630'N) the sun will be the amount of daylight decreases each
sunlight. All three build up to a maximum down to the horizon, but not set, and then day. Charts reflecting the amount of day-

along with the hours of sunlight and sus- begin to rise again on only the longest day light, twilight and darkness are available
eain this maximum through the fall of the year (22 June). Conversely on the fornBarrow andelsewherein Alaska (Fig.
months. With the advent of cold weather shortest day of the year (22 Dec) the sun .T).
the sky conditions improve. Data on the in late morning will appear only as a Unfortunately, an insufficient number
frequency of clear vs cloudy days, days twilight and then, after several hours of ofweatherstationsarelocated withinthis
of thick overcast and rain, and the pres- diminishing light, drop back below the area of northern Alaska. The majority of
ence of fog are important to flying and horizon. At Barrow (at 7118'N) the sun stations are along the coast, eitherat large
outside work and are also an important is above the horizon all day from 10 May villages or at DEW line stations. The
influence on the extent of solar warming until 2 August, and conversely never rises exceptions are two stations with long-
of the ground surface and the actual air above the horizon from 18 November term records at Umiat and Anaktuvuk.

temperatures. Accordingly, onemusthave until24January.Oneisalwaysimpressed Umiat is in the valley of the Colville
an appreciation of this information and by the rapidity with which the amount of RiverwhileAnaktuvuk is inapassthrough
the hours of daylight and darkness to plan daylight increases each day, particularly the Brooks Range (Fig. 1). More recently,
for air travel and outside work in this during the month of March. Conversely, stations have been established along the
region. one is equally impressed, or depressed, trans-Alaska pipeline corridor and pro-
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Figure 11. Duration of darkness and daylight for the North Slope and other areas of Alaska.

thermal disturbance to the tundra (John-
son and Viereck 1983, Hall et al. 1978).

The snowfall and precipitation plots
for this region (Fig. 13 and 14) are very
important, particularly with respect to
overland operations. The data show that
snowfall and overall precipitation increase
as one goes south from the coast, and as
one goes eastward, the greatest amount of
snow and precipitation falls in the Philip
Smith Mountains, to the south of Kaktovik
(Sloan 1980). Precipitation is normally
heaviest in late summer and early fall.
Snowfall is also heaviest from August to
December, peaking in October. A sec-
ondary peak in snowfall can occur in the
spring. Snow on the ground surface acts
much like a blanket, being a very good
insulator.

For many design calculations, such as
Figure 12. Tundra fire only minutes after lightning strike in Carbon Creek area. for buildings, foundations, roads and air-

fields, the most frequently used climatic
factors are the freezing and thawing indi-

vide interesting data on the different cli- Island, notorious for its bad weather, has ces, which consider temperatures over an
mates along this north-south transectfrom 75 days each year of heavy fog (Selkregg entire winter or summer. Freezing (FI)
Prudhoe Bay to Atigun Pass (Haugen et 1975). Such fogs can be very dense in the and thawing (TI) indices are based upon
al. 1983). morning, bum off during the day and degree-days relative to the freezing point

Weatherconditions can be quite differ- return again by late afternoon. (32 0 F or 0°C). For instance, if TOF is the
ent away from the arctic coast. Air tern- In the Southern Foothills area one will average air temperature recorded on a
peratures during the summer months at also note the midday buildup of clouds certain day, the number of Fahrenheit
sites 50 miles south of the coast are con- associated with the nearby mountains. degree-days for that day is (T-32). If the
sistently higher than along the coastline. Very heavy rain can accompany after- result is positive, it indicates degree-days
Fog is also more persistent along the noon thunderstorms in this area. Light- of thawing; if negative, degree days of
coast. Barrow has an annual average of ning associated with such thunderstorms freezing. After similar calculations have
65 days with heavy fog, 37 of which can start tundra fires (Fig. 12). Such fires been made for each day of the year, and
occur in June, July and August. Barter can bum many acres and cause severe compiled as a cumulative algebraic sum,
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The line graph plot of the nine data stations shows the distribution of
precipitation through the year, showing clearly the comparatively heavy
precipitation that occurs in late summer and early fall. Period of record
is 8 to 20 years. Figure 14. Average monthly and

from annual precipitation for selected
Adapted from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Environmental Data Service.

_ _J stations (from Selkregg 1975).

they can be plotted against time to reflect region, is important, as will be discussed specific dates but rather general periods
the freezing index and the thawing index, in subsequent chapters. which, from historical observations, have
When such data are compiled for many It is important to remember that maps usually occurred about that time each year.
years, one can establish mean and ex- like those shown in Figure 15 represent Breakup is generally described as the
treme freezing and thawing indices for a isoplethsof mean values, not extremes or period of active snow melting, and at
given weather station. design values. Statistical studies have least initial edge melting of ponds, which

When such indices are compiled with demonstrated, for instance, that the ex- results in the rapid rise and flowing of
similardata from other stations, mapscan treme values are about 1.18 and 0.88 streams and rivers. In some situations the
be prepared showing the distribution of times greater, or smaller, than the mean breakups may be specifically related to
freezing or thawing degree days across FT. Design indices are, of course, be- inland tundra, rivers, lakes or the
the region, as shown in Figure 15. This tween the extremes and mean values, overshoreice.Thebreakupcanbegradual
figure shows the mean FI along the coast, usually being defined as the average of if the weather is clear and overnight lows
from Barrow to Kaktovik, as 8500"F de- the three coldest or warmest values over dip below freezing, with the major melt-
gree-days. The FI decreases as one goes a period of 30 years. ing being caused by solar radiation. On
southward, being6500orless in the south- In the contiguous 48 states emphasis is the other hand, sudden and severe break-
west near Cape Thompson and about placed on the date of the last frost in the ups can be precipitated by rainy and con-
7750 in the southeast comer of the study spring and the first frost in the fall, be- secutive cloudy and warm days. Since the
area. Figure 15 shows the mean TI along cause these dates are important to agri- ground is solidly frozen in the spring, all
the north coast between Barrow and culture. In northern Alaska such dates are the melting snow and ice must run off, as
Prudhoe Bay as beingonly S00 OFdegree- irrelevant because frost is to be expected opposed to percolating into the ground,
days, with the index increasing to 1500°F in all of the summer months. Accord- as is the normal case in the temperate
degree-days along the 680 parallel. This ingly, greater emphasis is placed on what zone. Fortunately, the spring breakup
threefold difference in TI, in combina- is termed the spring breakup and the fall rarely occurs in all areas of this region at
tion with the decrease in FI across the freezeup. Breakup and freezeup are not the same time; unfortunately, the greatest
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snowpack is in the mountains and usually prairie. Upon close examination, how- is made possible by the presence of the
drains northward. The snow and ice just ever, one finds it to be acomplex commu- frozen ground.
inland of the coast are usually the last to nity of grasses, mosses, sedges, flowers The frozen ground at depth is called
melt. and meltwater from the inland riv- and shrubs. Some species preferthe more permafrost, or permanently frozen
ers overspreads the coastal bay ice. Valu- aquatic environment of the valleys and ground. Pennafrost is defined as a ground
able inforation on the depth of snow on lowlands, others prefer the better-drained condition wherein the temperature of the
the ground and the unique hydrological side slopes or gentle hilltops, while still material has remained below 32'F (00 C)
conditions of this region is available for others prefer (or struggle to survive on) continuously for more than two years.
this area (Sloan et al. 1977. Sloan 1980, the dry, wind-swept and weathered bed- The material may be soil, ice or bedrock.
Drage et al. 1983). rock of the ridges and mountain slopes. The material may be fully or partially

Freezeup is a descriptive term applied Wildflowers are to be found in each of saturated or may even be quite dry. It is
to that period in the fall when the ground these environments, although they are the continuously frozen aspect that dis-
and lakes begin to freeze. This period is never as profuse as the mosquitoes that tinguishes permafrost from frost, which
usually accompanied by snow that will abide throughout the tundra during the is a seasonal near-surface condition in
remain oii the ground for the rest of the summer. which the ground thaws out progressively
winter, although several previous snow- The adaptability of the different veg- during the spring and summer and
storms will have melted away. Accord- etative communities within this region is refreezes again each winter. Ground that
ingly, freezeup is usually described as directly related to the presence of frozen thaws and refreezes each year. above the
being the earliest period when the ground ground at shallow depths (McGown peniafrost, is called the active layer. The
surface remains frozen and the snow cover 1973). Under normal conditions the depth thicknessofthe active layer varies slightly,
persists. of ground thawing at the end of the short from year to year. depending on weather

summer is only a foot or two, thus limit- and other factors. However, the depth of
Tundra, permafrost ing species to those that have only shal- the active layer can be substantially in-
and other features low roots and can tolerate low ground creased if the ground surface conditions

Unlike the rest of Alaska there are no temperatures. Inhospitable as these are changed by natural or man-made dis-
trees in northern regions, only occasional ground conditions may appear. it is the turbances.
dwarf willows, birch and other shrubs frozen ground at shallow depths that acts An understanding and appreciation of
(Fig. 5). with isolated patches of alders as an impermeable barrier to retain the permafrost is fundamental to virtually all
along some of the larger rivers. The tree- limited soil moisture available in this construction in this region. Permafrost
less tundra in the summer may appear to desert environment. Hence, the growth conditions are not unique to northern
be an endless carpet of grass, much like a of these low-temperature-tolerant plants Alaska, for they occur in 26/, of the land

areas of the world. The permafrost in
northern Alaska is classified as being
continuous (Ferrians 1965). It is found
everywhere except beneath large lakes
and rivers, or geothermally warm areas in
the mountains. Permafrost in northern
Alaska can extend to depths of 2000 ft or
more, much deeper than found elsewhere
in Alaska (Gold and Lachenbruch 1973).

The deep permafrost. the result of very
low aboveground temperatures, has de-
veloped and persisted for tens of thou-
sands of years. Geothermal studies by
Lachenbruch and others suggest that cen-
turies ago the climate in this region was
colder than at present and hence more
conducive to deep freezing. Recent stud-
ies also suggest that there may be a gradual
warming of the permafrost. potentially

related to global warming (Lachenbruch
et al. 1983. Osterkamp and Payne 1981 ).
Permafrost temperatures are sensitive not

Figure 16. Ice mound on the south side of the runway at Uniat. only to long-term climatic changes but to
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changes in ground surface conditions, Pingos are similar to ice mounds but Whiletheinteriorsofthepingosarefilled
either natural or man-made. form by distorting and forcing up the with water and ice, pingos do not thaw

While perhaps more prevalent in cen- frozen active layer, such that these mounds and disappear like ice mounds, being
tral and southern Alaska, there are ground have soil and vegetation on them as shown thermally protected by the soil and veg-
conditions in northern Alaska where the in Figure 18. They often, but not always, etative cover. Normally they split longi-
winter frost does not penetrate to and into develop near the center of old drained tudinally across the top and eventually
the permafrost, leaving a zone of thawed lakes and grow larger each year, some- collapse into the center. Pingos can, how-
soils between the bottom of the frost layer times achieving heights of 100 ft or more. ever, persist for many decades and per-
and the top of permafrost. Such thawed
layers are called residual thaw zones, or
taliks. Such conditions are to be found in
the late winter or springtime beneath shal-
low or recently drained lakes. The occur-
rences of a residual thaw layer can also be
associated with the lateral shifting of riv-
ers and streams, wherein the permafrost
is reforming in areas previously occupied
by the stream. Taliks are also to be found
at sites along the northern flank of the "
Brooks Range, where the bottom of the
permafrost is quite shallow and ground- - - - -,

water may be draining through such re- A

sidual thawed layers, especially where
deep frost penetration is inhibited by deep
snow. Along the coast, in fine-grained
sediments, such taliks are sometimes as-
sociated with the concentration of brines.
These isolated brine pockets are believed
to have been formed during the ground
freezing process, and the brine within the Figure 17. Ice mound near Galbraith Lake.
pockets sometimes has 6 to 8 times the
normal concentration of salt found in
seawater.

Taliks, while not widespread, are the
root of many interesting formations, in-
cluding ice moui', or blisters, and the
much larger pingo- . Ice mounds some-
times appear in ,he strangest places. One
is shown in Figure 16. which grew to a
high of 8-10 ft, less than 100 ft from the
runway at Umiat. Groundwater rises
within the core of these mounds and builds
up successive layers of ice. A much larger
icing mound appeared during construc-
tion of the trans-Alaska pipeline, between
Galbraith Lake and the construction camp.
as shown in Figure 17. Normally such
mounds do not include soil or vegetation
and melt away the following summer
they do not necessarily form in the same
location each year. Ice mounds may oc-
cur in undisturbed areas or in areas dis-
turbed by natural events or construction Figure 18. Pingo that developed in old lake bed. Note polygonal features on pingo
(Brown et al. 1983). slopes.
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Figure 19. Sadlerochit Spring in ANWR.

-Figure 20. Iing along river in coastal
plain of ANWR, during late summer.

Figure 21. Patterned ground, reflecting
ice wedges.
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haps centuries. They are often very dis-
tinct topographic anomalies. 3ften ap-
pearing as an isolated hill in an otherwise
virtually level area, and are scattered
throughout the Arctic Coastal Plain and
even into the Northern Foothills (Ferrians
1988). McKay (1983) has studied and .t

written extensively on the pingos in the
Tuktoyaktuk area of Canada.

During the wintertime the only precipi-
tation is snow, and the active layer in most , O
areas is completely frozen. Accordingly,
watersheds contribute little or nothing to
the flow of most streams and rivers. Many
of the larger rivers, such as the Colville,
reflect a distinct lowering of the water
level during the winter. In places. the
early winter ice is left high and dry along
the shores, and longitudinal cracks ap-
pear along the edges of the deeper por- Figure 22. Patterned ground along river.
tions of the rivers. However, on some
streams, such as those draining north- and interstitial icecrystalswithinthepores sions are only several feet wide and are
ward from the mountains in the Arctic of the host soil. The multitude of thaw completely vegetated.
National Wildlife Refuge, the groundwa- lakes within the Coastal Plain is appar- A visible crack may be seen in the
ter recharge may be relatively constant all ently directly related to this large volume bottom of these depressions, especially
winter, especially when the headwaters of near-surface ground ice. in the springtime, as shown in Figure 23.

are warm springs, such as shown in Fig- Thereare several majortypesof ground These polygonal cracks do not reflect a
ure 19. Ice formations on these spring-fed ice. The easiest form to recognize from gradual tearing or pulling apart of the
rivers can be extensive. The upwelling the air, or even on the ground, is polygo- vegetation roots, for the crack is cleaner
andoverflowingofwaterbuildsuplayers nal ground ice (Fig. 21). The patterns than one could make with a knife. The
oficeatoptheoriginal rivericeandspreads may be more or less square in shape, as crack is formedvirtually instantaneously,
laterally away from the stream. The thick- showo in Figure 22, reflecting the evolu- sometimes with an audible "bang," as the
ness of such icings can be 20 ft or more. tion of the ground ice along the bends in ground shrinks in the wintertime. The ice
since the water freezes very rapidly atop a river, or they may be 5- or 6-sided. in the wedge fails in tension at or near the

the ice. Such river icings. called naleds, Polygonal ground is not classified by the same place each year because of the

are very prevalent along the Canning, numberofstraightsidesenclosingagiven weaker plane created by the vertical ice

Saddlerochit. Hulahula and other rivers unit area but rather by the difference in wedge. Water, ofcourse, enters this crack
in the northeast and extend for miles. elevation of the center with respect to the each summerand freezes, contributing to
These icings are so extensive and thick perimeter. Hence the terms high- or low- the growth of these V-shaped ice wedges.
that they do not melt away each summer; centered polygons are used. The high- The theory of ice wedge formation in

the rivers flow in channels and tunnels centered polygons shown in Figures 21 polygonal ground is to be found in an
within the ice (Fig. 20). and 22 sometimes have what is called a outstanding paper by Lachenbruch

medallion in the center. These medal- (1962).
Ground ice and patterned ground lions consist of fine-grained soils that The second type of polygonal ground

Ice in northern Alaska is not limited to literally erupt. in a small way, and spread is the low-centered polygon. Here the ice
ponds. lakes and rivers. There is perhaps laterally. They are often round, from 2 to wedge. which is continuous around the
more water in the form of ice below the 4 ft in diameter, and less than a few inches polygon, is so aggressive that it shoves

ground. in the permafrost. than in all the thick. From the air these medallions ap- the soil and vegetation laterally. forming
ponds. lakes and riversofthearea (Brown pear as dots, accentuating the center of a ridge or pair of closely spaced ridges.
1967). The volume of ground ice de- the polygonal pattern. The polygonal pat- This iidge around the perimeter acts as a

creases with depth, ice near the surface tern surrounding such high-centered ar- dike containing the melted snow and any
being normally associated with ice eas is a distinct depression that changes rain, blocking all lateral drainage during
wedges. At depths of 50 ft or more, ice is direction upon intersecting the leg of an the summer. A good example of the low-

almost entirely in the form of ice lenses adjacent polygon. Normally the depres- centered polygonal ground is shown in
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Figure 23. Crack exposed in the spring-
time above ice wedges.

Figure 24. Low-centered polygonal

ground.

Figure 25. Erosion of shoreline along

Smith Bay, showing ground ice. Note thin
layer of organics over ice
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Figure 24, the pattern resemb!ing a rice
paddy. This photo also clearly illustrates
why the vegetation must include variet-
ies that can survive in an aquatic environ-
ment and why from an erosional stand-
point, it is important to avoid damaging
the dike around each polygon.

While it takes very little effort to dig
away the vegetation lying above the ice
wedges that mark the boundaries of each
polygon, one will not gain a full apprecia-
tion of the size and extent of the wedge
until the wedge is examined in a vertical
cross section. Fortunately, one can find
such cross-sectional exposures along the
shores of lakes or along the coast, where
active erosion exposes the ice (Fig. 25).
These vertical ice wedges are typically 4
to 6 ft wide at the top, tapering to a point
some 10 to 15 ft or more below the Figure 26. Button drainage along small stream. Pools at buttons reflect ice wedge
surface. Since the wedges intersect to locations.
form a polygonal network, the greatest
concentration of ice is at the intersec-
tions. In the fall the bottom of the active layer throughout the area, have a notoriously

Sometimes ice wedges have no po- refreezes from the top of the cold per- high ice content. While difficult to quan-
lygonal groutid surface features. Such mafrostupwards, while the low tempera- tify. ice is also found in bedrock. All
deep ice wedges are considered inactive. tures are freezing the active layer down- bedrock exposed to annual thawing and
no longer growing wider and deeper, but ward from the ground surface. The thin refreezing is also subjected to ice form-
persisting as relict ice. Normally theorigi- soil and vegetation layer is thus annually ing and reforming each year within fis-
nal ground in such cases has been coy- displaced upward, asanew layerof ice is suresand joints. Ice within these jointing
ered by a mantle of other soils, which formed on the alreadyexistinghorizontal systems is responsible for the lateral and
occasionallydoesnotcontain shallow ice ground ice. While the extent of such vertical displacement oflarge blocks and
wedges. In some locations, particularly buried icesheetshasnotbeenextensively isan important factorin thenatural weath-
in sandy areas, there may be no visible investigated, they are believed to be quite ering process of rocks in cold climates.
surface indication of a polygonal pattern, large. However, there may be very little Frost action within the active zone is
yet ice wedges are to be found at very topographic relief, such as hills. knobsor also responsible forothertypesofground
shallow depths. There are alsoother clues pingo-like formations, or even polygonal patterns, which can be readily identified.
to the existence of ground ice, such as the features, to suggest that the ice is even These include boulder fields that may
small pools that appear at discrete inter- there. Massive ground ice such as this have little or no appreciable vegetative
vals along small streams that drain the was revealed when excavating the re- coverorsoilmatrix.orsonedstonecircles
valleysintheFoothillsarea.Thisiscalled serve pit (where cuttings from the drill in which the larger stones are moved
buttonarainageandoneexampleisshown operation are deposited) for the explora- laterally, with smaller stones or soils
in Figure 26. The pools or buttons form at tion well atTunalik in the National Petro- within the center of the circles.
ice wedges that thaw and create small leumReserve-Alaska.Similarlytwodrill
pools. holes at the nearby runway revealed about Thermal regimes

Ground ice is also to be found only 1.5 10.5 ft of ice under a 2-ft thick organic Permafrost has often been described as
to 3.0 ft below the ground surface in what mat. Clean beach sand was found under being like concrete. Anyone who has
can only be described as massive ice. the ice at both locations, attempted to use a pick and shovel to
While the mechanics of massive ice de- Ground ice occurs not only as vertical excavate frozen ground. especially in the
velopment is still not completely under- wedges or horizontal layers but also in winter, would agree in many respects
stood, it is believed that such ice. ranging the form of crystals, lenses or discrete with this comparison. Permafrost. how-
from several feet to more than 20 ft thick, layers within the frozen ground. particu- ever. may thaw if thermally disturbed.
is formed by the progressive annual larly in fine-grained soils. Silts and or- When fine-grained soils are thawed, they
growth at the bottom of the active layer. ganic silts, which are commonly found can be readily dug by hand, have very
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Temperature (°C) little strength and may even flow like ration wells. The wells were cased and
-12 -8 -4 0 mud. Accordingly, therecanbeadras- left filled with diesel fuel. The tempera-

/ tic change in strength and other prop- ture observations were carried out over
erties upon thawing. many years to avoid the thermal distur-

Temperature is therefore very im- bance created by the drilling. These ob-
portant. To simplify the following servations, taken by the USGS, now span
discussions regarding ground tem- more than 30 years and have proven ex-

200 peratures, we will first examine the tremely useful in the analysis of perma-
thermal regime of permafrost as it frost, past climatic changes, and more
applies to great depths, i.e., > 2000 ft, recently with respect to global warming.
and then examine in more detail the Ground temperatures withdepth at sev-
regime near the ground surface. eral locations in this area are shown in

CLE 400 Ground temperatures with depth in Figure 27. While Barrow. Cape Simpson0.

o northern Alaska have been very care- and Prudhoe Bay are all along the north
fully measured in abandoned explo- coast, there is an obvious difference in

the depth to the bottom of the permafrost,
assumed to be at 00C. This figure also

600 __shows the wide range in geothermal gra-

Barrow Cape Simpson dients (°C/m) between the wells. The
P hoe Bay Figure 27. Generali:ed profiles of geothermal gradients are remarkably

Cap. Tomon measured temperatures (from Lach- straight, reflecting quasi-equilibrium con-

Nothern -enbruch et al. 1983)on the Alaskan ditions, as the heat from greater depths is
Arctic Coast (solidlines). Dashedlines conducted upward. Frozen soils and fro-

800 I I , represent extrapolations. zen bedrock have a higher conductivity

Ground Temperature in Degrees Centigrade
-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30

I I II I I I I I I
Ground Temperature in Degrees Fahrenheit

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

0 /xTx

a Ground Temperature Observations

/ * 18 July 1952, middle of thaw season

A 28 Aug. 1952. end of thaw season
12 X 24 Jan. 1953. middle of freeze season

_I 4 Apr. 1953. endof freeze season

- I Minimum temperature observed.

16 4 , for depth shown, during period of record.

Maximum temperature observed.I [for depth shown, during period of record.

20
I Noe Normal seasonal depth of thaw approximately 2.5 feet.

rI I, I , I , I ,1 1, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The 1952-53 season was chosen as typical. Plots of maximum and minimum temperatures for the middle and end of both the
freeze and thaw periods are presented, along with maximum and minimum soil temperatures recorded at each depth during the

period of record. Period of record is 10 years. Source: U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory.

Figure 28. Ground temperature profiles for Barrow (from Selkregg 1975).
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than their thawed counterparts and thus 30
are capable of conveying the heat from
below the bottom of the permafrost.
Ground temperatures at much greater
depths are quite high. One can perhaps Lisburne
appreciate how high when considering .

that the crude oil being produced at
Prudhoe Bay is about 820C (180°F). In 20 - nnigok
very deep exploration wells the tempera- C wna

tures at depth are even higher. At the - Kuyanak Koluktak
6100-m (20,000-ft) depth, at Inigok No.
1, the temperature was 201'C (394'F) 0 Tulageak
and, at about the same depth in the Tunalik
well, about 210 0C (410°F). 10__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

With the virtually constant slope of the 0 50 100 150 200
lines depicting temperatures with depth Distance (miles)
in Figure 27, it would appear logical to Figure 29. Ground temperatures at the depth of zero amplitude along a north-south
project these lines to the ground surface transect across the NPRA.
to define a mean annual surface tempera-
ture. However, temperatures with depth
are not linear or constant with time from
the ground surface to depths of 20 m or can be determined quite simply by in- a north-south transect across the NPRA,
so. Accordingly, we need to enlarge the stalling a temperature assembly in a small as shown in Figure 29, it is readily appar-
scale to examine more closely how these diameter drill hole, about 50 ft deep. The ent that such temperatures get higher as
shallow temperatures change with time other means and extremes of air and one goes south and approaches the Brooks
and depth and what influences these ground surface temperatures can be de- Range. All of the temperatures shown in
changes. Ground temperatures with depth termined only from long-term records, this figure were taken at ground tempera-
for Barrow are shown in Figure 28, at which are very limited in this area, as ture assemblies located in undisturbed
different times of the year (Aitken 1965). previously discussed. Thus one places ground, away from drill pads or runways.
These observations reflect the very shal- more emphasis, at remote sites, on on-
low deptfi of summer thawing and the site air temperature observations in com- Surface changes
very small annular variation in tempera- bination with ground temperatures with and erosion
ture below 20 ft. The depth at which the depth. Ideally these observations are car- To fully appreciate the impact of any
annual temperature variations do not ried out for a year or more before actual proposed activity on the North Slope, one
change is called the depth of zero ampli- construction begins. Airand ground tem- should first understand the dynamic
tude. Ground temperatures above this perature observations can be recorded on changes that occur naturally. While some
depth vary cyclically over the year and very small battery-operated recorders that of these, such as tundra fires, pingos and
can be approximated by a sine wave. can operate, without service, for a year or icings have already been described, there
Shallow ground temperatures are very more. The recorded observations can be are other changes that should be recog-
sensitive to the amount of snow cover, compared to other locations, with longer nized by even the casual observer. Along
the vegetation and the depth of surface records, to assess whether the data are low-lying sections of the coast one can
organics, soil and moisture content, wind, typical or biased toward a warmer or see driftwood, often consisting of large
solar exposure and, of course, air tem- colder summer, or winter, or both. One diametertreesfromtheMackenzieRiver,
peratures. Short- or long-term changes in should also remember that thermal con- which have been washed up onto the
oneormoreofthesefactorsandthelatent ditions at depth can vary from place to tundra, 100 ft or more from the shore.
heat associated with freezing and thaw- place, from one side of the hill to the While some of this wood and even occa-
ing within the active layer make all ther- other, or under different surface vegeta- sional erratic boulders may be the result
mal analyses near the ground surface tion and organic layers. of ice that has been driven ashore (Fig.
very complex (Aitken and Berg 1968). Ground temperatures at depths of 30 to 30), the majority of the more inland wood

For design and construction purposes, 50 ft remain virtually constant through- is assumed to result from storm surges.
one is interested in themean annual ground out the yearand are important nodal points Several storm surges have been experi-
temperature (at or near the depth of zero in thermal modeling. If one plots the enced at Barrow in the last 30 years, and
amplitude), the surface temperatures, and ground temperatures at the depth of zero the effects of these are clearly in evidence
air temperatures. Ground temperatures amplitude from different well sites along long after the water has receded. The
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lake beds gives mute testimony to the
length of time since the lakes were drained,
with the exposed sediments and absence
of vegetation in others reflecting more
recent drainage (Fig. 31). In some lake
areas there is very little drainage in the
way of streams or rivers, and one lake
seemingly drains into its neighbor, often
by way of an interconnecting swale. In
other areas a series of streams and rivers
penetrate through a series of lakes. Be-
cause of the low gradient of these streams
they often meander over a considerable
distance. When such streams cut into the
bank that contains a lake, a gigantic flood
of water escapes, causing widespread
downstream flooding. One such lake,
which eventually will be broached by a
stream, is shown in Figure 32.

The lakes within the Arctic Coastal

Figure 30. AbandonedDEWline site nearDemarcation Bay showing effects ofseawater Plain typically have deep and dark inte-
rior sections, which are surrounded by

flooding on tundra at upper left and accumulation of driftwood at left. tan or brown tapering shallows (Fig. 33).

The shallows usually freeze to the bottom
each year, whereas the central pool does
not, often providing a wintering-over spot
for lake trout and other fish. These deeper
lakes turn over twice a year, in the early
summer after the ice cover has disap-
peared, and again in the fall. A photo-
graph of one such lake turning over is
shown in Figure 34. The lake was light
brown and appeared to be uniformly
mixed, in sharp contrast to its neighbors.
The turning over is caused by the change
indensity of the near-surface water, which
is heaviest at +4°C. The denser water
sinks in convection cells and the soft
bottom sediments are stirred up. The lake
waters are very turbid during these peri-
ods and completely unusable as a source
of drinking water. This turbidity may last
hours or days, depending on the cloud
cover and other weather conditions.

Figure31. Recently drained lake, south ofn.arrow showing little orno vegetation. Note In the late summer, one can often see
drainage pattern, ice below the water in small and shallow

lakes or ponds. This ice is kept sub-
tundra vegetation is usually killed by the ponds near the coast may also retain a merged because it is connected to the
seawater and the polygonal ice wedges high salinity from such storm surges. frozen sediments at the bottom of the
thaw and subside, as shown in Figure 30. When viewing from the air, one can see lake. Such anchored ice may persist
In some areas, such as Smith Bay, the thedistinctoutlineoftheshorelineofold, throughout the summer, and is commonly
destruction of the vegetation is so com- former lakes, many of which were appar- seen in colder-than-normal summers.
plete that it has all the appearances of an ently larger than the present lakes. The Knowledge of the lakes throughout the
area devastated by an oil spill. Lakes and regrowth of vegetation within these old Coastal Plain and even within the Foot-
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Figure 32. Lake that willsoon be broached
by cut bank of meandering river.

Figure 33. View of lake showing deep
interior and shallow perimeter on calm

Figure 34. Lake turning over in spring.
Note muddy water compared to lake at
lower left. Note polygonal ground pat-
terns and former shoreline of ancient
lake at upper left.
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Figure 35. Old trail in Kaolak well site
area, showing development of ravine.

Figure 36. Ravine of Figure 35, as seen
from ground.

Figure 37. Ventifacts along lkpikpuk
River.
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hills can be important in the selection of Summary nual precipitation of less than 5 in. Snow
one or more for ice airstrips, as sources The 100,000-mile 2 area of Alaska to and below-freezing temperatures occur
for ice aggregates for snowjice roads, or the north of the Brooks Range includes in every month. Low winter tempera-
as a source of water, mountains 8000to900Oft high, the South- tures, combined with persistent winds,

Erosional features caused by natural ern Foothills with east-west trending produce a severe wind-chilling effect.
events can provide insight into what might ridges,the Northern Foothills with gently Outdoor activities are also influenced by
happen if the same terrain were disturbed rolling hills covered with grasses, mosses the long arctic winters without sunlight.
by construction activities (Haugen and and sedges and the Arctic Coastal Plain Nevertheless, these winter conditions
Brown 1971, Onesti and Kirsch 1982). with a multitude of oriented thaw lakes. make exploration work possible by pro-
Prime examples of man-made and natu- The new series of USGS open file reports viding a persistent snow cover, frozen
ral erosion are to be found in the Fish shows the bedrock, soils and permafrost ground and thick ice covers for 6 to 7
Creek area (Lawson 1978, Lawson et al. features within each quadrangle of the months each year.
1978). In other areas, erosion and thermo- North Slope, providing an opportunity to Permafrost and ground ice are important
karst features caused by vehicles in ear- plan and prepare preliminary designs prior considerations in all construction activi-
lier exploration programs can also be to the short summer season, ties. Polygonal ground, pingos, taliks and
seen (Fig. 35 and 36). Erosional features The cold maritime climate of northern naleds are examples of the distinctive fea-
caused by winds, called ventifacts, are Alaska must be fully understood and ap- tures of the area that one must recognize
also helpful in gaining an appreciation of preciated because virtually all activities and appreciate; one must plan for these
what might happen if the same sandy involved in petroleum explorations are features to successfully carry out explora-
materials were incorporated in high fill related to the environmental conditions. tion activities without causing irreparable
sections, such as drill pads (Fig. 37). The area is an arctic desert, with an an- damage to the environment.
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CHAPTER 3. TRAILS To understand the modesofcross-coun- sleds, wannigans and wagons to support
AND WINTER ROADS try operations employed in northern the petroleum exploration efforts on the

Alaska in the mid- 1940s, and throughout North Slope. Other war-surplus tracked
Since roads are lacking in northern the 1950s, one must appreciate the ye- vehicles, such as the weasel and amphibi-

Alaska, supplies and equipment must be hicles and equipment used at that time. ous tractors, were also pressed into this
moved overland to new exploration sites. The knowledge that huge loads could be northern operation.
Before discussion of how such moves are (and are still) hauled by sleds on snow- After establishing a base of operations
currently made, some background infor- covered trails was well known. Simi- at Pt. Barrow, initial petroleum explora-
mation might be helpful to appreciate larly, the large bulldozers available dur- tion efforts ranged farther and farther
why some former overland operations ing and after World War II provided the inland. Geological field parties covered
are no longer permitted. necessary horsepower to pull the large sector after sector, during the summer,

using tractor-drawn wannigans and wea-
A. .sels (Fig. 38). Fuel caches were carefully

planned and stocked in the early spring
by ski-equipped bush planes, allowing
the party to operate for months during the
summer.

Overland movements from Barrow to
Umiat were initiated during the winter of
1944-45 across the frozen and snow-cov-
ered tundra and lakes to the southeast of

k. - .Barrow. then southward up the Ikpikpuk
River and finally eastward along the ridges
to Umiat (Reed 1958). The necessity to
cross deep snowbanks and rivers caused
many delays and hardships. The follow-
ing year greater use was made of ice, with

N." the "'cat" trains running along the frozen
coastal ice to the Colville Delta. There

- , +. ,- .they turned southward, using the frozen
Colville Riverto reach Umiat. This route,

l e 38 Geologicalfieldparty operating in PET-4 about 1947, using tractors, while longer, proved to be much easier
sleds and weasels, and quicker than the previous overland

route. While this sea ice and river ice
route was used for many years in support
of the activities at Umiat. there were
other inland sites that had to be drilled,
requiring cross-country rig movements.

These early cross-country movements
also included summer operations, since

- the tracked vehicles could operate on the
0shallow active layer. However, the tracks

of the vehicles sank in and caused ruts.
even with a single pass (Fig. 38 and 39).
Route selection to avoid marshy areas,
streams and rivers became increasingly
important for these summer operations.
Large fuel drum caches were also estab-
lished and several trails usually converged
at these fuel caches, This often encour-
aged repeated use of the trails, in both
winter and summer. Large drilling rigs

Figure 39. Tractors operating on tundra in PET-4 during the summer (1947?). were also moved in the summer and fall.
Note scars left by single and multiple passes of tractors. Rather than drag the heavy sleds on the
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grassy surface, blading away the vegeta- a few definitions might be helpful. Trails, large rubber-tired vehicles (Rolligon.
tion and surface organics was found to as used here, refer to winter trails that Delta, Foremost, etc.). Normally, con-
allow the sleds to bear directly on the top require virtually noconstruction or main- ventional vehicles, with small highway
of the permafrost, with the sled runners tenance effort, except perhaps to remove tires, are not used on trails.
sliding easily on the thin layer of mud. or level off obstructing, isolated snow- Winter roads are prepared or con-
These bulldozed trails are still in evi- drifts. The trails are unimproved except structed roadways that use the existing
dence, some four decades later (Fig. 40). by the compactive effort of the leading snow cover, additional snow or crushed
The organic berms on each side of these vehicle using the trail that winter. Nor- ice, which is compacted and watered to
trails have subsided and weathered to mally the vehicles employed on such produce a hard surface capable of sup-
some extent, but they are still in place. trails are Caterpillar tractors and sleds, or porting conventional highway vehicles
The berms act as dikes, causing snow to
drift and collect within the trail and to
each side.

Such disturbed trails also produced an
aquatic environment, conducive to dif-
ferent varieties of natural grasses, pre-
dominantly the cotton grass. Several
stretches of these old bulldozed trails can
now be best described as a series of linear
ponds or canals (Fig. 41). Conversely, in
the Foothills, some of these trails tra-
versed slopes and intercepted surface run-
off, which was then channeled along the
trail. It is perhaps fortuitous that the area
has short summers and little precipita-
tion, for deep gullies, like those shown in
Figures 35 and 36, would be more preva-
lent.

Tractor-drawn sleds have been em-
ployed on many projects over the years,
including the construction of the Distant
Early Warning sites along the northern Figure 40. Old bulldozed trails near South Meade well site. Note man in center of
coast. Before the widespread use of natu- 1981 photo.
ral gas at Barrow there were annual
"swings" to obtain coal for the winter.
Following the discovery of oil at Prudhoe
Bay, and the ensuing delays in complet-
ing the Haul Road, a winter road was built
from Livengood to Anaktuvuk Pass, then
north and east to Prudhoe Bay. This win-
ter road, called the "Hickel Highway,"
was used during the winters of 1969-70
and 1970-71 by trailer trucks and other
wheeled vehicles, rather than sleds. Many
of these old trails and winter roads are
shown on current topographic maps, not
because they are established routes to
follow, but because they were clearly
seen by the map makers as trails on the
airphotos. One should study these
topographic maps to appreciate the ex-
tent to which some form of overland
transport has been utilized in the past.

To simplify the following discussions, Figure 41. Canalformed by passage of vehicles after more than 40 years.
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arctic service, some stipulations may be
waived with respect to starting dates,
frost depth and snow cover. Such excep-
tions allow the use of lightweight all-
terrain vehicles (ATVs), low ground pres-
sure vehicles (Rolligons), and aircushion
vehicles (ACVs), which require little or
no frost or snow cover. Some of these
special vehicles can operate throughout
the summer months as well, based on
single and multiple pass tests of these
vehicles, to determine both short- and

" long-term disturbance of the tundra (Abele
et al. 1978, 1984).

Bulldozing of winter trails, for the
,- .preparation of winter roads, is not al-

lowed. This reduces the possibility of
- " .cutting off the tops of the grass tussocks

or cutting through the organic ridges that
Figure 42. Foremost off-road vehicle, with trailer. This type of vehicle is now used exist in the low-center polygonal ground

instead of tractors and sleds.eitithlo-nerpygalrud
areas discussed previously. The use of
shoes at the bottom comers of the bull-

with regular tires, with or without chains. While stipulations may vary somewhat dozer blade is normally not allowed. In
Winter roads constructed with ice are between agencies, all cross-country theory the shoes should keep the blade
sometimes called ice roads; however, the moves are generally restricted to the win- from cutting into the vegetation; in prac-
term ice road is normally applied to roads tertime, when the ground is frozen and tice the shoes cause the most damage.
over frozen rivers, lakes or offshore ar- there is a snow cover. Since the managers Thus, the normal sequence of today's
eas. of some operations would like to begin as trail and initial winter road construction

Off-road operations involve any traf- soon as possible in the early winter, and is to first employ a dedicated vehicle
ficking of the tundra or frozen water extend as late as possible into the spring, (Rolligon type or low ground pressure
bodies, including the transporting of snow there must necessarily be certain condi- tractor) to compact the snow. After sev-
oricefortheconstructionofwinterroads, tions that must be met. For instance, the eral passes of these vehicles the trail is
which is not done on trails or winter U.S. Navy and the USGS established in ready for normal usage by conventional
roads. Off-road operations also include 1975 and 1977, respectively, that seismic tractor-sleds or other overland vehicles
the trafficking of the tundra during the survey operations and winterroad ortrail (Fig. 42). For some snow conditions,
winter for snow removal operations at construction could not commence until particularly for densely packed wind-
drill sites. No trafficking of the tundra by there was along the route at least 12 in. of driven snow, little or no preparation of
heavy vehicles during the summer has seasonal frost in the tundra and underly- the trail is required.
been allowed for more than a decade. ing mineral soil, and an average depth of In the springtime, increasing amounts

6 in. of snow (Schindler 1988). These of solar radiation and higher daytime
Time of year and stipulations also provided additional in- temperatures can begin melting the snow
degree of impact formation forplanning purposes, indicat- cover on the lakes and tundra. Stipula-

Unlikeagenerationago.allcross-coun- ing that such combined frost and snow tions by the USGS, based on previous
try movements today are limited and con- conditions would not normally prevail operations within NPRA, require that all
trolled by the groups or agencies having until about 15 October, occasionally not winter road or trail use cease when melt-
jurisdiction, be they Federal, State or until 1 November. As previously dis- ing occurs, usually by about 5 May in the
Native Corporation. Typically such op- cussed under the climate section above, Foothills area (at elevations exceeding
erations are limited to the winter months, there is a primary snowfall peak in Octo- 300 ft) and about 15 May in the coastal
and specifics must be supplied with the ber. Thus, under normal conditions there areas (Schindler 1988).
application as to the route, types of ve- will be an ample snow cover by 15 Octo- Limiting trail use to only the winter-
hides, proposed time schedules for con- ber. time, when the ground is frozen and snow
struction and use, etc. In short, overland Because of the availability and demon- covered, is a significant change from the
operations involve a lot of preparation strated ability of some special vehicles year-round operations of a generation
and planning. that have recently been introduced into ago. The impact of winter-only opera-
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tions varies widely and is a complex
function of many factors, acting indepen-
dently and in combination. First there is
the compaction of the vegetation, even
under the stress-reducing blanket of snow.
This compaction appears to vary with the
vehicles, snow conditions, and the veg-
etation types, ranging from only bending
the grass to physically crushing or break-
ing taller vegetation, including dwarf wil-
lows and other shrubs. The worst visible
damage is usually noticed where vehicles
have turned around, the worst offenders
being bulldozers, which must pivot. Com-
pacting the snow along the trail also
changes the thermal environment that the 1-- 151

vegetation normally experiences. This is
not unique to the Arctic for the 'winter
kill'" from tire tracks on snow-coveredkil" fFigure 43. Winter kill offront lawn by wheeled vehicle, in Hanover, New Hampshire.
lawns in the temperate zone (Fig. 43) is
the same process at work. The compacted
snow. augmented by additional snow that ogy, special wildlife habitat, nesting and bance. Strict attention, however, should
drifts into the trail, may also persist longer denning areas, and when available, veg- be given to sensitive shorelines. Many
into the springtime. This can reduce the etation. If the proposed route includes lakes have relatively steep banks along
length of the subsequent growing season, near- or offshore routes, bathymetric and certain portions or the shoreline. Steep
and further stress the plants. Normally ice maps should also be assembled and bank areas often have notoriously deep
there is little permafrost degradation be- consulted. The date of all maps should be snowbanks. Conversely one should also
neath modem arctic winter trails and the carefully noted, because some features carefully consider and examine low-ly-
plants appear to have every chance of may have changed over the years, par- ing or swampy areas around lakes, where
reestablishing their original condition ticularly lakes and coastal shorelines, streams may enter or leave the lake. Nor-
(provided the same trail is not used re- Old trails on these maps should not be mally one would want to be close to but
peatedly), although suchhealing maytake considered as representing trails to be not directly in these drainageways.
years or even decades. reused. In many cases they should not be The steepness of river banks should

Usually the most visible signs of dis- reused, for they may be badly scarred and also be carefully studied, avoiding areas
tress on modem winter trails are those reflect the 1940s and 1950s style of sum- with meandering channels with high cut
short stretches across low spots or drain- mer operation. The route, as opposed to banks on alternating sides. Changes in
age swales between lakes, particularly on the specific trail, may be helpful, when streatn widths and velocities should also
heavily used trails. In addition to the considering how to get from point A to be kept in mind, particularly at bends, for
obvious distress to the vegetation caused point B. increased water velocities can contribute
by multiple vehicle passes, some seg- Various considerations go into the ini- tothinnerice. Hydrologic records, ifavail-
ments of the trail may be rutted or even tial selection of the route, including the able, can be helpful in establishing how
covered with an organic mud. Such dis- proposed time or times of the year when much the river might drop in the winter.
tress is normally attributed to late season the trail will be used, thickness of ice to be One should carefully note where old trails
operations, when these low areas are par- expected, types of vehicles and their abil- crossed the same or similar rivers or
tially or wholly covered with slush or ity to negotiate steep grades, etc. Vegeta- streams in the area.
meltwater. tion maps and airphotos are also helpful Before taking to the field for a summer

in the selection of preferred routes or reconnaissance it is important to have
Route selection identifying problem areas that should be preselected a route. However, one should
and trail marking avoided. have an open mind, and various altema-

Route selection for cross-country Frozen lakes, rivers and coastal areas tive routes should also be plotted for field
moves is usually done in the office, with are valuable options for winter cross- examination. Normally the field inspec-
maps at both the 1:250,000 and 1:63,360 country moves, since they usually pro- tion of the primary and alternative routes
scale, if available. Othermapsthat should vide for faster travel, require little or no is done with a helicopter, preferably dur-
be used include those for soils and geol- preparation, and create the least distur- ing the summer. The initial reconnais-
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DEGREE DAYS OF FROST poles are typically about the same size.
S§ 8 § 8 Low-ground-pressure vehicle operators,

.- .C-T f .. % ... C6 C 6 c i " 4 e e however, do not like these rebars, forthey
reportedly can puncture tires. Accord-

0 ingly, if used, all rebars should be re-
108 -W-10moved when the aluminum poles are

0picked up.
I - Painted oil drums are conspicuous

.000 ,markers that are especially useful on
. . . prominent hills and to mark specific land-

_ marks or mileposts, lake crossing points
z 72 orother significant points along the trails.

The drums are typically set upright and
_ 0 filled with sand or water to a depth of 12
o 6 to 18 in., so that they remain upright in

high winds. All such drums should be
W 48 numbered, dated and have the owner's
Y name, and be removed when no longer

36 required.
1" Plastic surveyor's tape and flagging

24 / can be of value to the original surveying
of the trail. However, most plastics can-
not endure the wind and embrittlement
from the low winter temperatures. Col-

OL ored cloth, properly secured to the stake
or pole, is more enduring. Reflectors on

Figure 44. Rate of growth offreshwater ice per degree-days offrost (U.S. Army 1962). the poles are particularly useful in re-
flecting headlights, since most of the op-

sance begins with a general inspection, ate poles, flags and barrels. The trail erations along the trail are done in dark-
including any old trails, the more difficult markers are placed with the equipment ness. Reflectors are attached with double
stream crossings, etc., just to get the lay operators in mind, not for the conve- "U" clamps to the poles and aligned with
of the land. nience of the surveyors. The trail markers the route. Depending on the terrain, the

Immediately following the initial re- are consistently set at a constant distance trail markers may be set at close intervals
connaissance a specific corridor will nor- (10 ft) to one side of the trail (i.e., to the (0.1 mile) or less when changes in direc-
mally be investigated. During the de- left going north or west). Various trail tion are required. On long trails it is
tailed inspection of this corridor, various markers have been used over the years, important to have mileposts with which
alternative routes are investigated for dif- ranging from bamboo poles with flags, to vehicle operators can check their progress
ferent segments. These routes are care- aluminum poles with light reflectors. and position on the map. Knowing one's
fully mapped, for they may in fact be Common to all poles is the problem of location on the trail is critical in the case
used, if the primary route is later rejected, driving them into the permafrost, since of breakdowns or accidents, when one
e.g., because of thin ice, etc. Critical the thawed organics of the active layer must radio for assistance.
elements are mapped and photographed normally will not provide sufficient lat- Trail markers are particularly useful
during this reconnaissance and field notes eral restraint to keep the poles upright when originally breaking trail, for the
are carefully kept for preparation of a very long. One solution is to carry a small trail itself is normally followed by subse-
detailed report. This report is not only portable gasoline drill to prebore a hole quent vehicles. Snow drifting can obliter-
used for permit applications, but also for into the permafrost for the stake or pole. ate portions of the trail, however, espe-
planning and actual operations. Informa- Aluminum poles have also been installed cially after heavy snowfalls. Thus, the
tion in these reports can often dictate the by first driving a short length of rebar into trail markers can serve an important func-
type of equipment that might be required the permafrost, with the aluminum pole tion well into the spring. Trail markers
to initially break trail, or be used on the being slipped over the top of the rebar. are sometimes left in place for a year or
trail during different periods of the win- Typically the rebars are 1/2- to 1-in. in more, so that the trail can be aerially
ter. diameter and about 4 ft long, while the fertilized or in some cases reused in a

The primary trail, after being carefully aluminum poles are 3/4- to 1.5-in. in subsequent winter.
selected, is then staked out with appropri- diameter and 8 to 10 ft long. Bamboo
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Ice thickness 2.5
Ice on lakes is important for cross- Barter Island '65-*66

country operations of tracked and wheeled - 682-69
vehicles and for temporary airfields. Al- 2.0 (Kaktovik) '70-'71
though this section deals with the use of ."--'6'7N-
ice for trails and ice-mad operations, much 1.5- - 76667\
of this basic information on ice will be _67-1.68 N \
later referred to when considering ice 1.0 ..
runways in Chapter 6.

The freezing of ponds, lakes and rivers
in northern Alaska is not unlike that in the 0.5
subarctic and temperate zone. One should
realize that the rate of freezing and depth 0 I I I I I I I I I I I
of ice, at any given time, is a function of 2.5 1 - I II
the severity and duration of the cold Barrow
weather and is highly influenced by a
snow cover. One should also accept the E 2.0- (Imikpuk Lake) '68-'69 71!72
fact that each winter is different (Michel
1971), although the lack of sunshine and d 1.5- " " . <66

the greater severity of the freezing index -e
will consistently produce much thicker " 1.0 '67-68

ice, typically 3 to 6 ft thick, than in more 1
temperate regions. 5.... -

Figure 44 shows the relationship be- H 0.5.-"
tween the thickness of freshwater ice and
the degree-days of frost, FI, as previously 0 I I I I I I I I
discussed in Chapter 2. Normally, for 2.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
planning purposes one is interested in the Chandalar and Wild Lakes
thickness of ice at a given time, not the 2.0
average or maximum values at the end of
winter. The limited data available on sev-
eral lakes across the North Slope are 1.5
presented in Figure 45, which demon- C'63-'64
strates the variation in ice thickness with 1.0- C'64-'65
time (Bilello 1980, Walker et al. 1986). .W 64
There are also limited data on the thick- W\' W'666764-65
ness of sea ice, as a function of time, near 0.5 -. ,
some DEW line stations. Ice thickness . -C'68'69 W'68- 69 W'68
data are also available on lakes that were 0 ,l--I--- -_.....
used for ice airstrips in conjunction with S 0 N D J F M A M J J
previous explorations. While normally
such data are limited to only one or two Figure 45. Thickness of ice during different winters at selected lakes in northern
winters, such site-specific data can be Alaska.
valuable. Unfortunately, much of this in-
formation is seldom published and is are the air temperature, ice surface tem- indirectcontactwiththeappliedload, the
quickly lost. An exception is the research perature, and the quality of the ice. Ice is bottom of the ice is in contact with water,
by Mellor(1982), whoobserved ice thick- not a solid with consistent strength prop- at only the freezing point.
nesses on inland lakes in the Inigok- erties. It is viscoelastic at very low stresses Ice that forms on northern lakes is
Awuna area and other areas of the North applied for short durations, and plastic seldom found to be clear, bubble-free,
Slope. under long duration loads. The strength black ice, for invariably it has had a

The thickness of the ice is one of the of ice is also tempe.ature dependent, the succession of snow accumulations that
principal parameters that can be related strength increasing with decreasing tem- may have undergone several warming or
to the bearing capacity of floating ice peratures. While temperature effects ap- thawing periods, or even rain. Heavy
sheets. The other important parameters ply to the critical upper surface of the ice snowfalls on thin ice can submerge the
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100 1 1 17 1 1 1 1 I -- -- lake. There are no available charts, graphs
95 - LBEARIN=CAPACIT O 0 or formulas for computing the bearing

-BEARING CAPACITY OFI
90- SEA ICE FOR . ' capacity of a combined ice and frozen

AIRPLANES WITH WHEELS bottom layer. One approach would be to
85 imeasure (by coring) the depth of ice and
80 --- - frozen ground beneath the ice and as-

7 : sume this combined thickness to be en-
tirely black ice. Since frozen ground has

70 %1_0 a greater strength than ice, one could
U) 5employ an effective depth greater than
"X- 60 : -,-"- ,that of only black ice, the increase being

55 quite judgmental and related to the soil
deposit, i.e., whether loose organic silts50 X orclean sands and gravels. Shallow ponds

-- 45- ------ or lakes, which have been partially

,- Z , drained, have the appearance of a marsh
-40 '" , ,- or wetlands. These shallow waters freeze

P- 35 to the bottom quite readily and accord.-
30 o ingly cannot be considered as floating ice

sheets.
2Vehicle operations on ice-covered lakes

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED------------------------necessitate that all vehicle operators have
00 OF SEA ICE = 10 INCHES training or prior experience with regard15 7.- OFSAIE 0ICE

10 -to the strength of ice as a function of ice
thickness and temperature, separation

5 -[ - - distances between vehicles, how ice is

affected by critical speeds, etc. Operators
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110 120 130 140150160 170180 190 200 should also know the danger signs asso-

GROSS WEIGHT OF AIRCRAFT IN THOUSANDS OF POUNDS ciated with the cracking patterns and de-
flection (dishing) associated with vehicles

Figure 46. Bearing capacity of sea ice for wheeled airplanes (from U.S. Army 1962). parked or stopped on the ice. This train-
ing should also include how to escape

ice, causing water from beneath the ice to Army 1962, USAF 1958, 1968). It must from vehicles that break through the ice.
rise up through cracks or holes to flood be borne in mind that an ice thickness Many vehicles have rooftop escape
the snow on top. Eventually this slush measurement at a particular spot on a hatches just for this purpose. Side doors
freezes and becomes part of the total ice pond, lake, river, or along the coast is are often blocked by the ice, or water
thickness observed. It contains many air indicative of conditions at that location pressure is so great that one cannot open
bubbles and has a highly variable com- only. The ice thickness elsewhere on the the doors once the vehicle has submerged.
position and a reduced strength, when same body of water may be greater or Escape via windows is often the only way
compared to clear ice. Accordingly, ice smaller, and highly influenced by the to exit some vehicles, even into frigid
observations are usually taken with a depth of snow cover, circulation of water waters. Survival techniques for immersed
special coring auger so that the composi- beneath the ice and other factors. Accord- victims should be known by all travelers
tion of the ice can be carefully examined ingly ice thickness measurements should and extra dry clothes and sleeping bags
and the different layers measured and always be taken at several locations, i.e., ready for use in all vehicles. Recovery
evaluated. The thickness of all near-sur- not just the middle of the lake, which may equipment, including heavy cables or
face bubbly ice is reduced to an equiva- be more wind swept and hence snow free. chains, should be readily available and
lent thickness of black ice, and added to Trails and roads that cross lakes in- the front, rear and sides of all vehicles
the thickness of actual black ice observed volve operations on both floating ice should beequipped with hooks orclevices.
in the lower portions of the ice core, sheets and ice frozen to the bottom along Since there is always the chance that the
yieldinganeffectiveicethickness.Tables the shores. Since the amount of water breakthrough will occur in stages, or in
and charts, such as Figures 46 and 47, are within the pore space of soil deposits is shallow water, quick action can often
then used with this effective ice thickness much less than in a unit volume of lake make vehicle recovery simpler and easier.
to determine the bearing capacity of float- water, the depth of freezing nearthe shore Accordingly all operators should be
ing ice (Transport Canada 1985, U.S. is much greater than in the middle of the trainedinrecoveryproceduresandshould
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practice the duties they would perform in IE -

emergency situations. 95-
Winter traveling over ice often be- BEARING CAPACITY OF FRESH

comes routine, and much preferred by 90- WATER ICE FOR- -
drivers, it being analogous to coming off 85 AIRPLANES WITH WHEELS
a gravel road onto a paved highway. 80
Speeds across the ice are normally much
greater than across the tundra. However. 75

and increasing solar radiation in the spning 70

will begin to warm and weaken the ice. A _) 65---
compacted snow layer on the ice not only z 60!-
blocks this radiation, but provides much - _]

better traction for the vehicles. Even with ) 55 -
the compacted snow on the ice, therewill Z 50 .w -

eventually be thawing and melting. When 9 45
this happens care should again be exer- P 0 001
cised, for the ice begins to weaken at the w -T
surface and often rutting will occur in the 35,. .

slush there. The slush layer, however, 30 '_00
hides the degeneration occurring deeper 1-,

within the ice. This degeneration is called 25 - 0 '- .-
'candling,'" in which a film of water de- 20 y -
velops between the cry;tai boundaries of
the ice. Eventually the ice consists of - -,-

unconnected vertical crystals. much like 10 MINIMUM RECOMMENDED THICKNESS
candles floating in a vertical mode. Ac- 5 OF FRESH WATER =6 INCHES -- i
cordingly there is a requirement to care- 1) t I I I I I I I I
fully observe ice conditions in the spring. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120130140150 160 170 180190200
as opposed to ice thickness. During some GROSS WEIGHT OF AIRCRAFT IN THOUSANDS OF POUNDS
spring thawing periods the ice degenera-
tion may be quite rapid. whereas in most Figure 47. Bearing capacity of freshwater ice for wheeled airplanes (from U.S. Army
breakups there may be a brief warm spell, 1962).
followed by colder weather. Advantage.
if necessary, can be made of late night work pads during construction of some nearby lakes, is carried in overland ve-
and early morning traverses of the ice, elevatedportionsofthetrans-Alaskapipe- hicles equipped with insulated tanks and
avoiding the weaker conditions during line. Several sections of these snow pads pumps. The water from these trucks is
the midday and afternoon. wereconstructedwithmanufacturedsnow dispensed either from a splash plate or

from snow guns (Johnson and Collins sprinkler bar. Initially water is slowly
Snow and ice roads 1980). applied to penetrate and saturate the com-

Snow or ice roads, as opposed to trails, Snow roads are constructed by first pacted snow as deeply as possible, such
are prepared r, - 'ays suitable for con- compacting the snow already in place on that a thick, firm layer is built up after it
ventional whet -cles. which might the tundra. The initial compaction may freezes. Too much water applied at this
range from pickup trucks to dump trucks consist of a series of passes with the same stage creates holes, with the water drain-
(Johnson 1979, Adam 1978a and b). Such vehicle, or multiple passes by different ing directly to the underlying ground sur-
roads are used around camps during the vehicles, i.e., a low-pressure vehicle fol- face. Too little water creates only a thin
winter, and as temporary roadways to lowed by tractors, or just tractors making ice crust that breaks up under subsequent
borrow sites, an airstrip, or a nearby fro- multiple, offset passes. The initial com- construction traffic. Thus, the correct ini-
zen lake. In several cases (Inigok and paction is directly related to the depth of tial application of water is important.
Tunalik) snow/ice roads were used to the snow, its density and temperature. After water has been applied, and fro-
bring in sand and gravel, unavailable at The compacted snow is then either al- zen, the road is covered with more snow,
these deep well sites, for the construction lowed to age harden and become stronger particularly to build up any depressions.
of all-season airstrips, roads and drill or followed by the direct application of This snow is harvested from local lake
pads (Fig.48). Snow roads alsoserved as water (Abele 1990). The water, from surfaces or wherever snowdrifts can be
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Once the snow/ice road has reached a
thickness of 12 to 18 in. and construction
traffic has in effect proof-rolled the road-
way, a road grader is then employed to
scarify the smooth ice surface, providing
good traction for the regular-tired traffic
(Fig. 49). Rescarifying must bedone peri-
odically, as the surface gets smoother
under repeated traffic and solar warming.
Tire traction on such a roadway is excel-
lent, particularly at extremely low tem-
peratures. Weak spots in the roadway are
patched with a slush of snow or ice,
watered and allowed to freeze. Addi-
tional snow that falls or drifts onto the
roadbed is incorporated into the roadway
by compaction and watering. Low snow-
banks to each side of the road are helpful

Figure 48. Dump truck, with "pup" trailer hauling gravel on ice road at Tunalik. during the wateringprocess andalsoserve
as visual guides for drivers.

Dump trucks with pup trailers hauled
132,000 tons of gravel on the 37.5-mile
ice road between the Colville River and
the Inigok well site in a 38-day period
(Schindler 1988, Mitchell 1981). The
vehicles averaged 35 mph along the road.
This road utilized as many lakes as pos-
sible to reduce the amount of snow road
construction. While chipped ice was used
to great advantage, this road still required
more than 35,000,000 gallons of water to
build and maintain. Normally repairs to
the roadway were made during 4-hr
breaks, the trucks working in two 10-hr
shifts. Potentially heavy maintenance on
the steep grade on the west bank of the
Colville River was minimized by the use
of a gravel overlay (Fig. 50). The gravel
was removed in the spring, just prior to

Figure 49. Ice road at Tunalik, scarified by grader for better traction. shutting down the road. This ramp re-
quired more than 20 ft of snow, as fill, to
provide a uniform grade.

found. The snow is graded out, com- (Fisher 1977, Adam 1978b). The ice is Typically the routing of a snow road
pacted and then successively watered to harvested by tractors with rippers from will include frozen lakes to the greatest
build up an increasingly thick layer of local small lakes that have frozen to the extentpossible, because they require little
ice. The thin layers of applied water freeze bottom. The crushed ice, resembling pea or no construction effort in late winter, as
virtually on contact, with little or no lat- stone, is then pushed into piles, transport- compared to snow/ice roads on the tun-
eral flow. ed, depositeu on the roadway and graded. dra. Mid- to late-winter use of frozen

Ice roads are similar to snow roads, in Such a layer of crushed ice, after being lakes usually requires the compaction or
that the initial preparation is the same. watered down and allowed to freeze, pro- removal of the snow cover, there nor-
However, rather than relying on snow duces a very deep and strong pavement. mally being a sufficient thickness of ice
andrepeatedapplicationofwater, chipped The watering requirements, when using to support the construction equipment
ice is employed to build up any depres- crushed ice, are only about 25% of those and the vehicles that will follow (see
sions and the overall thickness of the road required when using snow. Chapter 6), although the thickness of the
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ice should be checked by appropriately
spaced borings across each lake. While a
smZll snowbank or berm along the route
across the lake can be helpful as a visual
guide fordrivers, such snowbanks should
be kept low, so that they do not cause
snowdrifts to develop across the road-
way. Deep snowbanks along roadways
across lakes can also create a load on the
floating ice, causing the ice to deflect and
sink. Deep snowbanks also insulate the
ice, retarding further ice growth, and can
cause longitudinal cracks to develop along
the much colder ice in the cleared road-
way. Thus every effort should be made to
spread out any deep snowbanks on lakes,
allowing the snow to drift over and past
the roadway. Trail markers are also used
on the ice, being set in drill holes within Figure SO. Steep grade on snow/ice road, temporarily covered with gravel for better
the ice or snowbanks. Lakes are often igr50Stegrdonsolcrodtepaiycvrdwthrvlf btr
tee or passingoankesorpull- area traction, Colville River to Inigok well site.
used as passing zones or pull-off areas.

Ice roads across rivers, lakes or sea ice
can be thickened in the early part of the
winter by flooding the surface of the ice
with water pumped from beneath the ice,
as will be discussed under the section on
airfields on frozen lakes in Chapter 6.

Multiple use effect
Winter trails repeatedly used, year af-

ter year, can create objectionable damage
to the tundra. Perhaps the greatest dis-
tress in evidence today has been caused
by overland operations, including opera-
tions without a snow cover, just to the
south of Barrow (Fig. 51). Typically such
scars are concentrated, as the vehicles
attempted to travel along ridges between
lakes or around one or both sides of a
large lake. While care was taken to avoid
similar damage to the tundra when using Figure 51. Old trails south of Barrow that have filled with water and create new
Lonely as a base of operations, there are drainage channels.
scars from the multiyear trails particu-
larly to the east of Teshekpuk Lake. Ef- Alaska and will undoubtedly continue to Rehabilitation of repeatedly used trails
forts were made to vary the routes in this be located there in the future, because of may include the application of fertilizer.
area (Fig. 52) to avoid the concentrated the easy access to sea transport and the During the summer of 1981 two Cessna
effects from repeated use of a single trail. availability of airfields at active or aban- Agwagons (Fig. 53) were employed to
Ironically, the greatest distress was ap- doned DEW line stations. There are cur- spread fertilizer along more than 350
parently caused not by repeated winter rently only a few bases for inland opera- miles of trails radiating from Barrow and
operations, but by the isolated springtime tions, except along the Haul Road. Old Camp Lonely, and between well sites
passage of a few vehicles over low wet inland bases, such as Umiat, could be reac- (Schindler 1988). The response to the
spots. tivated. Trails emanating from such bases fertilizer was almost immediate, and re-

Bases of operations have historically of operation should be carefully planned to covery of these more frequently used
been located along the coast of northern facilitate access to new winter trails. trails is also expected to be quite rapid,
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*" Figure 52. Scars caused by multiple
%LA passes of vehicles in the winter along

- "- shore of lake, south of Lonely.

with perhaps little residual effect of the tial preparation of the trail to furthermini- considerations when operating on ice are
stress after 10 years, provided they are mize surface disturbance. Limitations on equally important.
not restressed in the interim, trails also include curtailment of opera- Snow roads are thickened with succes-

tions in the spring. sively applied layers of snow or chipped
Summary Winter trails usually include frozen ice, which are watered and frozen into a

Cross-country movements in northern ponds, lakes, rivers or offshore ice, since strong and smooth pavement that permits
Alaska have changed dramatically over they require little preparation, are smooth the use of conventional-tired vehicles.
the years. Previous overland moves dur- and level and cause essentially no envi- Winter roads are normally limited in
ing the summer months by tracked ve- ronmental damage. Ice thicknesses suffi- length, usually between the drill pad and
hicles, sleds and wagons created scars on cient to support heavy equipment are airstrip and/or local borrow pit and water
the tundra, which have persisted for 40 critical and may not develop until mid- source, although snow roads as long as
years or more. Such summertime opera- winter, i.e., several months after over- 37.5 miles have been successively used.
tions are no longer permitted. Wintertime land operations are possible. Thus proper Winter trails and snow roads, as cur-
operations on trails have also changed. planning and appreciation for the growth rently employed, cause minimal damage
Current restrictions allow such opera- of ice as a function of time, and the to the tundra. The most commondistresses
tions to commence in early winter, when influence of snow cover and air tempera- are "winterkill" from the compacted snow
the ground has been frozen to a depth of tures are important. The bearing capacity and ice, plant damage by the initial trail or
a foot or more and there is at least 6 in. of of floating ice as a function of thickness road making equipment (especially turn-
snow. Bulldozing of snow to make and can be determined from published graphs ing vehicles) and late spring usage. Aeri-
maintain winter trails is no longer per- that have been presented in this chapter. ally applied fertilizers or limestone can
mitted. drastically reducing the damage Measuring the thickness of the ice, at hasten the recovery. Old trails, as shown
to the vegetation and the delicate thermal appropriate intervals, and equating white on existing maps, usually should be
balance of the active layer and underly- ice with the stronger black ice are impor- avoided. Multiple-use trails radiating from
ing permafrost. Great emphasis is cur- tant to safe operations on floating ice for fixed bases of operations have the greatest
rently placed on route selection and ini- vehicle and aircraft operations. Safety potential environmental impact.
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Figure 53. Applying fertilizer with air-
plane (Agwagon). Top: flying low over
former construction campsite atLisburne
well site. Bottom: closeup of bottom hop-
per of plane.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN AND structed to borrow pits, water supply tion drill pads within various sectors with
CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS points, or to coastal beachheads. Gravel the gathering facilities, the base camp,

roads constructed in support of deep airport and shore-based facilities. Simul-
Roads, as opposed to winter roads, are explorations are of minimum width and taneous with such development work is

used for year-round travel by conven- depth, for their design life is normally the construction of a road network to link
tional vehicles. They are typically em- only a year or two. the new oil field to existing facilities, i.e.,
ployed at deep exploration well sites to When oil and gas have been discovered the trans-Alaska pipeline and the Haul
connect the all-season airstrip to the drill in a new area, the roadway network be- Road, as exemplified by the Kuparuk and
pad. Sometimes secondary roads are con- comes more extensive, linking produc- Endicott fields. Such roads are constructed

to much higher standards, with a life
expectancy of perhaps 25 or more years.
Some of these semipermanent roads are
utilized for conveying extremely heavy
building modules.

Design considerations

Functionally, temporary roads are de-
signed to connect point A to point B, such
as a drill pad to an airfield. If other facili-
ties are to be linked to the roadway, then
the routing of such roads is seldom
straight. Topography, drainage and
stream-crossing locations will also influ-
ence location of the road. Design consid-
erations for such temporary roads typi-
cally include the normal specifications
for secondary roads, with respect to hori-
zontal and vertical curves, and sight dis-
tance. If the roadway is to be a single lane,

Figure54. Oldandnew roadsat Umiat. Oldroadincenterleadsto wells in hills at upper then appropriate vantage points are se-
right, lected for the location of pulloffs where

vehicles wait until the approaching traf-
fic has passed. The distance between such
pulloffs is a function of the anticipated
volume of traffic and the sight distance to
the next pulloff.

Arctic roads have special design con-
siderations with respect to the presence
of permafrost, particularly permafrost that
contains large volumes of ground ice

-: (Lotspeich 1971). The influence of the
presence of permafrost can be best appre-
ciated by examining roads constructed in

• ... northern Alaska (Fig. 54). One of the
" ." , earliest attempts at road building was at

Umiat. Figure 55 is a classic photograph.
taken only a few years after the road was
built, which has been extensively used to
illustrate the problem of building roads in
the Far North (Ferrians 1965). The thaw-
ing and subsequent settlement over the

Figure 55. Old (1947?) photo of gravel road at Umiat, showing effect of thawing polygonal ice wedges is clearly evident
ground ice, after only afew years (from Ferrians et al. 1969). Road shown in center of by the undulations in the road However,

Figure 54. when the 1947 photo is compared to
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conditions in 1981 (Fig. 56). we see very spots in order to maintain a minimum road. Normally such temporary roads are
little additional change, the undulations thickness, without cuts, on adjacenthigher 3 to 4 ft thick, being slightly thicker
being somewhat broader and deeper, with ground. across areas containing ice wedges or
water now finding a clear channel across Temporary roads are normally designed massive ground ice and thinner when
the road at the ice wedges. Since this old to permit a limited amount of thawing crossing ground containing gravels, frac-
road was abandoned, rather than being into the subgrade. The maximum depth tured rock or bedrock.
continuously upgraded with more gravel of such thawing usually is designed to The thickness of gravel required to
in the low spots, it perhaps now serves as coincide with the depth of thawing of the fully protect the permafrost, or allow
a good example of how natural revegeta- active layer prior to construction of the limited thawing into the frozen subgrade,
tion occurs on abandoned roads in the
Umiat area.

Another example of early road build-
ing can be seen in Figure 57. This road. ! . "
just west of the Deadhorse airport, at
Prudhoe Bay. is often overlooked by ar-
riving passengers who are more inter-
ested in viewing the oil field and its
associated facilities. This abandoned road
also serves as a prime example of the
effect of a thin gravel overlay, virtually
creating twin ditches or canals along what
used to be the shoulders of the road. This
early attempt at road building is in direct
contrast to the many miles of well-main-
tained roads within the Prudhoe Bay area.

There are two approaches to the design
of roads in permafrost areas: 1) provide
full thermal protection to maintain the
permafrost condition, or 2) provide for
limited thaw penetration into the under- Figure 56. Old road at Umiat, in 1981,from approximately same position as Figure 55.
lying subgrade. Typically the permafrost Note brush growth.
condition is maintained by placing a suf-
ficient thickness of gravel such that the
in-situ frozen ground is insulated by the
gravel, as shown in Figure 58. Typically
all roadways are constructed as fill sec-
tions: cuts are avoided. The vegetative
mat on the ground surface is left in place
and acts initially as an insulator. The
vegetation is compressed by the weight
of the gravel fill and continues to consoli-
date with time, losing much of its insulat-
ing characteristics. Nevertheless, it serves
an important function until the normal
thermal conditions of the road have been
established and the roadway becomes
less pervious to the infiltration of melt-
water and rain.

Permanent roads, designed to preserve
the permafrost condition, are typically 6
ft in depth. In some situations they may
require more or less fill, depending on in-
situ soil and ground ice conditions. Deep Figure57. One ofthefirst roads builtinPrudhoeBayarea, nearDeadhorseairport.Note
fills are commonly used to build up low ponding and slumping along shoulders.
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Roads in northern Alaska are not un-
like roads elsewhere in that they have
some sections that are easy to build and
maintain and other sections that are diffi-
cult to build and very costly to maintain.

-Careful planning and design can often

reduce the frequency and severity of these
bad sections.

Winter construction
Road construction can be advanta-

geously accomplished during the winter
months. The advantages include the use
of snow roads to transport gravel from
borrow pits. Placing the gravel in the late
winter also starts the thermal cycle in the
frozen phase, essentially trapping the cold
in the ground with the insulating layer of
gravel. The disadvantages include the

Figure 58. Haul Road just north of Galbraith Lake. Buried gas line at right, Brooks extra costs associated with ripping and
Range in background. Note dust from vehicles in center. crushing frozen material in the borrow pit

and the higher costs associated with win-
can be calculated by several methods concentrated flow along the road can terwork in general (cold, darkness, snow,
(Berg 1976, Lachenbruch 1959). The cause deep thawing. Deep thawing along etc.). Frozen fill normally cannot be com-
design calculations employ the freezing the edges of the road can cause the side pacted to high densities and may even
and thawing indices, thermal properties slopes to slide orotherwise collapse, since contain snow or ice that further contrib-
of the gravel and in-situ soils, and the they are normally poorly compacted as utes to higher than normal void ratios
mean annual ground temperature. Gravel compared to the middle of the roadway. (Crory et al. 1978). When this material
thickness requirements can also be based This collapsing mechanism can be fur- thaws, it consolidates and has a reduced
on the evaluation of existing roads in the ther accelerated by the thawing of any strength. The advantages and disadvan-
particular area, such as in the Prudhoe near-surface ice wedges. Ultimately, this tages of winter road construction, how-
Bay area, atoperating orabandoned DEW encroachment can extend into the road- ever, must be considered with respect to
line sites, villages, etc. The latter method way itself, producing the conditions the entire project. It may be necessary to
typically involves borings, test pits and shown in Figure 57. build the roads in the wintertime to allow
probings in the fall, when thaw depths are Since ditches along the sides of the otherprime construction activities tocon-
at a maximum. road would only aggravate this situation, tinue throughout the summer months.

Thermally, the design of gravel roads they are never used. The best protection Winter construction of roads actually
is focused on conditions near the from the effects of water is to avoid areas begins in the summer, with surveying,
centerline of the road. From a permafrost with large side-hill drainage, routing the soil explorations, permafrost investiga-
standpoint, however, the shoulders and road along ridges or topographic highs, tions and the assessment of watersheds
side slopes are often the most sensitive or running with the drainage, rather than and drainage. Once the route and borrow
(Esch 1983). The sideslopes have deep acrossit.Waterimpoundedalongorflow- pits have been selected and staked out,
snow covers that insulate the slopes and ing beside the roadway is, whenever pos- the work is left dormant until the ground
adjacent tundra, retarding deep frost pen- sible, directed away from the road at surface has refrozen and is snow covered.
etration. While this deep snow could po- strategic intervals, or, if necessary, con- At remote sites the early part of the winter
tentially insulate the sides of the road in veyed under the road in culverts. While is usually devoted to setting up the camp
the spring or early summer, this effect is thee will always be the requirement to (Fig. 59), with only skeleton crews re-
often insignificant because the snow is "fine tune" the drainage along a road maining during the Christmas-New Year
oftencovered withdust and quickly thaws. during the first year or two afterconstruc- holiday period. After the holidays the
The snow accumulation along the road tion, there is really no substitute for good work force builds up in stages. Once the
also contributes to a greater-than-normal siting. Although good siting requires very borrow pits are open, and the rippers and
volume of water along the road. When accurate surveying, the extra effort is crushing equipment are producing, the
augmented by additional meltwater and usually cost-effective with respect to life- project quickly escalates to include a fleet
runoff from adjacent drainage areas, this cycle costs. of dump trucks that haul the gravel over
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snow roads to one or more points on the
roadway (Fig. 60). Sometimes, when the
borrow material has a poor gradation or
contains oversized cobbles, a screening
and/or crushing plant is set up. Processed
material may not be required for the en-
tire depth of the roadbed, allowing the
use of regular borrow or oversized mate-
rial in the base. However, select material
is required in the top foot or two of the
road to produce a strong "pavement" that
can be easily maintained by road graders.
Strange as it may sound. the crushing and
screening of frozen material works best
when air temperatures are low, there be-
ing less caking by the frictional heat pro-
duced in the crushing (Brooks 1983a).

Actual construction of the roadway
proceeds at a relatively rapid pace with
one and sometimes two bulldozers ad- Figure 59. Temporay construction camp at Iniok, with all units on sleds.
vancing the gravel placed by the end
dumping trucks. Typically the base is
constructed first, with the upper wearing
surface being placed in a subsequent op-
eration. When good gravel is readily avail-
able and used for the entire embankment,
placement is done in one operation, using
lifts of a foot or more. Snow in advance of
the initial fill placement is rarely removed
oreven purposely compacted. This avoids
disturbing the vegetation beneath the tun-
dra beyond the toe of the road.

It is presumed that the snow and veg-
etative cover will be compacted by the
weight of the gravel fill. Settlements on
the order of 4 to 6 in, are assumed to
happen in the first summer, due to the
presence of snow and consolidation of
the organic mat. Consolidation is also
assumed to take place within the initially
frozen embankment itself as it thaws and Figure 60. Loading ripped and crushed fiozen gravel at borrow pit at Tunalik.

is compacted by traffic. Full compaction
of the frozen fill during winter construc- achieve, because of the overall depth of local depressions, and remove any pot-
tion is difficult, because the compressive the fill section. Accordingly greater em- holes or puddles. Additional fines may
loads are primarily conveyed to the larger phasis is placed on the selection of the also be applied later in the spring, being
particles and frozen lumps. Accordingly bank run gravel and the quality of the mixed with the surface course to produce
most of the compactive effort is provided crushed and screened material to be used a hard, smooth and virtually waterproof
by the bulldozers and the loaded trucks for the surface course. pavement. Normally, little reworking of
during construction. Once each lift has Surface compaction is usually accom- the side slopes is done duringconstruction
been allowed to age harden (a few hours plished with segregated or smooth wheel orsubsequent summers, sothat anychance
to a day), the frozen fill acts more like a rollers (Chap. 6, Fig. 85). During the of disturbing the toe of the slope or the
concrete pavement, resisting any further initial spring melting period, grading and adjacent tundra is avoided.
compaction. Deepcompaction during the rolling is done periodically to achieve a There are no long-term distinguishing
following summer is also difficult to smooth and dense surface, fill in any features of a road constructed during the
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Figure 61. Road from Ivotuk airstrip to
Lisburne well. showing timnber bridge
across Otuk Creek. Seismic train tempo-
rarily stored, for summer, in center.

Figure 62. Stockpile of gravel,just north
ofGalbraith Lake,for road and work pad
maintenance.

Figure 63. Construction of Haul Road
during the summer, wit/h all equipment
working on gravel. Note depth of initial
lift.
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winter, as compared to roads constructed especially when ground ice is present. consider conditions at both the inlet and
only in the summer months. A portion of Abnormally deep thawing of the active outlet of the culvert, because thermal and
the 7-mile-long gravel road at Ivotuk/ layer can occur from midsummer con- hydraulic erosion, siltation and scouring
Lisburne is shown in Figure 61, the first struction. Late summer construction ap- can occur at both ends. One must also
summer after winter construction, pears to have only a minor effect, prob- appreciate how much snow will accumu-

ably because there is just not enough time late along the sides of the roadway over
Summer construction to cause substantial additional thawing the winter, particularly on the uphill side

Summertime construction of gravel before the start of the fall freez-up, which of the road. Some roadways should be
roads can and has been used on several in some areas begins in late A-igust. thought of as snow fences. Similarly such
projects in northern Alaska. The advan- Road construction during ti, e spring elevated roads should be considered as
tages and disadvantages of summer con- breakup period is normally Fimited to dikes, with a frozen core, capable of im-
struction are virtually the opposite of high and dry ground. The virtual sheet of pounding large volumes of water in the
those described for winter construction. water found in low or poorly drained springtime. One should always keep in
While there are exceptions, one usually areas during the spring can turn a thin mind the potential effects of impounded
finds new summer roadwork associated layer of new gravel into a fluid morass of water along the road, because some tun-
with the wider, deeper, longer, and more mud. Accordingly, construction in such dra vegetation may be damaged or de-
permanent roads. This permits the use of wet areas during this period is normally stroyed by a wetter environment.
large dump trucks and even "belly- delayed until the water subsides. Culverts should be considered in three
dumps" to transport the gravel. Since all distinct phases: 1) during the original
operations are confined to existing roads, Drainage structures deployment, 2) during the first summer
including access roads to the borrow pits, Drainage structures fortemporary roads after the snow is gone and actual drainage
theentire operation is similarto that found consist of culverts, bridges and low water can be seen and reassessed, and 3) in
farther south, i.e., conventional Alaskan crossings. Design, constructionandmain- subsequent summers when perhaps the
road construction. tenance of these structures are critical to roadway and culverts have settledorother

Borrow pits forsummeroperations may the integrity of the road and to the perma- factors have influenced the effectiveness
include frozen gravel. Stockpiles are frost adjacent to the road (Brown et al. of the system. Understandably a good
sometimes allowed to thaw for weeks or 1984). The thermal effects of standing initial design can substantially reduce the
longer, including some that have been and running water must be understood amount of remedial work and costly re-
purposely allowed to drain and dry for a and appreciated, because water can ini- pairs to the road and to the adjacent tun-
year or more. While crushing may be tiate thaw settlement and erosion that can dra. Normally culverts are separated into
necessary with some material, typically destroy the road. The loss of a section of twodesign groups, thoseconveyingdrain-
only screening has been required along the roadway can quickly suspend all work, age water, which is primarily intermit-
the Sagavanirktok River. Stockpiled ma- including drilling, tent, and those installed in flowing
terial for both the Haul Road and pipeline Drainage considerations begin with site streams, which must consider the pas-
work pad is shown in Figure 62. reconnaissance and planning. While stan- sage of fish at all stages of stream flow.

New roadways constructed in the sum- dard engineering considerations, such as Both groups employ culverts that are 25
mer are advanced by end-dumping and watershed area, drainage paths and stream to 50% larger than required for peak
pushing the fill ahead with dozers. Figure flows (Kane and Hinzman 1988) are an flow. In some situations the culvert size
63 is a photo of the Haul Road under integral part of the roadway design, one may be 200% of peak flow. The primary
construction. If the tundra and underly- must also recognize and provide for the reasons for using greater-than-normal
ing soils are thawed, soft and wet, the unique aspects of such arctic roads. These diameters are possible errors associated
initial lift of gravel may have to be several include the general provision that there with limited climatological data and the
feet thick to support the weight of the will be no side ditches, at least in the loss of cross section due to ice or gravel.
tractors. Accordingly, there is normally tundra-covered areas. Whenever possible, Culverts are normally made of corru-
little chance of fully compacting the ini- surface runoff should be diverted away gated metal pipe (CMP), although com-
tial lift. Consolidation of the organic sur- from the road. When this is impossible, mon pipe and casings have been used
face mat and the thawed in-situ soils at the water should be conveyed, by cul- from surplus drilling supplies. Concrete
depth is normally very quick, beginning verts, under the road. The velocity and or plastic pipe is normally not used be-
before the final lift has been placed. Sec- volume of water running beside the toe of cause of the potential for severe bending
ondary consolidation of the organics and the road should be carefully evaluated, as the road settles with time. Typically
thawed active layer is typically only sev- providing, for example, for a series of CMP is not insulated as a pipe, but in
eral inches. Additional settlement associ- culverts at discrete intervals, rather than some cases board insulation has been
ated with the subsequent thawing of the large culverts at great distances. The lo- placed as part of the bedding, in an at-
permafrost at depth can be significant, cation and sizing of culverts should also tempt to limit the amount of thawing.
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Figure 64. Culvert on road at Tunalik,
protected by sand bags.

Figure 65. Collapsed culverts on main

channel of Kuparuk River crossing, at
left, and bridge replacing culverts at right.
(Photos courtesy of G. Johns.)

Backfilling and compaction techniques in critical areas. The primary culvert is crossing was replaced by a bridge. Low
are important to ensure the lateral stabil- low, while the smaller secondary culvert water crossings are rarely employed on
ity of the CMP and to prevent piping is high and to the right or left. Dual active roadways. Typically they are used
along the culvert. Piping can be a serious culverts are also useful when a fish pas- only after culverts have been removed, as
problem when using frozen fill. In this sage must be maintained in the lower will be discussed in Chapter 9.
regard it may be necessary to utilize a culvert, while the higher culvert remains
special backfill around the culvert, par- dry through the latter portion of the sum- Summary
ticularly when the normal roadway fill mer. All roads in northern Alaska, even the
consists of coarse or oversized gravel, or Large culverts have been used forcross- Haul Road, are of unpaved gravel. While
quarried rock. The ends of the culverts ing rivers and large streams with mixed permanent roads are designed as thick
are protected with sand bags or riprap to success on the North Slope. One of the embankments, to limit or prevent the
prevent sloughing of the side slopes and major problems is floating ice, which thawing of the underlying permafrost,
to prevent scouring (Fig. 64). builds up and chokes off the inlets during many of the temporary roadways are thin

Because of the propensity of many spring floods. Perhaps the most spectacu- and cause the permafrost to thaw and
culverts to be filled with ice, or otherwise larfailure was the large multiculvert cross- subside. The thinner embankments nor-
be blocked, dual culverts are often used ing of the Kuparuk River (Fig. 65). This mally have a useful life of only several
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years but provide satisfactory service with used in the base, the top course is usually draulic erosion that might occur at the
minimum maintenance. Limiting the select material that can be readily graded inlet and outlet of each culvert. Some-
thickness and width of such roadways also and compacted. Most roadways experi- times additional culverts are installed
minimizes the volume of gravel required ence substantial settlements during con- specifically to handle spring runoff. They
and hence the size of the borrow pits. struction and subsequent summers, re- arelocated above and to the rightorleft of

Both temporary and permanent roads quiring regrading and occasionally addi- the main culvert. Flow through culverts
on permafrost are constructed by advanc- tional gravel. All gravel roads experience during the spring breakup can be very
ing the fill by end dumping directly on the substantial settlements, but thin embank- high, even with an annual precipitation of
tundra, burying theorganic mat thatserves ments experience the greatest differential 5 in. or less. Large culverts in streams or
as an insulating layer. Care is taken not to and overall settlements, rivers can be blocked with floating ice in
further disturb this vegetative subgrade While gravel roads should be located the spring. The culverts can fail if ice is
or the vegetation on the sides of the road. on high ground to direct drainage away not removed in a timely fashion, as dem-
Cut sections orditches are avoided when- from the embankment, there usually are onstrated by failure of the initial Kuparuk
ever possible. Roads may be constructed sections that require culverts. Since side River crossing.
in the winter or summer; however, all ditches are prohibited, the culvert loca- The abandonment of roads, including
equipment is required to work from the tions must be carefully selected. Consid- culverts and bridges, is discussed in
new embankment. While oversized ma- eration must be given to the effect of Chapter 9.
terial and even quarried material may be ponding water and the thermal and hy-
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CHAPTER 5. DESIGN cess from only one end of the runway, at Snow and ice runways are discussed
AND CONSTRUCTION least for large aircraft, the other end being separately in Chapter 6.
OF AIRFIELDS obstructed by a hill or mountain (Fig. 66).

This is not unique to the North Slope, for Design considerations
Airfields are vital to transportation in there are several airfields elsewhere in Typically, design considerations for

the Far North. For more than a decade it Alaska that have only one-way access temporary airfields are an integral part of
has been possible to move exploration and have been operational for more than the overall plan to drill any exploration
drill rigs, and the associated supplies, 25 years. While every attempt is made to well. It is normally considered essential
camp and construction equipment, from comply with normal airfield standards, to have a short takeoffand landing (STOL)
one remote area to another using C-130 there are situations where this would be runway, about 760 m long, near the drill
aircraft. Temporary airfields are also es- impossible, prohibitively expensive, or rig. The STOL aircraft (typically the
sential to all exploration drilling, even require that the airfield be many miles DeHaviland-Canada Twin-Otter) is nor-
when the drill rigs are brought in and out from the well site. Nevertheless, all varia- mally kept at this short airstrip and used
on trails. tions from standard practice are carefully only for short flights to pick up small

Temporary airfields are practical, pru- evaluated by all parties, including the parts and supplies, crew changes and for
dent and advantageous solutions to the aircraft owners and their insurance com- medical emergencies. Usually this air-
siting and construction constraints of a panies. Temporary airfields are not expe- craft is under the direct control of the
specific location. Temporary airfields can dient nor are they to be otherwise con- drilling foreman.
differ from permanent airfields in several strued as lacking in good engineering or Shallow explorations along the coast,
respects. For instance, the orientation of workmanship, for many lives and mil- or near lakes, can be scheduled for winter
the runway may be based on strong win- lions of dollars are involved in every drilling only, when ice can be utilized for
terwinds, iftheoperationalperiodwillbe takeoff and landing (Crory 1988a). the runways (Mitchell 1983a). Inland
only during the winter months. Since For purposes of this chapter the types sites, which do not have lakes, utilize the
they are private airfields, these tempo- of airfields can be grouped according to tundra, ridges, beaches and gravel bars
rary airfields can be closed to all traffic in the construction material used, or their for STOL and sometimes larger aircraft.
storms, strong crosswinds orpoorvisibil- location, as follows: Many of these expedient runways were
ity. Similarly, state and federal guide- 1. Ridges, beaches and gravel bars utilized in the early exploration programs
lines for the design of airports can be 2. Conventional gravel fills on the North Slope. Some of these run-
waived in some circumstances with re- 3. Insulated gravel fills ways were used only in the winter, when
spect to lateral obstructions (drill rig) and 4. Rock fills frozen and snow covered. Others were,
even approach obstructions. Some tem- 5. Dredged fills and are still, used in both the summer and
porary airfields are constructed with ac- 6. Other types of fill. winter. Many of these runways required

very little initial preparation, although
some spot grading or filling was required.
Some gravel bars have large cobbles or
flat shingle stones, which do not grade or
compact well. Accordingly, small air-
craft using these runways during the sum-
mer use oversize "tundra" tires. During
the winter, when these runways are cov-
ered with compacted snow, the aircraft
can use regular tires or skis.

The majority of the permanent airstrips
in northern Alaska have been built using
gravel fills. Many of these airfields, espe-
cially those close to the coast, utilized
beach gravels that unfortunately were
uniformly graded, with well-rounded
pebbles and cobbles. Sometimes the over-
sized materials had to be screened and/or
crushed to produce a suitable gradation
for the 1.5-in. maximum size used in the

Figure 66. Airstrip at Killik well, constructed with quarried rock. Brooks Range, in surface wearing course. Some surface
background, obstructs approach from the south end. courses also required a blending with silt-
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and sand-sized particles. Good surface face, it was covered with insulation. The 4.0 to 7.5 cm. The integrity of the board
courses are critical to achieve a smooth, high-density (60-psi) polystyrene board insulation could have beenjeopardized if
durable and high-bearing capacity run- insulation, in 2 x 8-ft sheets, was hand thawing and differential settlements oc-
way that will not rut or ravel. Many pilots placed with staggered joints in two layers curred in the frozen base material fill,
have indicated that well-maintained (Fig. 72). The thickness of the insulation particularly if water were allowed to seep
gravel airstrips in northern Alaska are was based on analytical methods (Crory into the cracks between the insulation
smoother than paved runways elsewhere et al. 1978) that, on the basis of design boards. Toavoid this possibility the boards
in Alaska. freezing and thawing indices, would pre- were covered with a thick, reinforced

Gravel fills for such runways are nor- vent any thawing beneath the insulation, plastic membrane and the insulation was
mally placed directly on the vegetation to Accordingly the insulation thicknesses slightly crowned to drain to the shoul-
retain the insulating effect of the near- used on these three airfields ranged from ders, as shown in the typical cross section
surface organics, in a manner similar to
that previously described for gravel road
construction (see Chap. 4). Cuts are typi-
cally avoided. Thegravel fill can be placed
in either the summer or winter, using end
dumping to avoid disturbing the vegeta-
tion and permafrost. The design depth of
the gravel fill for the runway, taxiway
and parking apron usually ranges from
1.5 to 2.0 m. The depth of gravel is based
on analytical procedures to limit the depth
of thaw to either the base of the gravel or
the top of the original permafrost table,
thus avoiding potential settlements asso-
ciated with the thawing of ground ice. In
some areas, where the in-situ soils consist
of gravels, the organic layer is stripped
off and the area is allowed to prethaw for
an entire summer before placing the fill.
The airfields at Lonely and Peard Bay are
good examples of gravel fills on tundra, Figure 67. Umiat airfield showing temporary parking area and construction camp for
while Sagwon and Umiat (Fig. 67) are Seabee well.
good examples cf runways on gravel
bases.

When there is limited gravel available
to provide the full depth of conventional
gravel fills, insulated gravel aifields are
employed to protect and preserve the
permafrost condition (Kachadoorian and
Crory 1988). Currently there are three
such insulated runways on the North
Slope-at Inigok, Tunalik and Ivotuk-
as shown in Figures 68, 69 and 70,
respectively. All three of these airfields
were constructed in the late winter, plac-
ing an initial lift of frozen sand or gravel
as a base, directly on the tundra (Fig. 71 ).
The Inigok runway. because of existing
grades, had both cut and fill sections. The
frozen fine sand from the cut section was
incorporated into the base of the fill sec-
tion. Once the base had been carefully
graded and compacted to a smooth sur- Figure 68. All-season insulated gravel runway at Inigok.
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Figure 69. Insulated all-season gravel

airfield at Tunalik. Note surface scar
from winter road at left.

Figure 70. Insulated all-season gravel
airfield at Ivotuk. Note absence of any
construction scars around runway.

Figure 71. Insulated runway at Tunalik
while under construction during late win-
ter.
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in Figure 73. The insulation also ex- period the gravel must be repeatedly the long summer daylight hours, can be
tended into the shoulders and overruns at recompacted as it progressively thaws very high, at least at inland locations.
each end of the runway, to minimize edge out. Initially this may be difficult, due to Abnormally wet spots on the runway
effects. excess moisture from melting snow or ice should also be carefully examined during

Select gravel is placed atop the rigid on the surface or incorporated in the this initial spring melt, because they could
insulation by careful end-dumping, and gravel. Regrading during this period may be indicative of unsuitable material. Sev-
advancing the gravel with a bulldozer also be required to fill any depressions eral wet and soft spots were discovered in
with a high blade (Fig. 74). This opera- that form. Once thawing has progressed the Ivotuk runway (Fig. 75) and had to be
tion is critical to avoid shoving or other- to the extent that there is vertical drain- carefully removed (because of insula-
wise displacing the insulation boards, age, the surface usually dries out quickly. tion) and replaced. The wet spots were
which were not spiked, staked or other- The evaporation rate on clear days, with found to contain material that had been
wise secured. The initial lifts of gravel
were typically 12 to 15 in. thick. A mini-
mum thickness of gravel is usually speci-
fied to protect the insulation from being
crushed by construction traffic. The mini-
mum cover, based on tests at the Water-
ways Experiment Station (Bums 1980),
is 30 cm of gravel for insulation having a
compressive strength of 60 psi. The total
thickness of gravel above the insulation,
including wearing course, is primarily
based on the quality (gradation) of the
gravel and overall thermal requirements
(in combination with the insulation).
Typical thicknesses of gravel above the
insulation ranges from 18 to 30 in.

Runways constructed in the winter with
frozen gravel (with or without insulation)
normally experience a critical period dur-
ing the first spring thaw. During this Figure 72. Placing board insulation in late winter for all-season airfield.
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Figure 73. Typical section through insulated gravel aifield at hligok.
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Figure 74. Advancing gravel atop insula-

tion by use of a bulldozer to avoid shifting

insulation boards that were not secured

by pins.

Figure 75. Ice found atop insulation in

wet spots on Ivotuk runway, in fill that

was designated for shoulder but placed

on runway by mistake.

Figure 76. Hilltop quarry at Killik well

site and access road to runway.
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designated for use only on the shoulders,
being unsuitable for the runway because
of a high percentage of silt.

Quarried rock can also be used for
runways (Johnston 1982), even when
gravel sources are within reasonable dis-
tances. A good example of such a runway
is at the Killik well site, to the southwest
of Umiat, on the very northern edge of the
Brooks Range (Fig. 66). While one op-
tion for runway construction was to ob-
tain gravel from the Killik River Valley,
to the east, this would have necessitated
winter roads, winter construction and
extensive rehabilitation of the borrow
area. Instead, the use of quarried rock
from a local hill was selected as more
cost-effective and allowed summertime
construction. The quarried material was
conveyed over a short connecting road
(Fig. 76). Although 10 to 15 m of rock
was removed from this hilltop quarry it
retained the same appearance as the origi-
nal hill, which had little or no vegetative
cover. The northern end of this runway Figure 77. Airfield atNuiqsut under construction using dredged material. Pump station
required 4.5 m of fill to maintain permis- at lower right.
sible longitudinal grades on the 1600-m
runway. The most difficult construction dredging operations can also efficiently ered for the Inigok runway, since there
aspect of this runway was in finding suf- andeconomically generate large volumes were no local gravel sources (Crory et al.
ficient quantities of select material for the of sands and gravels, which can be stock- 1978). Accordingly a series of test sec-
surface coating. Normally 8 to 12 in. of piled on gravel bars or beaches for imme- tions were deployed at Inigok, with some
topdressingisemployedforthefinalgrad- diate or later use. While careful geo- of the mats being placed directly on the
ingandcompaction.Thinsurfacecourses technical and hydraulic studies are re- undisturbed tundra (Fig. 78) and others
on rock fill are often susceptible to the quired to ascertain the quality and quan- on the frozen fine sand of the former
development of "rat holes," wherein the tity of available gravel, the potential im- borrow pit (7'ig. 79). Some of the matting
surface fines are washed down into the pact from such dredging operations is was underlain with various thicknesses
voids of the rock fill. normally considered lower than that from of insulation, while other sections had

The recent development of small, trans- borrow pits along the shore. The bedload none (Crory 1988b). Some test sections
portable dredges has provided an eco- of rivers and the littoral drift along the were green or olive drab in color, while
nomical method of constructing runways coast are important considerations for the other sections were painted white to mini-
during the summer months, particularly natural replenishment of the dredged mize solar radiation. Although the field
at villages located along the coast or on material, tests indicated that insulated matting
large rivers. An airphoto of the first run- Landing mats have been effectively would work in such an environment, to
way constructed with dredged material, used at the Point Barrow airfield for over date there have not been any runways
at Nuiqsut, is shown in Figure 77. In this 40 years to stabilize the beach sands and built with such mats on the North Slope.
case, the dredged material was pumped gravels. The matting was of the pierced Because of the initially high procurement
directly to the airfield site. with excess steel plank type, used extensively during costs, and the requirement for hand place-
water being returned to the Colville River and immediately following World War II ment and retrieval, these mats were con-
by a separate line. The runway was con- (Reed 1958). While the matting has been sidered practical only when they could be
structed using dikes, which included distressed by corrosion from the salt wa- successively used on three or more tem-
geofabrics, to contain the dredged mate- ter environment and often damaged by porary airfields. Landing mats, however,
rial, These were important features in snowplows, it hasprovidedexcellent ser- can be effectively used to pave taxiways
protecting the adjacent vegetation and vice, far beyond its intended life. Ex- and parking areas, particularly when
permafrost (LaVielle et al. 1983). Such truded aluminum matting was consid- gravel is in limited supply. Mats also
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Figure 78. Placing military landing mat

directly on tundra at Inigok.

Figure 79. Insulated and uninsulated

military landing mat, on sand at Inigok,
with men painting some sections, with

white paint to reduce solar effect. Warm
early June day.

Figure 80. Treated paper geogrid which

opens up to form interconnecting cells

for soil stabilization.
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make excellent helicopter pads. Such runway.Toprovideadequatelateralclear- including a non-directional beacon
landing mats, when placed directly on the ance between the runway and any aircraft (NDB), vertical angle slope indicator
tundra, will kill the underlying vegeta- or equipment on the parking apron. the (VASI) lights (Fig. 82), and strobe lights
tion, but will not damage the underlying taxiways are normally 200 to 400 ft long. to define the ends of the runway. Usually
permafrost because the organic mat is left Parking aprons vary in size, but normally the airfield is equipped with its own
intact. This same killing effect on tussock are large enough (60,000 ft2 or more) to generator, near the parking apron. The
grasses has also been noted when using accommodate at least two aircraft. A tem- parking apron also has fuel for the gen-
planks or boardwalks on the tundra. If porary radio/weather/ control tower is erator and for aircraft. Fuel is stored in
fertilized, th', grass should recover in typically located on the far edge of the tanksorbladderswithdikes,or in double-
about five years. parking apron (Fig. 8 1) and is elevated on walled tanks (Fig. 83), or it is supplied by

Geofabrics and grid confinement sys- piling such that there is an unobstructed fuel trucks. In full operation these air-
tems (Fig. 80) are emerging alternatives view ofthe runway. Because therunways fields can be very busy at times, with
forairfields, overruns, shoulders and park- will be used at night and in inclement helicopters, small aircraft and the Hercs
ing aprons, particularly when good gray- weather, navigational aids are provided, shuttling in and out with cement, drilling
els are limited. These grids also offer new
ways of stabilizing soils, etc., and can be
helpful in erosion control and reestab-
lishing vegetation.

Construction considerations
Constructing a temporary airfield to

accommodate large cargo aircraft, like
the C- 130, is a large construction project,
compounded by the remoteness of these
sites. Such airstrips are also expensive,
ranging from 25 to $50 million each,
depending on the availability of gravel,
the topography and the construction op-
tions. Typically a "Herc" strip is 5200 ft
long, with 200- to 500-ft overruns on
each end of the runway. The runways are
normally 150 ft wide and shoulders ex-
tend 10 to 20 ft beyond the temporary
runway lights that mark the limits of the Figure 81. Weather shack onparking apron at Tunalik runway. Drill rig at well at right.

A-g

Figure 82. VASI light on timber pile and sill for approach aid at all-season airfield at Inigok. Left: side view. Right: end view.
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Figure 83. Double wall fuel tanks, de-
signed to fit in C-130, which can be moved
by trucks.

Figure 84. Collection of airplanes at
Ivotuk airstrip. C-130 in background is

actually parked on north end of runway.

Figure 85. Compacting frozen sand for

fol -base of airfield at Inigok, using heavily
4 .weighted segregated wheel roller.
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mud, fuel and other sundry items (Fig. often unsaturated to depths of 6 to 12 ft occurs the gravel is scraped off, stock-
84). and relatively easy to rip, crush and handle piled, and allowed to drain. This is called

Under average conditions, a temporary when frozen. They also tend to have little the thaw-scrape method and is used exten-
airfield like the one described above will or no vegetation or organics. sively in permafrost areas.
require 240,000 to 250,000 yd 3 of gravel, The borrow pits are developed by doz- The thawed gravel is then placed on the
assuming an average thickness of 6 ft. To ing the ripped material either in large runway by end dumping, preserving the
this one must add the volume of gravel stockpiles or windrows, where front-end insulating effect of the surface vegeta-
required for the roadway to connect the loaders convey the material to trucks. If tion, if it is left in place. Since the tundra
airfield to the well site, which can range the ripped sand or gravel is in large chunks and underlying organics may be thawed
from about 14,000 yd3/mile, for a 4-ft- or blocks, sheep's foot rollers and/or seg- at the time of fill placement, the initial lift
thick road, to 23,500 yd3/mile for a 6-ft regated wheel rollers are employed in the may have to be several feet thick to sup-
embankment (assuming a 10-ft-wide pit or on the runway to break up the large port the weight of fully loaded dump
roadway with 2-ft shoulders). Normally masses (Fig. 85). While this material is trucks and bulldozers.
construction of the airfield, road and drill indeed frozen it can be handled much like Runways constructed during the sum-
pad is done simultaneously, with the con- thawed sands or gravels. mer months are usually permeable enough
struction equipment being shifted to the If insulation is to be used, the base to drain vertically, while the well-graded
different elements as required. course is compacted to achieve the dens- surface course is less permeable, and

est and smoothest state possible. Once a sloped to drain. Thus during dry periods
Winter construction thousand feet or more of the base course one may be obliged to add considerable

Winter construction of airfields in the is ready, the insulation placement begins. quantities of water to achieve good com-
Far North usually begins soon after New Gravel is placed atop the insulation as paction during con-tmctinn zspecially
Year's Day and continues until mid- or soon as the membrane has been installed, when fine-grading the surface course.
late May. Often the primary reason for One does not leave the insulation unpro- During rainy periods, particularly in Au-
this schedule is the requirement to use tected from the wind, or to be covered gust, one can do little except wait until the
winter roads to transport the required with snow. During placement of the insu- water drains and evaporates.
quantities of gravel. Thus in addition to lation at Ivotuk, a sudden and violent
the higher costs normally associated with storm arose and blew some of the uncov- Summary
winterwork. onemust also appreciate the ered insulation away, some pieces being Exploration %ork in remote areas re-
higher unit costs associated with the found more than 10 miles away. quires a STOL runway reasonably close
gravel, particularly when long distances Uninsulated gravel runways are often tothedrill pad forcrewchanges, supplies
are involved. Thus the critical path forthe built with two to three layers of different and medical emergencies. If the drill rig
construction schedule is to have all the gravels, each being placed separately. istobemovedtoorfromthesitebyairlift,
material in place, or stockpiled on site, The initial lift is often of oversized mate- a longer "Herc" strip is also required.
before the spring breakup. rial or bank-run gravel. The second layer Airstrips for shallow wells, drilled during

Previously conducted soil explorations is more select and may include crushed a single winter are usually constructed on
define the extent of the overburden and and screened material. This second layer the tundra, using compacted snow, or on
the quality and quantity of sand, gravel or is carefully graded and rolled to achieve the ice of a nearby lake, as discussed in
rock to be used as borrow. Typically a predesignated elevation before placing Chapter 6. Winter airstrips can also be
there are several borrow sites, and the the third layer. which is the select, well- constructed on frozen beaches, sand spits,
mining plans for each include restoration graded, finish course. Rerolling and gravel bars and ridges, typically relying
(Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1980). regrading of this finish course continues on snow and the repeated application of
The overburden of surface organics is well into the spring as the material thaws, water to form a smooth frozen pavement.
ripped and bulldozed to designated stor- Insulated and uninsulated gravel run-
age areas for later use. Fine-grained soils Summer construction ways are constructed fordeep wells, which
in the overburden can often be utilized in Construction of runways during the require a year or more to drill, such that
the shoulders of the runway, for blending summertime normally employs local the airfield can be continuously operated
into the surface course, or restoration of gravels, or quarried rock, which are usu- in both winter and summer. Accordingly.
the borrow pit areas. Ripping frozen sands ally transported over relatively short the runway d- i in is based on maintain-
and gravels at depth usually requires a D- lengths of gravel roads: hence no opera- ing the peru ;jfrVst conditions at shallow
9 dozer or larger, and wear and breakage tions are made on the tundra. The borrow depths. avoi..ag differential settlements
of ripper teeth is often extremely high. pit operations typically involve frozen associated with the thawing of perma-
Unsaturated frozen sand and gravel de- soils. Usually the overburden is stripped frost. All-season airfields, however, are
posits are easier to rip than when fully off the borrow area to allow thawing to very expensive, particularly when local
saturated. Hilltop or ridge deposits are progress into the gravels. As thawing gravels are not available.
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CHAPTER 6. TEMPORARY edges of the runway, with threshold lights conditions will retard the rate at which ice
AIRFIELDS ON SNOW AND ICE or markers at the ends of the runway. freezes on lakes, the snow acting as an

Spruce trees, cut to a height of 6 to 8 ft, insulator. Average daily temperatures are
Airfields constructed on snow and ice have also been imported and planted in also important during the runway con-

are often referred to as winter airstrips, snowbanks to mark the edges of the run- struction period, not only with respect to
Such airstrips play an important role in way and thresholds. Painted barrels have the efficiency of men and equipment, but
exploration of remote areas. Snow run- been positioned along the approaches, in the compaction and age hardening of
ways are constructed on the tundra, prescribed groups at specific distances, snow, the rate at which ice freezes, etc.
beaches, gravel bars or ridges and are to provide both alignment and depth per- Freezing indices (both average and ex-
essentially wide winter roads. Ice run- ception. tremes) are primarily of interest in fore-
ways are built on freshwater lakes and Finding a suitable location for a snow castingthe freezingrateoflakesorseaice
rivers, or on sea ice in bays along the or ice runway is an important, and some- (see Fig. 44). Air temperatures are also
coast. Snow runways have a service life of times a critical, aspect of an exploration important with respectto scheduling when
6 to 7 months, while ice runways typical- schedule. Once a proposed exploration the snow or ice runways can be expected
ly are functional for only 5 to 6 months, well site has been designated, the search to soften, thaw or otherwise be rendered

Temporary airstrips on snow or ice are for possible runway locations begins im- unserviceable in the spring.
designed to accommodate specific air- mediately. The first step is to assemble The search for suitable snow or ice
craft, having specific runway length re- the best available maps and climatologi- runways begins in the office with the
quirements. Typically, a runway 1700 to cal records of the area. Climatological soils, vegetation and topographic maps.
2000 ft long is used for STOL aircraft, information (see Chap. 2), includes the Usually the search is not for one airstrip,
like the Twin-Otter, while 5200-ft run- direction of prevailing and storm winds but two, a STOL runway close to the well
ways are used for C- 130 cargo planes. during the fall, winter and spring, depth site and a Herc strip further away. Since
Overruns for these runways typically ofsnowandicethicknessasafunctionof building a 5200-ft snow runway is time
range from 50 to 300 ft. Because snow- time, air temperatures and freezing indi- consuming and expensive, one normally
covered landscapes make depth percep- ces, etc. The prevailing wind direction is considers lakes, even 10 miles or more
tion difficult, the runway and overrun important to the alignment of the runway. away, for the Herc strip. If there are no ice
lengths are very important. Similarly, Snow depth and the normal periods of runways available for the Herc strip, then
runway markers and airfield lighting sys- heavy snows are important considerations consideration is given to moving the drill
tems are necessary on these temporary in both snow and ice runways. Early and rig only by winter trails.
airfields. The markers are usually fran- deepsnowsarerequiredforbuildingsnow
gible plywood signs along one or both runways on the tundra, while these same Design and construction

of temporary airfields on ice
Finding suitable lakes within the coastal

plain for STOL runways is relatively easy
for there are many lakes. These lakes are
often large enough (Fig. 86) to accommo-
date Herc strips and the siting problem
sometimes evolves as to where on the
lake to place the runway. The more gen-
eral case is finding a lake with sufficient
length, in the prevailing winter wind di-
rection, for the 5,200-ft "Herc" runway,
near the well site.

Airstrips on floating ice rely solely on
a sufficient thickness of ice to support the
specific aircraft. One must appreciate that
this viscoelastic/plastic layer of ice is
floating on water and that the flexural
strength of the ice is influenced by sev-
eral factors, including temperature, snow
inclusions, cracks, salinity, etc. One must
also remember that ice, under tempera-

Figure 86. Teshekpuk Lake in the spring, showing large area suitable for ice runway. ture changes, expands and contracts. Ice
Note ice ridge that traverses lake on diagonal, also cracks when subjected to rapid cool-
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ing. While low-temperature-induced however, must be sufficient to support Artificial thickening of ice is accom-
cracking may be random on clear ice, the the weight of the specific snow removal plished by flooding the surface of the
cracking can be concentrated and ori- equipment. Table I provides guidance on existing ice with water pumped from be-
ented by the presence of snowbanks along the required thickness of ice to safely neath it. These surface layers of water
the edges of the runway. Floating ice also support men and equipment. The con- freeze very quickly, being directly ex-
deflects under both static and dynamic tinuous removal of all new snow from the posed to the cold air and wind. Snow
loads. Deflection under static loads in- ice will also produce greater ice thick- should be removed from all areas before
cludes a dishing effect under parked air- ness, when compared to the rest of the flooding the ice, since snow can inhibit
craft or vehicles within a radius of influ- snow-covered lake, because of the lower the lateral spreading of the water on the
ence, which is a function of the tempera- ice surface temperature. Normally the ice ice and can substantially increase the
ture and thickness of the ice and imposed thickness would be measured at selected time required for refreezing if the snow is
load (USAF 1968). The ice cracking pat- intervals across the lake, before remov- deep. Soft or weak layers caused by snow
tern is initially in a radial direction, fol- ing any snow, and periodically (twice are also undesirable because they can
lowed by circumferential cracks and then weekly) thereafter to monitor the thick- cause local surface failures. Thus every
failure, if the aircraft (or vehicle) is not ening of the ice. effort should be made to remove all snow
moved to a different location. Static de- Normally, a minimum ice thickness of and allow sufficient time for any layers of
flection of ice is also caused by deep 4 ft is required for C- 130 operations. For water beneath the new ice crust to re-
snowbanks. Dynamic deflections, caused preliminary planning purposes, Figure freeze before attempting any flooding or
by fast-moving aircraft (or vehicles) are 45 shows that 4 ft of ice would normally reflooding.
actually bow waves in the ice, which be expected to naturally develop on a Flooding of lake ice is accomplished
create quick stress reversals, causing the coastal zone lake by mid-January, even by drilling holes in the ice, just large
ice to crack. These dynamically induced with a snow cover. However, this thick- enough for hoses, pipes or pumps. The
cracks are of particular concern at the ness might not be achieved under natural pumps may be housed in a heated truck to
boundary between floating ice and conditions during a mild winter until two avoid freeze-up problems. Freezing prob-
shorefast ice. Since the latter is virtually months later. Accordingly, ifone removes lems can also be avoided by using sub-
rigid, this boundary experiences the great- the snow cover from such lakes during mersible electric pumps run by truck-
est stress cracking. The critical speed late November and December, 4 ft of ice mounted generators. Submersible pumps
range for dynamic stresses in ice is be- will probably have formed by early Janu- are primarily selected to have high vol-
tween 10 and 20 mph. Accordingly, one ary. Should the ice thickness monitoring ume and low pressure, since they operate
should try to stay above or below this program show that the required mini- at very low heads. Flooding is often done
range. When obligated to operate within mum thickness will not be achieved by a only in the vicinity of each hole so that no
this range, such as during takeoffs and scheduled date, one would be obliged to significant lengths of hoses or pipes are
landings, these speeds should occur only revise the start of flight operations, oper- required. Other devices used to lift the
on floating ice (away from anchored ice). ate with reduced aircraft loads, or com- water from such holes include the use of
Locating the runway with respect to float- mence over-ice flooding several weeks outboard motors or impellers (Arche-
ing and shorefast ice is thus important. before the starting date. medes' screws).

Airstrips on floating lake ice rely on a
sufficient thickness of natural ice, or ice Table 1. Ice load-carrying capacity for personnel and equipment (adapted
built up by successive floodings atop the from U.S. Army 1962).
existing ice. As previously discussed in Minimum
Chapter 3, and Figure 45, data are limited Total Minitmntn distance
on when natural ice can be expected to weight ice thickness between loads

achieve a given thickness, and when it (tons) lill. (cm)] lyds (m)Y

will degrade to the point that it will no Person on skis or snowshoes 0.1 2 (3) 5.5 (5)
longer support operations in the spring. Person on foot 0.1 2 (5) 5.5 (5)

The thickening of ice can be acceler- Two-wheeled vehicle 0.8 6 (15) 16.5 (15)
ated by the timely removal of virtually all Wheel-bomc loads up to 3.5 9 (25) 16.5 (15)
snow within the areas to be trafficked. Wheel-borne loads up to 6 12 (30) 22 (20)

Wheel-borne loads up to 10 16 (40) 28 (25)
Understandably, removal of the snow Wheel-borne loads up to 15 24 (60) 33 (30)
cover early in the season can be more Caterpillar-borne loads up to 3.5 8 (20) 16.5 (15)
beneficial than waiting until midwinter. Caterpillar-borne loads up to 10 12 (30) 22 (20)
Snow removal on lakes can often begin in Caterpillar-borne loads up to 12.5 16 (40) 28 (25)

early November, when the ice is only a Caterpillar-borne loads up to 25 24 (60) 44 (40)
Caterpillar-borne loads up to 45 28 (70) 55 (50)

foot or more thick. The ice thickness.
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In an unusual case at the Awuna me-
dium-depth well site, a lake and a tundra
snow runway were used, in combination,
to provide the required runway length
during the first winter for a "Herc" strip
(Brooks 1983b). A shallow slope at one
end of the lake allowed this combination
to be employed. Another airfield con-
structed at the East Karupa no. 1 well site
(Fig. 87), could be best described as hav-
ing been in a drained lake. Drained lakes
usually have limited areas of aquatic
grasses, as opposed to tussocks. The ex-
tent and abundance of these flooded
aquatic grasses are a function of how long
ago the lake drained and the extent to
which it was drained. There are many
drained lakes within the coastal plain and
the environmental disturbance of placing

Figure 87. Former winter airstrip at E. Karupa no. I well site in old drained lake bed. a runway across such aquatic grasses
Runway and parking apron accentuated by green grass. appears to be small. However, one should

be concerned with the possible emer-
Flooding is accomplished with a series mally the required minimum thickness of gence of a pingo under or beside runways

of holes along the runway, taxiway, and ice is confirmed by a series of small drill in such lake bed environments.
parking apron, with the spacing of the holes along both sides of the runway
holes a function of the diameter of each centerline, at about 200-ft intervals, and Design and construction
pool created on the ice. Initially the pools extending along the taxiway and parking of temporary airfields
are 150 to 200 ft in diameter, but can be area. The parking area is often the critical on the tundra
increased to 250 or 300 ft in subsequent area for heavy aircraft, because the ice There have been dozens of temporary
lifts. Each flooding consists of 2 to 4 in. there is subjected to extended loadings airfields on the tundra, constructed en-
of water atop the ice, at least near the and may have to support the combined tirely with compacted snow and/or
central portion of the pool. The weight of weight of the aircraft andany heavy equip- chipped ice (Mitchell 1981). The major-
the water on the ice causes the underlying ment close to the plane during loading or ity of these airstrips were built for STOL
ice to depress, and a rim of slush or cut- unloading. Accordingly, parking aprons aircraft and located close to the drill rig or
tings around the hole is helpful in prevent- are often located on bottom frozen ice, construction camp.
ing the return flow of water into the hole i.e., close to shore. Preparations for constructing tundra
immediately following the pumping. When an airstrip is constructed on a airstrips begin with the site selection,

If flooding is to be employed, one must shallow or partially drained lake, one normally made during the summer months
pre-plan the location of all holes to pro- must wait until the frost penetrates through using a helicopter. The locations for the
vide for optimum flooding with the par- the ice into the underlying soil, not just tundra airstrip are virtually unlimited at
ticular equipment to be used. Concern until the ice is frozen. The combined thick- some drill sites, although there are al-
must also be given for the depth of water ness of ice and frozen soil that will be ways some constraints. While normally
beneath the ice at each location. There required to support an aircraft in such one would try to find a location near the
must always be a sufficient depth of wa- situations will depend primarily on the drill pad, the lateral clearances must be
ter between the bottom of the ice and the soil conditions. Hence, knowledge of the considered. One must also be aware of
lake bottom sediments, such that no sedi- sediments below thin ice is important for any plans for trails, for a trail crossing the
ments are pumped onto the ice, which non-floating ice runways. One should also proposed runway or too close to it would
would accelerate melting in the spring. realize that submerged soils contain only a be undesirable. Since tundra airfields are
Thus careful pre-selection of the location fraction of the amount of water contained built without any earth moving, existing
of the airfield on the lake is important in a unit volume of water. Since the major topography is very important. Ideally the
with respect to flooding for ice growth. portion of heat removed in freezing is proposed site should have natural longi-

Flight operations on frozen lakes often associated with the latent heat of water, tudinal and transverse grades that are
commence with light aircraft as soon as these saturated soils will freeze much within normal airfield standards. When
the runway can be cleared of snow. Nor- faster and deeper than just plain water. considering various alternative sites, one
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must also consider the types of vegeta-
tion and polygonal ground features, be-
cause high tussocks and some polygons
are difficult to flood with water and they
are poor surfaces for compacting snow.
Potential nearby sources of water (or
chipped ice) are investigated and marked
out in the field. The prime and sometimes
alternative runway sites are carefully sur-
veyed (forcontoured drawings) and staked
out.

Tundra airstrips are constructed in much
the same manner as winter roads. Special
attention is given to the initial compac-
tion of the existing snow cover, using a
minimum of turnarounds. Scars or
sheared-off tussocks visible in the fol-
lowing summer can often be directly re-
lated to the degree of care and attention
given to this initial compaction effort. Figure 88. Old airstrip on ridge atKnifeblade well site. Notefuel drumsfor more recent
Accordingly, initial compaction efforts operations.
can often be best done with low tire
pressure vehicles, like the Rolligon. At tundra airstrips is compacting the snow cally airstrip construction on ridges is
other sites, without tussocks, the initial between and around tussocks and other- similar to that used for tundra airstrips,
compaction can be accomplished with wise making sure there are no cavities both employing compacted snow. How-
wide-trackedbulldozers, orothertracked beneath the compacted snow surface. Nor- ever, such elevated sites usually have
vehicles that make a series of parallel mally this is addressed in the initial com- only limited water available so that snow
passes back and forth, reversing rather paction and water flooding program. is the principal construction material.
than turning around at the end of the While it may take several days to com- Usually there are deep snowdrifts in the
runway. Typically borrowing snow from pletely freeze this initial base course, vicinity of these ridges where snow may
the surrounding tundra is avoided and because of the amount of water involved, be obtained, deep deposits being clearly
greater reliance is placed on importing it is worth the wait. Even after subsequent identified by persistent snowbanks that
snow or ice from other areas to fill in low application of water or lifts of chipped ice last well into the summer months.
spots and thicken the keel of the runway. and water, it is good practice to carefully Many coastal sections of northern

STOL runways can be constructed us- proof roll such runways with high tire- Alaska have essentially no beaches (Fig.
ing only compacted snow, allowing suf- pressure vehicles. Such proof rolling can 25), but areas with beaches and sand spits
ficient time for age hardening (Abele et disclose weak spots that can be quickly can provide suitable areas for airstrips,
al. 1968) and then sequentially saturating repaired by local flooding or with particularly STOL length runways. Nor-
the compacted snow and building up a chipped ice or slush before flight opera- mally these require little or no earthwork,
layer of ice using water trucks. Manufac- tions begin, although some driftwood may have to be
tured snow or chipped ice can also be Temporary snow airfields may be con- picked up. Some of these beaches. par-
placed on the compacted snow and satu- structed in support of explorations on ticularly low-lying sand spits, are ca-
rated with water to form a thick frozen ridges, coastal beaches or gravel bars. pable of supporting light aircraft as soon
pavement. Flooding the area with water, Ridges usually are well drained and have as they freeze, with the snow cover acting
pumped from a nearby lake, can also be large areas of exposed weathered rock or as a binder to the surface pebbles. Water
used to build up a thick layer of ice on the frost-shattered boulders (Fig. 88). Be- may also be employed to saturate and
tundra (Brooks 1983b). The method of cause of the limited area with suitable bind the beach sands or gravels, particu-
construction is an integral part of the grades, most ridge runways are often larly any high and dry zones away from
design of each tundra airstrip and estab- limited to STOL aircraft only. the water's edge. Beaches and sand spits,
lishes the requirements upon which the In general no earthwork is needed to however, can be subjected to ice pileups
construction equipment is selected. Rarely preparerunwaysonridges.althoughsome (Fig. 89). which can occur in only a
does one have all the equipment at the site limited excavation work could be consid- matter of hours, in the winter or summer.
to change construction techniques. ered if there were an isolated stone rubble Information on potential ice pileups

The biggest problem to be addressed in pile or isolated exposure of bedrock. Typi- should be sought from local natives, who
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Summary
Airstrips for STOL runways are con-

structed on the tundra where there are
favorable longitudinal and transverse
grades. The existing snow is first com-
pacted in place after the ground has fro-
zen. Additional snow or chipped ice is
then added in lifts, each lift being watered
and frozen. After a smooth ice pavement
has been produced, the surface is scari-
fied to produce a rough chipped surface
for good traction. Runways can also be
constructed on the tundra by water flood-
ing, if water sources are reasonably close.

Airstrips can also be constructed on
frozen lakes, rivers and coastal sea ice.
The minimum ice thickness requirements
vary with aircraft, being typically 4 ft for
C-130 aircraft. In early winter, ice thick-
ening can be accelerated by removing all

Figure 89. Sea ice piled up on Deadman's Island. Ice-free area to left protected by snow. If the rate of ice growth is slow, the

barrier islands. ice may be thickened by applying water
to the surface in thin layers.

Operating aircraft on frozen lakes is
are familiar with the specific area. Kovacs tial ramification of blocking any existing different from operating them on snow
(1983) and others have published several channels, which must be reopened before runways because floating ice deforms
papers on ice pileups along the north the next spring flood. Normally such air- underdynamic and static loads, theformer
coast. strips are put into service only after the creating bow waves, the latter producing

Floodplains and gravel bars along the ground has frozen and the snow has been adishingeffect, particularly underparked
major rivers can provide prime locations compacted. aircraft. Deep snowbanks along the run-
for temporary winter airfields. Typically Old gravel runways along rivers can be way insulate the ice and the weight of the
these sites are subject to flooding in the reactivated as required. Many of these snowbanks produces significant static
springtime. Portions of the area may be old runways have been overgrown with loads. Floating and grounded ice also
covered with brush, usually quick-grow- willows and alders and some have expe- react differently to loads, because the
ing willows and alders. rienced repeated floodings over the years grounded ice is supported by frozen soil.

Temporary airstrips along such rivers that has covered them with a veneer of Runways constructed with snow and
are normally sited with respect to the silt.Theremayalsobeshallowsloughsor ice are useful only during the winter,
sand or gravel deposits. Limited earth- channels bisecting the runway. Many of melting away each summer. Hence, they
work, where required. can be accom- these old river runways appear to be poten- should normally be built only for shallow
plished in late summer or early winter, tially useful only as winter airstrips, be- winter exploration wells, although there
including the clearing and removal of all ing poorly situated with respect to flood- have been situations (Awuna) where such
obstructing brush. Typically the volume ing. and accordingly not considered ap- runways have been employed during two
of such earthwork is minimal. The major propriate for upgrading to all-season air- successive winters during the drilling of
construction consideration is the poten- fields. a medium-depth well.
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CHAPTER 7. DESIGN data in Figure 91 are not a simple linear Shallow explorations, which constitute
AND CONSTRUCTION relationship and there is a substantial the largest percentage of wells, can be
OF DRILL PADS scatter or band to the data. This is to be drilled in a relatively short period of time.

expected, for drilling rates are different As shown in Figure 91, a well to a depth
Drill pads are used as platforms for the for different rock types and some holes of 5,000 ft or less can be completed in 25

drilling of exploration and production experience more sloughing, caving or to50days, andoneto 10.O00 ft in 45 to 90
wells. Typically production wells on the gas kicks. Typically problems appear to days. Accordingly. such shallow wells
North Slope are long, thick, rectangular get worse as one goes deeper; however, can be drilled in a single winter, with
gravel pads (Fig. 90). The productior recovering lost bits or stuck tools can ample time forcross-country movements
wells are in a row, facilitating the move- occurat any depth. Similarly, the number and other mobilization and demobiliza-
ment of the drill rig down the long pad, of hours or days required for core sam- tion activities. The data on shallow wells
and making it easy to connect the produc- pling, logging and flow testing of various also suggest that two explorations can be
tion lines. The production wells are strata can also contribute to the overall accomplished by the same drill rig during
directionally drilled from these common drilling time.
pads, with the series of wells being ca- Table 2. Drilling time vs depth ror exploration wells in NPRA.
pable of covering a relatively large area,
and at producing depths of 4000 ft or Spudded Drilling tWell depth

more. Neighboring production pads may No. Well name date Release date daY.. ft)

be a mile or more away. I Cape Halkett I 24 Mar 74 "'Early May 75 45 ' 9.(X)
ProductiondrillpadsontheNorhSlope 2 E. Teshekpuk 12 Mar 76 7 May 76 56 10.664

are interesting, especially with respect to 3 S. Harrison Bay I 21 Nov 76 8 Feb 77 79 I 1.290
long-termthav ingandsubsidence around 4 S. Barrow 13 17 Dec 76 16 Jan 77 30 2.534
each well, as heat from the wells radially 5 S. Barrow 14 18 Jan 77 3 Mar 77 34 2.257
warms the deep permafrost. However, 6 W.T. Foran 1 6 Mar 77 24 Apr 77 49 8.K64
these guidelines are focused oi. explora- 7 Atigaru I 12 Jan 77 29 Mar 77 76 11.535

8 S. Simpson 1 9 Mar 77 30 P pr 77 52 8,795
tion drill pads, which are exclusively 9 W. Fish Creek I 14 Feb 77 27 Apr 77 73 11.427

used for the drilling of single. usually 10 Drew Pt. I 13Jan78 13 Mar78 59 7.946
vertical, exploration wells. I I Kugrua I 12 Feb 78 29 May 78 106 12.588

12 N. Kalikpik I 28 Feb 78 14 Apr 78 45 7.395

Basic requirements for 13 S. Meade I 7 Feb 78 17 May 78 109
3 Dec 78 22 Jan 79 159 9.945

exploration drill pads i-, lkpikpuk I 28 Nov 78 17 Apr 79 14(1 14.2I(1
Exploration wells are located by seis- 25 Dec 79 28 Feb 80 205 15.48 1

mic information, and normally there is a 15 Inigok 1 7 Jun 78 22 May 79 349 20.102

specific target for each well. For the pur- 16 S. Barrow 16 28 Jan 78 17 Feb 78 20 2.40)
poses of these guidelines the proposed 17 S. Barrow 17 3 Mar78 13 Apr78 41 2.382

18 S. Barrow 19 18 Apr 78 16 May 78 28 2.300
target depths can be subdivided into three 19 Tunalik I 10 Nov 78 4 Jan 80 420 20.335

types of exploration wells: 20 Pard 1 27 Jan 79 13 Apr 79 76 10.225
* Shallow wells (less than 10,000 ft) 2t J.W. Dalton t 7 May 79 I Aug 79 86 9.367

* Medium wells (between 10 and 22 E. Simpson I 19 Feb 79 10 Apr 79 50 7.739

15,000 ft) 23 Seabee I I Jul 79 21 Aug 79*
16 Oct 79 15 Apr 80 232 15,611

* Deep wells (more than 15.000 ft). 24 Lisbume I 1 Jun 79 2 Jun 80 354 17,000
The designated target depth of the ex- 25 Walakpa I 25 Dec 79 7 Feb 80 44 3.666

ploration well is directly related to the 26 E. Simpson 2 29 Jan 80 15 Mar 80 45 7.505
time required to drill to such a depth. 27 W. Dease I 19 Feb 80 26 Mar80 35 4.170

Schindler (1988). in his summary of ex- 28 S. Barrow 20 7 Apr 80 10 May 80 33 2.356
29 Awuna I 29 Feb 80 8 May 80 69 5,300

plorations in NPRA from 1975 to 1982, 5 Dec 80 20 Apr 81 205 11,200
provides data on the time required to drill 30 Koluktak I 23 Mar 81 19 Apr 81 27 5,882

36 exploration wells (Table 2). When the 31 S. Barrow 15 23 Aug 80 18 Sep 80 26 2.278
duration of the actual drilling time (ex- 32 S. Barrow 18 22 Sep 80 14 Oct 80 22 2,135

clusive of mobilization and demobiliza- 33 Walakpa 2 3 Jan 81 15 Feb 81 43 4,135
34 N. Inigok 1 13 Feb 81 4 Apr81 50 10.170

tion) is plotted against w.ll depth (Fig. 35 Kuyanak I 13 Feb81 31 Mar81 46 6.690
91), we can appreciate how long it takes 36 Tulageak 1 26 Feb 81 31 Mar 81 33 4,015
to drill shallow, medium or deep explora-
tion wells in this area. As expected, the * Drilling suspended. due to labor dispute, from 21 August until 16 October 1979.
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spring, or leaving the rig at the site at the
end of the season, or both. Ironically, in
such situations the constraint is not the
overland move but having an operational
snow or ice runway available during the
drilling period.

Drilling of medium-depth wells during
two winters is substantially more diffi-
cult than the drilling of single-season,
shallow wells. Much of the difficulty can
be attributed to the additional work re-
quired to shut down the drilling for the

summer and restart it again the next win-
ter. Incomplete wells must be left secure,

for normally there is no one left at the site
to monitor or accomplish any work. Ac-
cordingly, such wells must be secured
against possible blowouts, as might be
caused by gas hydrates. In such cases,

Figure 90. Kuparuk oilfield. ARCO camp at left, production well pad in center, airstrip this means setting and cementing a cas-

at right. ing to the bottom of the existing hole,
such that the well can be valved off. This
avoids not only potential blowouts but

o A sloughing or caving in of the drill hole.
o B Deep explorations are drilled continu-
A C

5_ -c_ D ously without any planned summer sus-

0 A E pensions. Accordingly, such wells re-
o quire year-round access by either gravel
o

10 A roads or all-season gravel airstrips. As
10 A shown in Figure 91, the three deepest

wells in NPRA (at Inigok, Tunalik and

00
C. Lisburne) required 350 to 420 days to

0 15 drill to depths of 17,000 to 20,335 ft.
[] Because of the extremely high drilling

0] costs and the associated costs of gravel

roads and runways, deep wells are rela-
20 - - tively few in number, usually being re-

served for new areas where the geology is

unknown or confusing.

25 x 10 3 Drill pads for exploration wells have
0 100 200 300 400 500 many common elements, but are seldom

Drilling Time (days) identical. Shallow exploration wells,

Figure 91. Drilling time vs depthfor exploration wells in the NPRA. (A = So. Barrow drilled in one winter only, normally have
gas wells. B = one winter only, C = drilling suspended during summier. D = all-season drill pads that are relatively small in area.
deep wells. E = coastal road access from Lonely.) Because of their brief period of use, most

drill pads for shallow wells can be co.-

structed from compacted snow orchipped
the same winter, if the wells are not too Drilling of medium-depth wells nor- ice, which is thickened and strengthened
deep (less than 10.000 ft combined). Sev- mally requires the entire winteror several by repeated applications of water, much
eral of the South Barrow gas wells, listed winters to complete, with drilling in the like a winter road. When such drill pads
in Table 2 and shown as a unique group in latter case being suspended during the are used, the only earthwork required is

Figure 91, were drilled in the same win- intervening summer. Longer drilling pe- the excavation of the reserve pit, with the

ter. These wells, only to about 2,500 ft riods can also be achieved by having the excavated material being used for dikes
deep, were quite close to each other. rig stacked at the site, from the previous around the reserve pit and flare pit. This
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excavated material is later used to back-
fill and cover over the reserve pit when
drilling has been completed.

Locally available soils from the re-
serve pit and nearby borrow pits have
been employed for the construction of
drill pads for the deeper shallow wells
and medium-depth wells (Mitchell
1983b). The size of the reserve pit in-
creases with increasing well depth. Typi-
cally gravel is not employed in the prepa-
ration of drill pads, unless readily avail-
able. Accordingly, pads are often made
from frozen fine-grained soils, which are
useful only while they are frozen. When
they thaw out in the spring, they typically
turn very muddy, for normally an accu-
mulation of snow is packed down on the
surface during the winter. As thawing
progresses during the summer, excess Figure 92. Drill pad during active drilling of deep well at Inigok.

moisture drains laterally or evaporates,
leaving the silts or sands in a very loose
state, incapable of supporting any traffic.
At shallow wells this poses no opera-
tional problem. because the rig has either
been moved to another location or has
been left disassembled and stacked for
removal the next winter. In medium-depth
wells such pads are normally unservice-
able; they are reused only when the pads
refreeze the following winter. These pads
have been called winter pads or thin pads
and are typically 2 to 3 ft thick, with the
thickness often being related to the vol-
ume of material generated in the digging
of the reserve pit (Brooks 1983c, Mitchell
1981).

Deep explorations, requiring continu-
ous drilling for a year or more, require a
stable platform or working surface. They
differ from the thin pads described above Figure 93. Lisburne well site just after drill rig had been removed at completion of well.

in that they are typically surfaced with Drill camp still on site. Note different levels.

gravel and experience little settlement
upon thawing, at least in the critical first must be stored on the pad, not on the construction of the drill pad will be very
or second summer. Some of these thick surrounding tundra. difficult, the engineering staff negotiates
pads have been underlain with board in- with the drilling staff to relocate the well,
sulation, and are similar to the insulated Layout and design or use directional drilling. However, it
airfields described earlier (Wellman et al. The basic layout of a drill pad can best would appear from an inspection of drill
1977). When gravel is limited, the base of be appreciated by an aerial view (e.g., sites that innovative drill pad designs can
the pad may be constructed with select Fig. 92), showing the basic positioning of accommodate even very difficult terrain,
sands or othersoils. The overall thickness the various components. Normally the as exemplified by the Lisburne and Killik
of such pads is normally 3 to 5 ft thick. well location is fixed by the company's wells in the Southern Foothills (Fig. 93
Normallythickpadshavcalargersurface geologists and they usually are reluctant and 94). On the other hand, many well
area, since all equipment and supplies to move it more than a few feet. When sites are in relatively flat terrain, where
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and inspection of the drilling pipe and
casings. (Fig. 98). Normally one edge of
this central area is dedicated storage for
drilling mud, cement, vehicles and the
like. The modular drilling camp is lo-
cated on the opposite end of the pad from
the drill rig. Typically this camp is for the
exclusive use of the drilling crew, direct
support personnel (like haulers and pi-
lots) and a few visitors. Construction
crews normally have their own separate
camp. The distance between the drill camp
and rig determines the overall length of
the drill pad, usually being a minimum of
250 ft for shallow wells and 350 ft for
deeper wells, for safety reasons (H2 S and
fire). Similarly the position of the camp
with respect to the rig is also predicated
on wind direction, the camp being prefer-
ably upwind of the drilling. Overall di-

Figure 94. Killik well site before the start of drilling, showing lined reserve pit. mensions of drill pads for deep wells are
about 550 x 800 ft (Fig. 97); shallow-
depth well pads may be as small as 300 x

- 1500 ft. The larger size of the reserve pit
and the requirement to store more pipe,
mud and other supplies contribute to the
larger dimensional requirements of me-
dium and deep well pads.

Drill rigs require stable and strong foun-
dations to support not only the weight of
the rig, but the tremendous loads imposed
by the weight of the long drill pipes and
casings, particularly on deep wells. Since
the drill rigs cannot settle or tilt with time,
they are normally supported on timber
piles with large continuous timber beams
capping the piles (Fig. 99). The positions

_ of the piles are usually different for each
drill rig, but are typically in a series of
long rows, employing 200 or more piles,
installed in augered holes 20 to 30 ft deep.

Figure 95. Drill pad at Awuna, which was drilled during two winters with no drilling The augered holes for the piling are 4 to
during intervening summer. 6 in. larger than the nominal pile diam-

eter, and the annulus is backfilled with a
there are unlimited options in the posi- pit is to the left of the rig, and the mud sand- (or silt-) water slurry and allowed
tioning of the drill pads (Fig. 95 and 96). storage and pump houses are to the rear. to naturally freeze (i.e., no refrigeration).

The layout of the drill rig is the first Normally the area to the front of the rig is Complete freezeback of the piles usually
design concern. The basic footprint of the used for rigging the mast up and down takes only a matter of hours, or days at
rig is usually rectangular (about 95 x 225 and handling the drill pipe and casing, most, in such cold permafrost.
ft) and may be oriented in any direction, although some of this space may be later Because of the radial heat flow from
except that the orientation establishes the occupied by the geologist's "shack" or deep wells, the timber piles are normally
position of the reserve pit and the rest of other modules. The large, central area of kept 8 to 10 ft away from the well. While
the pad layout. the pad is often considered open space, the cellar box and conductor pipes are

In Figure 97. the position of the reserve but is actually used for the storage, layout often insulated, the area surrounding the
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well is thermally very sensitive. According-
ly, deeper (45-ft) piles are employed around
the well and spanned by a steel box frame.
This steel frame is usually supported by Jo
12 or more of the longer piles, typically in
groups of three at each comer.

The entire area beneath and immedi-
ately surrounding the drill rig is often
underlain with rigid board insulation and
covered with one or two layers of a thick
plastic membrane to prevent water from
filtering into the joints in the insulation.
The insulation board is cut to fit around
each pile and the membrane is carefully
cut and wrapped around each pile to en-
sure against leakage at these points. The
insulation is normally sloped slightly to-
ward the reserve pit to provide drainage.

The area beneath the drill camp, at
deep wells, is also underlain with 4 to 6 Figure 96. Seabee well site during active drilling. Note tapering reserve pit dike, with

in. of the same insulation. The foundation fuel bladders at left of pit.
for the camp consists of large timber
sleepers set on the insulation or a cover- 800 Ift

ing layer of gravel. The drill camp mod-
ules are assembled on these sleepers,
such that there is an air gap of 6 in. or Flare Pit
more between the floor and the gravel (50 ft s0

surface to provide for the dissipation of
some of the building heat. The drill camps
are not elevated on piling as normally 80 ft

found with permanent buildings on per- 150 ft
mafrost, because such camps are tempo- Camp Pad

rary and, if necessary, can be adjusted by
jacking and shimming. Drill Rig

Sometimes, at deep well sites, the cen- Reserve Pit
tral area of the work pad is also underlain Drilling Pad 50 ft
with insulation board, typically 2 to 4 in.
thick. The remainder of the pad is un-
insulated, although in some special situa-
tions (i.e., when the base of the pad is frozen
sand) the slope between the drill rig and Fuel Bladder_0_50

reserve pit has been insulated (Fig. 100). Containment Pit

The size of the reserve pit is designed (40 It x 70 t)

to match the depth of the ecoloration,
large pits being required for tne deeper
wells, The drill cuttings are deposited on Figure 97. Typical drilling pad.

one side of the pits via chutes (Fig. 101).
The reserve pits usually are unlined exca- lems. The warm drill cuttings and water gets thicker and thicker. The side slopes
vations, typically 5 to 10 ft deep below deposited on the drill rig side of the re- of the reserve pits are 2:1 or3:l, and even
original ground. Most reserve pits are serve pit thaw the underlying permafrost, flatter in some cases. At deep wells these
designed as shallow excavations, relying even when this slope is insulated, with interior slopes are covered with a blanket
on length and width to provide the re- the insulation merely reducing the rate of of gravel (3 ft thick or more), and the

quired volume, since it is the walls of the thawing. The drill cuttings, however, sta- perimeter of the reserve pit is surrounded

pits that can experience the greatest prob- bilize this slope as the deposited material by a dike (Fig. 102). The dikes, con-
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Figure 98. Tunalik drill pad during ac-
tive drilling with drill casing stacked in
center )fpad.

Figure 99. Installing timber piles in per-
mafrost at Tunalik to support drill rig.

Figure 100. Placing insulation on slope
of reserve pit at Seabee well, next to pile
foundation for drill rig.
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structed with frozen material, are pervi-
ous when thawed and not designed to
contain water (or to keep water out in
some cases). The dikes merely insulate
the rim of the pit and act as a convenient
storage area for material that may be used
to fill in any local slumping. Since the
weight of the soil in the dikes could create
an additional load, and cause the sub-
merged slopes to fail (when thawed), the
height of the dikes is purposely kept low
and correspondingly wide. Dikes around
the reserve pit and the nearby flare pit are
also designed as stockpiles for the restora-
tion efforts after a well site is abandoned.

Some innovative changes to the design
of reserve pits and the disposal of drill
cuttings are currently being tried on the
North Slope. Instead of wide and shallow
pits, the current interest is in small diam- Figure 101. Chutes with underliners on slope of reserve pit at Seabee well site.
eter but deep pits. Similarly, efforts are
also underway, for both exploration and
production drilling, to entirely eliminate
reserve pits. This includes the use of
transportable mud and cutting grinder
plants, which allow for recycling of the
drilling mud and reconstituting the cut-
tings such that they can be later injected
into the well or otherwise disposed of, on
or off site.

The flare pit is usually located nearone
comer of the reserve pit (Fig. 93, 96 and
97), and is typically about 50 ft square at
the bottom. It too is diked. primarily to
provide a nonflammable wall, when flar-
ing is required to bum off any gas from
the well. The gas line to the flare pit is
usually supported on simple timber block-
ing. Fuel containment areas are also diked
with gravel or frozen soils. Fuel is con-
tained in tanks or fuel bladders, and the Figure 102. Constructing gravel dike around reserve pit at Seabee well site.
fuel pits are lined. Double-walled fuel
tanks (Fig. 83), have been used in lieu of the site is also predrilled at several loca- 3). The existing snow cover on the entire
fuel pits at some well sites. tions, to define the soil and ground ice drill pad area is first compacted by low-

conditions, usually to depths of 30 to 50 pressure vehicles, wide-track bulldozers
Construction of pads and pits ft. This geotechnical information is im- and other vehicles and then thickened by

Virtually all drill pads are constructed portant with respect to rippability, pile successive applications of water. Chipped
during the wintertime (exceptions to this installation, thaw settlement, erodibility, ice, harvested from local lakes, can be
general rule include sites in the Foothills restoration, etc. effectively employed to thicken the pad
or directly on the coast). The drill pad Shallow exploration wells that will more efficiently. Snow can also be har-
area is carefully surveyed during the sum- employ snow pads are typically located vested from the surface of local lakes or
mer, and staked out, such that the winter- on relatively level ground to avoid deep rivers forthis work. Obtaining snow from
time development of the site is orderly fills. These pads are constructed in the the surrounding tundra is usually not cost
and confined to specific areas. Normally same manner as snow roads (see Chap. effective and potentially could seriously
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damage the tundra vegetation. The iced- ule is normally driven by the drilling riods for such wells are often seriously
down snoworchipped icepadsare typical- schedule and the site must be ready to constrained by the availability of an op-
ly only 12 to 18 in. thick and can, under receive the drilling equipment on a firm erational airstrip on the frozen tundra or
ideal conditions, be quickly constructed. date. Any delays in starting the drilling local lake.

For a thin winter pad, all or most of the could jeopardize reaching the designated Deep wells to 20,000 ft or more require
borrow material is obtained from the re- target depth. 350 to 420 drilling days and usually are
serve pit excavation, which is accom- Facilities fordeep explorations usually accomplished by continuous drilling, to
plished by rippers, usually on D-9 or require 4 to 5 months to construct. Not avoid problems and extra work associ-
larger tractors. The surface mantle of only are these pads typically larger in ated with suspending drilling. Such long
organics is normally removed through- size, but they require a gravel surface drilling periods require gravel all-season
out the reserve pit area first and either layer on the top of all fill, including any airstrips, roads and drill pads.
stockpiled or placed along one edge of insulated sections. Since gravel is seldom The size of the drill pads is related to
the pad or pit for later reuse. Since reserve readily available, this means that snow or the proposed target depth of the well, but
pits normally are not very big, only a ice roads must first be constructed to the there is always a minimum distance main-
limited amount of heavy equipment can borrow sites, often miles away. The con- tained between the drill rig and camp for
work in the pit. Similarly, since the haul struction deadline for deep wells is often safety reasons. The size of the reserve pit,
distance is very short, much of the exca- based on the arrival of the drill rig in April used for the cuttings from the well, is also
vated material can be placed directly with or May, because the drill rig is often a function of the proposed well depth.
dozers and front-end loaders, particu- brought overland by snow trails or air- The volume of the pit is increased prima-
larly in constructing the dike around the lifted, from another drill site. rily by increasing the surface area with-
reserve and flare pits. To minimize the amount of dirt work out substantially increasing depth, be-

Simultaneous with the opening of the required for a drill pad, and the subse- cause of the potential for slumping of the
pit, the augering of piles for the drill rig quent restoration work, there have been side slopes. The current trend is to reduce
commences. Augering in frozen fine- several interesting experimental pads the surface area and increase the depth of
grained silts and sands is typically quite under consideration and field testing. the reserve pit.
fast, ranging from I to 2 ft/minute. Ac- These include the use of modular, prefab- Shallow, winter-only drill pads may be
cordingly, production rates of 20 to 30 ricated timber mats, with or without an constructed in the same manner as snow
piles/day (double shift) are possible with underlayment of insulation. Variations roads, using snow or chipped ice that is
only I auger. Drilling for the cellar box is of these experimental drill pads, which repeatedly wateredtoproduce an icy pave-
usually done by augering a series of holes are reusable, should be anticipated over ment. Drill pads in the near future will
and then hand digging (busting) the fro- the next decade, as explorations continue probably utilize modular reusable mats,
zen soil remaining between these holes, in other areas of the North Slope. whichcanbe quickly deployed, andtaken
producing an excavation some 10 ft deep up, with minimal damage to the tundra.
and 10 to 12 ft in diameter. Drilling for Summary Medium-depth wells, employing larger
the installation of the conductor pipe then Data from the NPRA exploration pro- reserve pits, use material from the exca-
follows, to depths of 100 to 200 ft. The gram, from 1975-1982,provide very use- vation in all or most of the drill pad.
insulated or uninsulated conductor pipe ful information on the time required to Typically this fill consists of fine-grained
(typically 42 in.) is then set and grouted drill exploration wells in this remote area, soils and is useful only when frozen.
into the hole with special quick-setting as shown in Figure 91. Shallow explora- Accordingly, deep well drill pads are
cements. Concurrently, crews place the tions, to depths of 5,000 ft or less, can be constructed, or at least surfaced, with
board insulation and plastic membrane drilled in 25 to 50 days. Wells to 10,000 gravels that remain stable throughout the
around the piles and cellar box. Addi- ft can be drilled, from compacted snow summer months.
tional fill is then placed atop the insula- drill pads, in a single winter with the drill Shallow explorations can be drilled
tion. The timber piles are then cut off and rigandassociatedequipmentbeing moved with smaller drill rigs. However, me-
long timber pile caps installed. The fill is in and out on snow-covered winter trails dium and deep wells require large drill
then extended. higher, to the top of the or by aircraft, rigs and pile foundations. Cellar boxes
pile caps, providing maximum lateral re- Medium-depth wells (to 15,000 ft) may and conductor pipes require insulation to
straint to the piles. require 150 to 300 drilling days and ac- limit thawing around the top of deep

While constrained by space, the series cordingly require that the rig be on site exploration wells, which might jeopar-
of tasks in preparing a thin pad takes only from the previous spring or left on site at dize the integrity of the frozen in-place
3 to 4 weeks. Considering the total dark- the completion of the drilling. Typically piles. Insulation is employed under drill
ness, low temperatures, wind and snow medium-depth wells are drilled in suc- rigs, the drill camp, all or at least the
and typically small crew, this is praise- cessive winters, with the rig idle during central area of the drill pad and on some
worthy. The drill pad construction sched- the intervening summer. The drilling pe- reserve pit slopes.
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CHAPTER 8. OPERATIONS Winterization critical to the availability of the vehicle.
AND MAINTENANCE Winterization is the common term for Since vehicles are usually limited in num-
NORTHERN OPERATIONS equipping vehicles or heavy equipment berandcriticaltoaccomplishingthework,

with special items orkits foroperations in there is a keen interest in proper servic-
Northern operations require the estab- extremely cold weather (Diemand 1990, ing. Vehicle operators are also more sen-

lishment of many interrelated schedules. 199 1c). Some of these items are installed sitive to checking out all the critical op-
The mobilization and preparation of as optional items when the vehicle is erational features before setting out and
equipment for the crosscountry move, or purchased. These items include engine alert to any clues to an impending prob-
airlift, begins many months before the heaters, battery chargers and heating blan- lem. For instance, operators are sensitive
actual site work begins. Construction kets, radiator covers, heavy duty batter- to the heat output from defrosters and
schedules are typically task oriented, and ies, heaters, defrosters and windshield heaters. When achange inoutput is noted,
very specific as to start and completion wipers, insulated cabs or ceilings, hood eitherhotterorcolder, the operatorchecks
dates. The construction efforts are fully blankets, etc. Purchasing agents should the temperature gage, almostinstinctively.
coordinated with the arrival of the drill rig carefully prepare specifications for the Operators will also periodically check
and proposed date for the start of the drill- desired vehicle, particularly when seek- the oil pressure and temperature gages. A
ing. The schedules also include demobili- ing competitive bids, for there may be temperature rise can often be traced to
zation, cleanupand restoration. Early plan- other features that are more than just snow blocking the radiator, or a closed
ning and scheduling are essential to co- desirable. Such features include instru- radiator cover, not allowing enough air
ordinate the many elements involved and ment gauges (rather than light indica- circulation for the ambient conditions.
to obtain the various permits required. tors), heavy-duty springs and shocks, Sticking or malfunctioning thermostats

heavy-duty exhaust systems, large or ex- can also be a source of trouble, causing
Equipment and supplies tra fuel tanks, heavy-duty bumpers, etc. the engine to be too hot orcold. Operators

Remote work, with limited accommo- Normally vehicles have standard trans- are also sensitive to the brightness change
dations for repairs, requires quality equip- missions (i.e., with clutches) and virtu- inheadlights,betweenidleandfullpower,
ment. Vehicles and heavy equipment ally all vehicles are 4-wheel drive, with and the amount of cranking power when
should be procured with durability and "Positrack" rear wheels. Engines typi- starting, as indicators of generator/alter-
reliability in mind. The equipment select- cally have 6 or 8 cylinders, with suffi- nator or battery problems. Loss of power
ed should also be based on the proximity cient power for towing other vehicles, on grades and engine knocks or pings are
of authorized dealers, so that parts, and Vehicles are equipped with front and rear also signs the operators listen for, being
sometimes repair services, can be readily towing hooks. While some construction symptomatic of poor fuel, carburetor
obtained. Many Alaskan firms provide companies prefer to have their equip- trouble, or even more serious problems
quick and efficient support to North Slope ment painted in the same color, this is within the engine (Diemand 1991 a).
operations and fully appreciate the urgency sometimes impractical. However, visibil- Vehicles are often left running when
of each order or request for services. ity of the vehicles against snow, tundra or not in use and idle speeds are adjusted to

The typical Northern Alaska operation a gravel background can be an important maintain enough RPMs so that the oil
is supported by a very short and efficient safety consideration, particularly on pressure is sufficient to lubricate the en-
supply chain. The lead mechanic or fore- single-lane trails or roads. gine. Vehicles that are not kept running
man can place orders via satellite phones Optional or auxiliary items are also have their engine heaters, battery blan-
orcomputer networks toeither the support available for heavy equipment. These kets and trickle chargers plugged into
base or to Fairbanks or Anchorage. Many normally include special engine starting I 10-VAC receptacles positioned on the
of the repair items requested are consid- kits, especially fordiesels, including spe- exterior of camp buildings or at special
ered rush orders, since the equipment may cial primers and ether injectors (Diemand "hitching rails" to maintain sufficient heat
already be down. Rush orders placed in 1991 b). Insulated cabs are also available and charge for starting. If the vehicle or
the morning often result in the requested for tractors and graders. Cabs for the piece of equipment was inadvertently not
items being on the afternoon plane. latter are equipped with heaters and fans. plugged in, one typically would not even

The procurement and shipping depart- Heavy equipment is also equipped with attempt to start it. Such a vehicle is called
ments often work long hours to facilitate extralights formoreefficient night work. "cold soaked" and one would merely
the shipment of all needed parts and sup- plug it in, go back inside, and wait an hour
plies. These departments are also respon- Maintenance of or more before attempting to start it.
sible for the handling of inflammables, vehicles and equipment Heavyequipmentandaircraftthatarenot
toxic materials, explosives, etc. Special Maintenance is taken very seriously by used on a daily basis, or perhaps not
decals affixed to the boxes are often us.-d everyone working in the Far North. This equipped with such auxiliary heating
to clearly identify items, destination aril is ingrained, since safety is directly re- units, may require preheating with a por-
special handling requirements. lated to reliability. Maintenance is also table hot air heater, particularly at tem-
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each spill, and the degree of success in the
initial cleanup effort, are important to
long-term restoration. Construction or
drilling p,.,onnel are seldom available
after the site is abandoned, and written
records are vital to long-term monitoring
and potential secondary ortertiary cleanup
requirements.

Hazardous or toxic material involved
in the drilling operations also includes
special additives for the drilling mud.
Special attention should be given to the
handling and storage of such material.
Sometimes these additives are forcontin-
gency purposes only and may have been
moved from site to site and in openl stor-
age for many years. Hence, the material
should be repeatedly inspected and care-

Figure /03. Twin-Otter being readiedfor winterflight. Note engine covers and external fully stored to prevent spillage from disin-

heater, tegrated or broken crates or drums. If
actually used in the exploration well,
concern for such chemicals or toxic ma-

peraturesbelowO0 F(Fig. 103)(Diemand ing about a spill and not reporting it. terial extends to contamination of the
1991 b). Preheating is normally well worth Typically all construction camps and drill reserve pit and requires plans for neutral-
the time and effort; sometimes it is the rigs have spill contingency plans and izing or otherwise treating the drill cut-
only way to start a piece of equipment equipment to contain and clean the spills. tings and reserve pit.
when it is cold soaked. On-site supervisors are responsible for Naturally occurring hazardous imate-

preventing such occurrences. through rial may also be encountered in the drill-
Oil spills, toxic wastes inspections and changes to equipment or ing of the well itself. These include hy-
and hazardous material procedures. They are also responsible for drogen sulfide gas and pure sulphur.

Oil spills associated with exploration mobilizinganddirectingthecleanup.and During the drilling of the deep explora-
work are primarily associated with fuels for reporting and monitoring the after- tion at Inigok, both of these were encoun-
and lubricating oils. not crude oil. The effects. tered. Accordingly, documented infor-
spills are primarily accidental in nature, Normally thecleanupefforts begin with mation on any material employed or en-
although somecould be attributed to poor efforts to stop or limit the spill, shutting countered during the drilling are imnpor-
maintenance or improperoperational pro- off valves, pumps or engines which, if tant to the plans for abandonment of the
cedures. Accidental spills involve the tip- continued, would make the spill worse, reserve pit.
ping over of vehicles, usually associated The next step is containment or catching Crude oil. which may be associated
with going over the shoulder of deep the fluids. This mightconsistof plywood, with natural gas, is normally burned off
embankments, or the rupturing of fuel earth or snow embankments, or, in the in the flare pit. However, in some situa-
tanks. Spills are also encountered in the case of leaks from equipment, simply tions there can be problems associated
transfer of fuel from fuel trucks, fuel buckets or pails. Absorbent pads, in stor- with igniting or keeping the flame burn-
drums, or storage tanks. Fuel drums can age at several locations on site, are then ing in the flare pit, producing a concen-
also be damaged during transport or han- dispatched and deployed to absorb the tration of crude oil on the bottom of the
dling, with small leaks going unnoticed spilled material, pit. Accordingly such crude oil accum-
for hours or days. Cleanup may involve the removal of ulations may require special cleanup ef-

Oil and fuel spills, including hydraulic impregnated snow, vegetation or soils. forts.
fluids, are not presumed by vehicle and Typicallyspillsareconfinedtotheground Other hazardous materials around a
heavy equipment operators to be rare or surface, by the shallow active layer and construction or drill camp include pro-
uncommon, but inevitable. Standing or- the presence of frost and/or permafrost. pane. oxygen, acetylene, solvents and
ders are posted for all employees on the The affected vegetation may have to be paints. All personnel should be constantly
prevention of spills and their duties in removed, burned or otherwise treated alert to the proper methods of disposing
reporting each spill and assisting in the (McKendrick and Mitchell 1978). l)ocu- of all such material and their containers,
cleanup. Thecardinal sinsaredoing noth- mentation on the extent and location of including kitchen fats and cooking oils,
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which are not processed by the portable,
containerized waste treatment plant at
the drill camp.

Solid waste disposal
While every attempt is mate to use

reusable shipping containers, typically
the knock-down type, there are still a lot
of consumable containers of wood, card-
board, paper, etc., which can be best
disposed of on site. This is accomplished
by the use of a bum basket (Fig. 104).
Typically the contents of this basket are
burned each day, after the pickup of all
trash by the -bull cooks" (those who
clean, serve food, etc., around a drill
camp). It is burned as a single hot fire,
minimizing the amount of smoke. A desig-
nated individual is responsible for what is
placed in the bum basket, i.e., for avoid- Figure 104 Burning trash at Lisburne well site.
ing explosive pressure cans, paints or
other toxic material. This individual is usually are designated areas around the ment. While willow switches or stakes
also responsible for the removal of all perimeter for snow storage. Typically along the edges of the roadway can be
small metal parts that are not consumed these are located in the deepest fill sec- very helpful, they are often destroyed by
in the fire. and placing such material in tions, such that there is more storage on snowplowing operations. Careful snow-
dedicated metal containers for backhaul. the downhill slope, including the adja- plowing is thus a major factor in safe
Open dumps, as such, are not permitted cent tundra. Care is taken in selecting winter driving.
or used. these snow storage areas to avoid causing In the springtime, the compacted snow

large snow drifts orcompounding a drain- on the roads and other gravel surfaced
Snow removal age problem in the spring. Some of these areas at deep well sites begins to melt and

Snow removal is required on drill pads, snow storage areas do not melt away until become rutted. Accordingly the com-
roads and airfields. However, the degree well into the summer. pacted snow is usually removed in an
to which the snow is removed is mark- Snow removal operators should be aggressive cleanup campaign. In some
edly different from that normally found highly qualified, for they can ruin or areas the compacted snow shears easily
on pavements elsewhere. In northern damage buildings and stored material, away from the gravel surface in large flat
Alaska one finds a deep accumulation of Snowplowing also creates snowbanks, blocks. The exposed gravels then absorbs
packed snow. It is not uncoalmon to find which if not winged back, only aggravate more solar heat and therefore dries out
4 to 8 in. of densely packed snow on drill the catch of subsequent drifting snow. relatively quickly. The underlying prin-
pads, roads and even airfields. Lightsnows Drifted snow or old snowbanks can be ciple is to remove the compacted snow so
and drifting snow are compacted by foot very dense and cannot be pushed against that there is less surface water during the
traffic or vehicles. most objects withoutcausingseriousdam- spring breakup.

Snow shoveling is usually restricted to age. Snowplowing on roads is not easy, Temporary airfields, like any airport,
short passageways between buildings or especially during the nearly continuous require a substantial effort to remove
around supplies or equipment. Usually winter darkness, with drifting or falling snow. The large volume ofsnow that falls
the limited amount of hand shoveling is snow. Yet the operators must be con- on a 150- x 5200-ft runway can take
accompanied by the direct aid of front- stantly on guard to remove the snow only many hours to remove with road grad-
end loaders, such that the snow can be from the traveled way. If the snow is ers-large plows normally not being pro-
hauled to designated areas on the perim- bladed off beyond the edges of the road- vided. These runways usually have light
eter of the site, rather than just making way, particularly on curves, subsequent cables laid directly on the gravel surface
snowbanks. The major portion of the travelers can mistakenly believe that the of the shoulders that require special at-
snow removal around the drill pad is done roadway extends to the snowbank and tention. The early winter snows cover
with front end-loaders, or, in the case of catch a wheel in this softer snow, often these cables, but eventually the snow-
roads and runways, with road graders. being violently wrenched into the snow- banks along the lights get deep and the

At drill pads and parking aprons, there bank and sometimes over the embank- accumulated snow must be pushed back.
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area while the heavy equipment works in
- ; the area previously blasted. Frozen soils,

after being blasted, will refreeze and
rebond with time; thus, every effort is

made to move the material as soon as
possible. The amount of explosives per
hole and the spacing and depth of the
holes is a function of the material, its
temperature, limitations on flyrock, de-
sired fracture size, etc. (Mellor 1989).
There is always the requirement to con-
duct a series of test blasts to optimize the
amount of explosives, hole spacing, and
desired fragmentation (Simpson and
Jarrett 1983). While blasting is best left to
professionals, there are several aspects
that must be planned for and carried out
by the general contractor and others. These

Figure 105. Drilling blast holes to excavate reserve pit at Lisburne well. include the submission of mining plans
that specify the use of explosives. The
lateral extent and depth of pits mined by

Since snowblowing equipment is lack- and are often in place for days or weeks, blasting may also be different from rip-
ing, these banks are pushed back with in anticipation of the drill reaching a ping operations. Heavy equipment re-
dozers or front-end loaders. The snow is prescribed depth. They are installed in quirements may also be quite different.
literally spread out flat. some 50 or more relatively shallow drill holes, several hun- Portable crushing plants may also be nec-
feet from the shoulders, such that it will dred feet from the well, and set off when essary, in lieu of crushing in the pit with
not seriously impede drainage. Typically the exploration drill hole reaches one or sheep's foot rollers or segregated wheel
the snow is moved with a high blade, such more prescribed depths. With the seismic rollers. Special transport and storage will
that it does not catch the light cables or equipment in the well. the explosions also be required for the explosives and
disturb the tundra. Accordingly light provide a unique opportunity to reevalu- blasting caps.
cables must be carefully placed along the ate the seismic data previously obtained, The type of explosives to be employed
toe of the embankment and run at right particularly to adjust for permafrost con- depends on many factors, including soil
angles from the shoulder to each light, ditions. Sometimes explosives are also or rock type, the drilling method (size of
offering the smallest target to the snow used for uphole and cross-hole shots to holes), desired fragmentation, etc. Usu-
removal equipment. evaluate the geological structure around ally there is a personal preference for

Snow should never be piled up at the the well(s). The explosively loaded holes certain types ofexplosivesby someblast-
ends of any runway. Pilots cannot judge should be well marked, even when cov- ers. Ammonium nitrate and fuel oil
the height of such snow piles and can ered with drifted snow. (ANFO) and other low-velocity explo-
catch their wheels in them when landing. The use of explosives on the North sives are often preferred for blasting fro-
This is particularly critical on snow or ice Slope appears to be an optional excava- zen soils. Prima cord and delay blasting
runways, although even agravel surfaced tion method employed only by some con- caps are effectively used to control the
runway looks like a snow runway in the struction contractors. Many contractors sequence of the blast, dropping the face
wintertime. Short landings are apparently prefer to simply employ large rippers. or faces in the desired location, and pro-
more common than most people believe, Yet several exploration well sites have ducing the desired fracture with minimal
asevidencedbywheelmarksinoverruns. demonstrated the usefulness of explo- fly rock. Because of the extensive use of

Snow maintenance is thus a very im- sives. The difficult multilevel drill pad at radios, care must be taken to restrict their
portant job at an exploration site. It re- Lisburne (Fig. 93) was very efficiently use in the area when the holes are being
quires dedicated personnel who often excavated with explosives (Fig. 105 and loaded. Normally the electric blasting
must work around the clock to provide a 106). The weathered bedrock knob at the caps are deployed and set off during the
safe working environment. Killik well also was very efficiently quar- lunch hour or some otherwise scheduled

ried using explosives (Fig. 76). shutdown or maintenance period.
Explosives The use of explosives requires consid- Snow incorporated in the blasted mate-

Explosives are used forspecial seismic erable planning and coordination. Typi- rial is insignificant, because the blast-dig
studies while drilling exploration wells cally the blasting crew drills holes in one sequence is relatively quick. Deep snow,
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if present, is removed prior to drilling the
blast holes. All drill holes should be care-
fully staked or flagged and covered with
plywood or other material, since blowing
snow can obscure or fill the holes very
quickly. Holes drilled in permafrost dur-
ing the winter normally have no problem
with sloughing or filling with groundwa-
ter. To reduce fly rock the holes should be
stemmed to prevent the upward venting
of the blast. Some blasters prefer to allow
the stemming (which consists of cuttings
from the hole) to freeze before shooting
to achieve maximum confinement. Stem-
ming usually freezes very quickly when
using small (3-in.)-diameter holes.

Safety
Working in northern Alaska is not un-

like working in other areas of Alaska, Figure 106. Permafrost after being blasted in reserve pit at Lisburne.
except for the wind chill in the winter. On
the North Slope the combination of wind prefer thin driving gloves while operat- vehicle parked too long in one spot. or at
and temperature can produce a severe ing vehicles or equipment. insulated a strange location. Accidents do happen
wind chill effect, and workers must be gloves (with leather shells) for outside and the stress of working long shifts.
appropriately dressed for such winter work requiring finger dexterity, and mit- seven days a week, can take its toll, even
conditions. Typically this means that tens for extremely cold work requiring resultinginheart attacks. Carbon monox-
workers should have a wide range of only limited use of the fingers. All have ide poisoning in vehicles is also a poten-

clothing available. from good insulated extra gloves in camp as spares. Light- tial threat. Most vehicles are equipped
parkas. pants and boots, to insulated coy- weight cotton work gloves are popular with simple carbon monoxide detectors,
eralls and jackets. Workers must be able for many tasks in the warm months and which change color when too much CO is
to adjust clothing when performing dif- are usually provided by employers. All present. They are hung from the rearview
ferent tasks, particularly laborers involved workers are aware of the hazard of touch- mirror or elsewhere in the windshield
in outside manual work. Equipment op- ing metal tools or other extremely cold area.
erators. in heated cabs, require much less objects with bare hands. Safety is stressed not only with respect
bulk and layered clothing, although extra Laborers typically work as a crew, orat to personal cold weather injuries but safe
warm clothes should be carried in case of least in pairs, so that the buddy system vehicle operations. Vehicle operators
a breakdown. Overdressing can also be a can be used in watching for signs of must constantly be alert when working
safety hazard. Personnel dressed for out- frostbite orhypothermia. Crews normally around laborers, for they may have their
side work should remove parkas and other take frequent breaks to warm up. Crew heads turned to avoid the wind and their
heavy clothing when in heated vehicles chiefs must recognize the value of such parka hoods may obscure peripheral vi-
or buildings. breaks, or even the opportunity to duck sion. Vision can also be obscured by

Some individuals are more tolerant than into a vehicle, for a brief respite from the darkness and blowing snow, or one may
others of the cold: hence the amount of cold and wind. During these breaks the be blinded by vehicle lights. Men on foot,
clothing, especially the number of layers crews plan how they can accomplish the bundled up against the cold, do not move
ofclothing. will vary. All should be aware next task or unit of work. Supervisors fast and their footing may be less than
of the danger of frostbite, particularly on must also know when to call a halt to desirable on snow-covered ice. Strangely
the nose and ears. Hats orcaps are helpful some tasks, switching the work to more enough, most falls occur when entering
in reducing body heat losses, as are face protected areas until the severe weather or leaving buildings and vehicles. Snow
masks and parka hoods. Sunglasses are a abates. "Head counts" are also automatic on boots, and the accumulation of melt-
necessity when the sun is reflected from at coffee breaks and meal times. Supervi- water on waxed or painted floors can be
the snow. Snow blindness is painful and sors must instinctively be aware of the hazardous. Thus, ribbed rubber runners
everyone normally has a pair of good location of each worker at all times. and rugs are in front hallways or on all
quality sunglasses at all times. All work- Workers also watch out forother workers floors in many camps. Slipping on snow
ers have several pairs of gloves. Most and do not hesitate to check if they see a or ice can also cause serious injuries
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when mounting and dismounting heavy All equipment must be in good working tered when drilling and may influence
equipment. Bulky clothes, big boots, and order, for there are only limited facilities treatments required in the reserve pit,
the limited visibility of parka hoods corn- for repair in the field and there is only a prior to or after abandonment.
bine to make all movements hazardous limited number of vehicles or construc- Solid waste and other combustibles are
with respecttocatchingclotheson levers, tion equipment to accomplish specific burned on site in a "bum basket," with a
door latches or other protruding parts. tasks in a limited time frame. Very short hot flame to reduce the amount of smoke.
Extra caution must also be exercised to and efficient supply chains are crucial for Nonburnable trash is collected in suitable
avoid having clothing and gloves caught parts and repair services. containers and backhauled. Burialoftrash
in machinery. Equipment employed on the trail and is not permitted.

Construction work typically involves working at drill sites through the dead of Snow removal is required on the drill
vehicles and heavy equipment, and many winter requires winterization. While the pads, roads and airfields. Little effort is
accidents are associated with their opera- specific winterization kits vary with dif- made to clean snow down to gravel pave-
tion. Common accidents involve going ferent equipment, some examples of spe- ments until springtime, there typically
off snow-covered roads. Soft shoulders cial items have been described, like bat- being 4 to 8 in. of compacted snow on all
along gravi roads in the summercan also tery blankets, engine heaters, hood blan- work or traveled areas. Deep snowbanks
cause the same types of accidents. Accord- kets, etc. Standard or optional items that should be avoided, since they tend to
ingly. the use of seat belts is encouraged. may be specified when purchasing equip- promote deeper and larger snowdrifts in

One of the most useful and popular me.,t, such as 4-wheel drive, extra fuel subsequent storms. On runways snow-
pieces of heavy equipment around con- tanks, "Positrack" rear axles, etc., illus- banks are high bladed out flat, 50 or more
struction sites is the front-end loader. trate the attention required to provide feet from shoulders. Snow should never
Unfortunately many accidents and fatali- good quality equipment. Maintenance is be banked on ends of runways because
ties involve these vehicles. Since most also stressed, and several examples are pilots have poor depth perception when
accidents occur while the vehicle is back- cited of how early signs of distress can be landing on snow-covered terrain.
ing up. this equipment should be given noticed and fixed before the vehicle is out The brief section on explosives was
ample working room. Fatal accidents with of service. included as an example of how con-
front-end loaders are also associated with The handling of oil spills, toxic wastes struction on the North Slope can be quite
unloaded machines that are being driven. and hazardous materials is inevitable different from that in other areas. Explo-
at high speeds, from one area to another. around vehicles, heavy equipment and sives can be very effective in excavating
When empty, these machines tend to drill rigs. All personnel are briefed on and quarrying frozen soils and rock.
bounce and weave at high speeds. Down- their responsibilities and quick actions Working in the cold, wind and dark-
grades are particularly hazardous, due to required to prevent, limit and clean up ness requires that safety be stressed at all
the increased problems in controlling such such spills. Fortunately, frozen ground, times. All personnel should have appro-
vehicles. Only experienced operators snow and ice limit the extent of the spill, priate clothing, including changes and
should be allowed to operate such equip- at least during the winter months. Absor- survival items, when working outside or
ment. and supervisors should be con- bent material is stored on site and quickly away from camp. Supervisors must be
stantly alert to prevent unsafe speeds and deployed. All spills should bedocumented aware of working conditions at all times,
operations (Alaska DOT 1988). so that cleanup crews in later months, or providing appropriate warmup periods to

years, know the location and details of avoid frostbite, hypothermiaandexhaus-
Summary the spill and efforts to clean up or treat tion.Carbonmonoxideinvehiclesistaken

Northern operations require substan- the area. Naturally occurring hazardous seriously. Unsafe vehicle and equipment
tially greater planning and scheduling, material, like sulphur, may be encoun- operations should not be tolerated.
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CHAPTER 9. ABANDONMENT
OF SITES

Oil and gas explorations in northern
Alaska are conducted on land owned by
the Federal or State government, or na-
tive corporations. Expiurations on such
lands are controlled by leases and per-
mits, which have stringent stipulations,
including provisions forabandonment and 7

restoration, as an integral part of each
permit (Hanley et al. 1983).

Planning for abandonment
Plans for abandoning a site b.gin with

the initial planning for the proposed work.
For cvery proposed item of disturbance
one must think of a proposed method of
restoration. Under ideal conditions one Figure 107. Well site after initial cleanup showing thaw subsidence in bottom anid sides
would think of restoring a site to its origi- of reserve pit. reflecting ice wedges,
nal condition. i.e., the way it was found.
Realistically, this is seldom possible in
this environment, but one can stabilize a snow drill pad, will primarily concern all equipment working from the existing
and restore a drill site such that it is restoring the reserve pit. When drilling is gravel surface. No traffic would be al-
environmentally and aesthetically accept- completed (or at some later date) the dike lowed once the gravel had been removed,
able. In some cases, restoring a site to its around the reserve pit is bulldozed back essentially reversing the construction
original condition would not be in the into the reserve pit, effectively burying all mode. Since the underlying vegetation is
best interest of future work. For instance, the drill cuttings. The snow and ice in the dead, one would remove only the upper
removing a gravel airfield that could be drill pad is simply allowed to melt away portionsofthegravelembankments. leav-
utilized by the land managers, or the in the summer, although it may be bene- ing 6 to 12 in. or more of the fill to be
otherdevelopment work inthearea.would ficial to apply a light application of fertil- revegetated. The primary interest is in
be counterproductive. Thus, all parties izer or limestone, in early summer, to aid removingthoseembankments. whichcan
concerned must have a clear understand- in the recovery of the native vegetation create deep snowdrifts and obstruct or
ing of what part or parts of the work will that was stressed by the snow pad. concentrate normal surface drainage. The
be restored and what portions will be Since about half of all drill pads are to thin veneer of gravel left on the tundra
:;tabilized and virtually abandoned in be constructed with material from the may be revegetated or left to be restored
place. There should also be a clear under- reserve pit and from local borrow pits, naturally. although the latter may take
standing of when. and under what condi- one should consider where all the differ- decades. An example of such partial re-
tions. responsibility for restoration, or ent materials should be stored for later moval operations is shown in Figure 108.
,.0,ntInuing maintenance, will be trans- use in the restoration work. Much of the
Iterred tto the land managers or to third material from the reserve pit is used in Cleanup and

r'rc. ho might utilize the facility. dikesorberns. lnothercasessomeofthe initial restoration
P i.rri,! tor abandonment is an inte- material from the reserve pit is stockpiled Cleanup is a constant task during the

, t the esploration program. The in the borrow pit for future use in restor- drilling period and employees are nor-
i,. .tted with such restora- ing the borrow pit. Calculating the vol- mally sensitive about litter, messy drill
it , i., c a strong influenceon ume of material required to overlay spe- pads and camps. Drillers take pride in

,rd A hen the exploration cific areas is accordingly important. Res- their camp and the appearance of their
* V ... %rig.shallow. toration plans for drill pads that employ drillrigandequipment.Thuseveryeffort

,',111, Aor ice pads frozen soils usually assume the drill pads is taken to keep the drill site as clean and
• o wmplrhing will be abandoned in place, but require orderly as possible. Because the drilling

revegetation (Fig. 107). period is very short and prescheduled. the
,, l,, '% th While rarelv employed, temporary air- crews are fully cognizant of the require-
irt, ',,efnt fields, roads and drill pads can be re- ment to pack up and move out. Even in

mowed during the summer months, with the hectic days of rigging down and mov-
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includes cutting the timber sills that sup-
- ported thedrill rig intoshort lengths, with

S chain saws. such that they can be hand
carried to a burn pile in the center of the
pad. Timber piling is also cut off, typi-
cally a foot or more below grade, and
burned. The tops of the piles are then
covered with soil, such that they are per-
manently buried. All timbers used for the
foundation of the drill camp are similarly
removed and burned. While every effort
is usually made to recover these large
timber sills, many are frozen into place
and must be left behind for the cleanup
crew. There may be other material that is
frozen down or buried in snowbanks.
Normally all wood is burned. All other
material, including metal, is placed in
trash bags or other containers and broughtFigure 108. End of runway at DEW Line station at Wainwriglht. showing section where out by helicopter (Schindler 1983).

gravel was removed when runway length was reduced. Orange barrels mark centerline
aplproach. Regrading and filling pits

Initial cleanup efforts with respect to
the reserve pit usually begin immediately
following the completion of the drilling.
This consists of dozing the drill cuttings
into the reserve pit and otherwise level-
ing off the cuttings. This is followed by
backfilling the reserve pit with stock-
piled material or from dikes around the
pit, fuel tanks, etc. The filling and subse-
quent burial of the reserve pit must be
carefully planned and executed, particu-
larly with respect to conditions at the time
(snow, ice. meltwater. etc.). Often such
efforts must be done in stages, sometimes
taking a year or more. To facilitate this
work, it is advdaitageous to leave a small
bulldozer at the site for 6 months, or even
a year.

Normally reserve pits can be filled in
quite quickly. Dozers and front-end load-Figure 109. Oh/(1947?) aerial view of well site at Umiat while under active h'illing. ers work atop the dike, avoiding any

Note distuhance arou'd well site bY unrestricted vehicle opqerations. disturbance of the surrounding tundra.
Typically the reserve pits are regraded

ing to another site. there is order and longercamps at the site. Sometimes these with a slightly elevated crown at the cen-
concern for the cleanup and restoration initial cleanup efforts must be done in a ter. with all drill cuttings being buried at
that will follow, even if this work will be series of visits, until all or most of the a prescribed elevation with respect to the
done by others. at a later time. snow has melted. The last cleanup visit is final grade. The design intent is to bury

Once the drill rig and camp have been usually in conjunction with the begin- these cuttings. so that they will freeze and
removed, a small contingent of laborers ning of the erosion control and revegeta- become permanently frozen, capped by a
is assigned the job of initially cleaning up tion efforts. permanent vegetated cover.
the area. Usually this crew must be trans- Much of the initial cleanup is accom- In recent years there have been discus-
ported by helicopter since there are no plished by hand orwith simple tools. This sions regarding the disposal of well cut-
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tings back into the well, at the completion
of the drilling. The well, of course, can-
not accommodate all of the cuttings, since
the bulked volume of the cuttings ex-
ceeds that of the in-situ rock. and consid-
erable space is occupied by casings and
cements. The experimental transportable
cuttings grinder plant may provide a
means for injecting the cuttings in a stra-
tum below the bottom of permafrost, upon
the completion of drilling. Drill cuttings
from some wells, particularly production
wells, have been mixed with sands and
gravels to form topdressing for roads,
which can be readily compacted into a
smooth pavement. Concerns for the use
of drill cuttings in roads usually involve
potential dust problems on the adjacent
tundra vegetation, including contamina-
tion by natural elements in the cuttings, Figure 110. Airphoto taken in 1982 of the same well at Umiat, as shown in Figure 109,

or by drilling additives, from about same position. Note brush and grass on old trails, by natural revegetation.

Revegetation
Revegetation of drill pads, reserve pits

and borrow pits is essential to reestab-
lishing ground thermal conditions that
will produce a shallow active layer over
permafrost. Revegetation is also impor- °-n
tant in preventing erosion from wind and i .

water, which would destroy or delay the lip,
reestablishment of the vegetation cover
and potentially impact the undisturbed
tundra surrounding the drill site (Johnson
198 1,Lawson 1986). The ultimategoal is '' 'a"
to reestablish native vegetation that is
commonly found at each particular site.
In some cases the native vegetation that
will predominate after restoration may
not be the same as originally found at the
site. For instance willows, alders and
other shrubs may be the new dominant
vegetation, even when such plants are not Figure 111. Abandoned thin drillpad withfilled-in reserve pit. Note new grass in tracks

normally found at the site (Walker et al. that holds moisture and retards erosion.
1987). At some locations, such as at Umiat
(Fig. 109 and 110), such brush is wide- as rcpeated passes of a bulldozer, to sta- izer is determined by testing. Some soils,

spread and thrives in areas disturbed by bilize the soils after they have thawed. such as at the South Harrison Bay well

both man and nature (Lawson et al. 1978). Typically these sites require little or no site, can be very acidic. Grass seeds are
Revegetation is normally done after all harrowing or other tillage; only a wire then applied, and the surface dragged

earthwork has been completed, although drag is required toprepare the soil surface with a wire mesh to partially cover the

at some sites this may be done in stages. for seeding. Limestone and fertilizer, if seeds. Bulldozers or other tracked ve-

Drill pads constructed with fine-grained required, are usually applied during the hicles are then employed to compact the

soils require an early vegetative cover to final stages of this preparation work, us- soil around the seeds to encourage mois-

resist erosion. Usually these drill pads ing simple hand-held spreaders. The rate ture retention and inhibit erosion (Fig.

require some form of compaction, such of application of the limestone and fertil- 111). Planting is normally done in the
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such free-draining areas for retaining suf-
ficient moisture for seed germination. In
some situations it may be necessary to
mulch the seed and/or provide periodic
watering during the initial growing pe-
riod with small gasoline-powered pumps,
provided there are nearby bodies of water.

There are a variety of grasses available
for initial revegetation (U.S. Dept. of
Interior 1988). Typically, a mix of sev-
eral varieties is employed, the composi-
tion of the mix being based on site condi-
tions (soil type, availability of moisture,
etc.). Sites that have a high erosion rate
normally employ a higher percentage of
annual ryegrass. Application rates are
usually specified for each mix. such that
there is good coverage at the end of the
first growing season. Caribou and ground

Figure 112. Caribou grazing on new grass on former borrow pit at Inigok. squirrels enjoy the new vegetation (Fig.
112). Browsing by these animals can be
severe, which limits the chances that the
introduced grasses will grow to full ma-
turity or ever repropagate. Nevertheless,
the important features of initial soil stabi-
lization and providing a proper medium
for the later reestablishment of local na-
tive species can be achieved with this
interim grass.

Revegetation, essentially farming, is
highly dependent on the weather. Like
any seed crop, grass has germination and
early growth stages that are particularly
sensitive to the availability of moisture.
Droughts, or conversely too much rain,
can also seriously jeopardize good growth.
Accordingly, one should not be surprised
at the lack of success in revegetating the
first year, but be prepared to reseed the
next year or for several years. Monitoring

Figure 113. Thaw subsidence at ice wedges and cross drainage on road between well is required to be sure there is no erosion
site and airfield at ltkillik, and that the native vegetation is success-

fully establishing a permanent cover.

Refertilization may also be required over
earlypartofthesummertoachievemaxi- Drill sites that employ gravels or aperiodofyearstoencourageandsustain
mum growth in the first season. Many crushed rock may be highly resistant to the growth of native species. Reworking
drill pads support a quick and lush growth erosion by wind and water, but provide a with hand tools and reseeding may be
of new grass during the first summer. If very poor environment for natural resto- required in areas that show signs of ero-
site preparation work cannot be accom- ration. Accordingly, such drill pads are sion. Drill sites in the Southern Foothills,
plished until mid- or late summer, grass also revegetated, but require the surface which are subjected to heavy downpours
seeds are not applied until freezeup so application of fine-grained soils or or- in thunderstorms, are more prone to ero-
that they will remain dormant until the ganic soils (Power et al. 1981). Surface sion, particularly in the first summer,
following spring, compaction of this topsoil is essential on before a grass cover has been established.
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Abandoning roads,
culverts and bridges

Snow roads, like trails, are abandoned
in place and allowed to simply melt away.
No attempt is made to hasten this thaw-
ing, such as by ripping, because such
activities could potentially damage the
tundra vegetation. Cross drainage even-
tually finds its way across these snow
roads, although there may be brief local
impoundments during the spring breakup
period. Vehicles should not be allowed to
use snow roads or trails during breakup,
because they inevitably sink through the
soft crust and disturb the underlying veg-
etation.

Gravel roads are normally abandoned
in place. Thin embankments in ice-rich
permafrost areas typically experience
considerable differential settlement (Fig. Fiqure 114. Culvert washed out on abandoned road between Umiat airfield and Seabee
113). Much of the road surface sinks to well after spring breakup.
the original ground surface. Cross drain-
age of abandoned roads is often facili-
tated by the muchgreaterthaw settlement drill site has been abandoned and reveg- hind, such that there was a thin blanket
thatoccursover ice wedges. Whenthe ice etated. Removal of the bridge also in- over the dead and compressed vegeta-
wedgesoccuratcloseintervals(i.e..<50 cludesremovingallpileswithinthestream tion. as shown in Figure 115. The old
ft) the volume and velocity of the drain- bed, the abutments and wingwalls and roadbeds were left to restore naturally,
age across each wedge is low. The sub- any gabions or approach fills. The bridge without reseeding, although this requires
sided gravel at the wedge also protects site is basically returned to its original many decades.
the area from further thermal and hydrau- configuration including the streambed,
lic erosion, as opposed to leaving a low-water cross- Abandoning airfields

Culverts are normally removed when ing. Because of the large area typically Winterairstripson the tundraareeffec-
the road is abandoned since they. without involved at a bridge site, there usually is tively abandoned in the spring and al-
maintenance, are prone to be clogged a requirement for some form of restora- lowed to thaw in place. After operations
with ice. and wash out, as shown in Fig- tion, including revegetation. Since bridges are halted, the site is policed of all trash
ure 114. Accordingly they are dug up and arenormallyemployedonlargerstreams, and all navigational aids are removed,
the roadway regraded to form a low- timing of the removal will have to con- although some wires may not be recover-
water crossing. If the volume of water sider fish spawning and migration. Large able until later in the summer. During the
across this low-water crossing is high, bridges on the North Slope are found only spring breakup the cross flow of meltwa-
additional low-water crossings may be on permanent roads. ter. in most situations, cuts its own chan-
constructed in the area. Design consider- At some drill sites there may be an nel. Once the snow and ice have disap-
ations for these low water crossings in- interest in recovering some of the gravel peared. the tundra is usually given an
clude the size of stone or gravel that from a road for use elsewhere in the application of fertilizer or limestone, by
armors the crossings to avoid erosion, immediate area. There are several ex- aircraft, to enhance recovery of the veg-
Normally these low-water crossings are amples of this being done in the 1960s at etation. No revegetation is necessary.
installed in a retreating action, with no DEW line stations where good gravel Airfields on lakes or sea ice also effec-
traffic allowed over the crossing. at least was in limited supply after the initial tively melt away and disappear, although
in the summer months, construction effort. Typically this in- there is always some policing required.

Temporary bridges are also removed. volved changing a road from one lake to Normally the lights are recovered as soon
Typically this work is done in conjunc- another lake. for better water. The roads as operations cease, but some connecting
tion with the removal of the culverts. in weretaken up in a retreatingaction. with- power cables may have to beleft forlater
the same retreating action. Sometimes out disturbing the adjacent tundra. Typi- recovery. These wires can sometimes be
this work is done a year or two after the cally about a foot of gravel was left be- recovered by a crew operating with a
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mal drainage channels, which may have
been filled in during the winter. Such
areas should be opened as soon as spring
melting begins, even if this means rip-
ping frozen gravel. Safeguards for ero-
sion should be the major concern. All
wires should be recovered so that they do
not pose a danger to animals or boat
navigation.

Airfields abandoned on ridges may have
to be revegetated, at least in spots, after
the snow runway has melted away. Ero-
sion control measures may also have to
be initiated in disturbed areas, usually by
laborers using simple hand tools.

Historically, all-season gravel runways
have been abandoned in place. However,
some work is usually required during the
abandonment. In some cases this may

Figure 115. Abandoned and partially removed road at Lonely DEW Line station. require the removal of any culverts be-
neath the taxiway, which normally im-
pounds drainage parallel to the runway
(Fig. 116 and 117). The taxiways are
converted to low-water crossings, but
leaving a gravel berm to indicate that this
area is no longer traffickable by aircraft.
At some gravel airstrips, particularly those
that might be degraded by wind or water
erosion, the runway shoulders and even
the outer edges of the runway are seeded.
The perimeter of the parking apron may
also be seeded. Parking aprons have been
found to be good parking areas for seis-
mic trains over the summer months (Fig.
118), or as camping areas for summer
field parties. The adjacent all-season run-
way, while no longer maintained, is used
by light aircraft in support of these field
parties.

To date none of the three insulated
Figure 116. Pondfornied b'y taxiwav at Tunalik. two years after construction. Parking runways in NPRA has been removed.

apron is in center, drill pad in background. The buried insulation would make the
gravel removal process very difficult.
There are also a number of abandoned

small flat-bottomed boat. Since the ice been no fuel spills, because cleanup with (uninsulated) gravel runways at DEW
when melting can be quite dangerous, absorbent pads will be necessary if an oil line stations and other exploration well
those venturing ontothe ice on foot should sheen is discovered. Abandonment work sites. Many of these abandoned runways
have life preservers and ropes. Some- at such facilities also includes any shore- have given good service over the de-
times flotation devices are attached to lines that were used for ramp roads or cades. with virtually no maintenance.
these power cables, so that they can be staging areas. Typically these runway surfaces are lack-
reeled into the shore or to a boat, after all Runways on gravel bars and beaches ing in fines and have a surface coating of
or most of the ice has melted. Lakes normally require no revegetation efforts. small pebbles. The pebbles apparently
should be carefully monitored during the The major concern during the spring are sufficient to resist erosion. The shoul-
melting period to ensure that there have breakup period is the restoration of nor- ders of many of these old runways have
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experienced a natural restoration by na-
tive species, no revegetation having been
applied. Some abandoned gravel runways
at inland well sites have experienced se-
vere differential settlement, from melt-
ing ice wedges, as shewn in Figure 119.
Such airfields, marked with big white X's
on each end, cannot be used, unless re-
paired.

Summary - " *

Abandonment planning begins with the
initial development of the construction
plans. Forevery planned disturbance there
should be a corresponding restoration
plan. The long-term restoration require-
ments can significantly influence the ex-
ploration program. Accordingly, winter-
only drilling, from a snow pad, is the
preferred way of conducting explorations. Figure 117. Washout of taxiway at Tunalik three years after construction. Fiberglass
Drill pads, roads and airfields constructed pipe placed during previous year to drain pond. Note membrane atop insulation.
from snow and ice effectively melt away,
with little disturbance to the existing veg-
etation. although fertilizer and/or pow-
dered limestone may be aerially applied
to aid in the recovery. The most fre-
quently encountered distresses from snow
and ice construction on the tundra are
winter kill, damage from the initial con-
struction efforts and late spring opera-
tions.

Restoration plans for drill pads con-
structed with soils assume that the pad -
will be abandoned in place but will re-

quire vegetation. Revegetation is required
to stabilize pads constructed with fine-
grained soils, so that they do not deterio-
rate from wind or water erosion. Pads
constructed with gravels, while resistant
to erosion, provide a poor environment
for natural revegetation by native spe-
cies hence, they are usually covered with
a topdressing of fine-grained soil and Figure 118. Seismic train parked for summer on parking apron atinigok. Note thermal
revegetated, at least around the perim- effect offire at old camp site in foreground.
eter. The intent of establishing new veg-
etation, with various grass seeds, is only Cleanup of sites includes filling in the and initial restoration work is accom-
temporary, allowing native species time reserve pit, usually with material from plishedbylaboterswithlightweighttools,
to become established. The long-term the surrounding dike. Piling and other since they must be transported by heli-
growth may not be the same as originally timbers are usually cut up and burned in copters. All trash and unburnable mate-
found at the site, because most drill pads the middle of the pad. Small dozers are rial is brought out by helicopter.
are elevated and drier than the surround- often left at the site for grading and com- Gravel roads are usually abandoned in
ing tundra. Alders and willows may be pacting the pad after it thaws and dries place, although some roads have been
prolific growersaroundtheperimeter,even out. The tractor is brought out, overland, partially removed if the gravel can be
when not commonly found in the area. the following winter. Most of the cleanup used again in the local area. Abandoned
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roads usually settle with time and natu-
rally revegetate, although in some situa-
tions they can be effectively revegetated
with seeds to establish a quick cover.
Culverts are normally removed in a re-
treating action and replaced with low-
watercrossings. Bridges are also removed.
including abutments, such that original
streambed configurations are restored.

Such removal work must be carefully
scheduled with respect to fish spawning
and migration.

Gravel runways and connecting roads
to the well site are usually abandoned in
place because they may be used by others
in future years. Revegetation of the shoul-
ders and outer sections of the runway and
parking apron may be necessary to resist
erosion, depending on the runway grades.

Figure 119. Abandoned airfield at Itkillik Well site. Note thaw subsidence and white X enaintain runway rienc
denoing nusale cnditon.Unmaintained runways can experience

denoting unusable condition. localized slumping over ice wedges and

accordingly should be marked with big
white X's, designating that the runway is
not to be used.

Drill sites must be closely monitored
for several years after abandonment to
ensure or enhance the establishment of
new grass and native species, including
additional applications of fertilizer, and
to correct any erosional damage. The
abandonment of the well itself depends
on what was encountered during the drill-
ing, i.e., dry holes or significant oil or gas.

Typically the well is valved off, or welded
shut, with the cellar boxes being left in
place (Fig. 120).

Figure 120. Well head with metal cellar

box at abandoned well site at Lisburne.
Configuration accommodates long-term
ground temperature observations.
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